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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation presents a type scheme called UTS. The goal of UTS is 

to support composition between autonomous systems and programs. Com

position is defined to include procedure call and message passing; it also 

includes command invocation and the use of stored data. The design of 

UTS and the principles that guided that design are discussed. 

The UTS type system is intended as an easily-ported pidgin language. 

It includes the most common scalar types, such as integer, floating point, 

and string; the common type constructors such as record and array; and 

it supports a mechanism for reference to procedures. An innovation of the 

type scheme is that every value, including procedure values, is tagged with 

a type indicator, so that it is self-describing. 

In order to provide a high degree of portability, to provide access to 

a wide variety of systems, and to support dynamic binding, UTS requires 

a minimum of centralized knowledge and shared data definitions. It does 

provide a mechanism for underspecification of types that supports flexible 

commands and generic procedures. 

UTS was originally developed as the type system for the Saguaro dis

tributed operating system. UTS is used in Saguaro for all stored data and 

for proced ure invocation both at the system call level and the user interface 

level. 

UTS is also used as the type system for MLP, a system that provides 

heterogeneous remote procedure calls. MLP is designed to minimize the cost 

of adding new languages while providing the ability to handle common situ

ations easily and automatically. More complex situations can be handled by 

making use of routines for programmer-controlled inspection and translation 

of UTS values. 

Two implementations of MLP are described, with the changes between 

the versions and the rationale for those changes. The run-time systems for 

the two versions are also described. 

The use of MLP is illustrated by projects built on an MLP platform. The 

largest of these is a prototype of the Saguaro command interpreter. Another 

11 



is an interface between MLP and the Emerald programming language. 

The dissertation ends with a summary and discussion of possibilities for 

future research. 

12 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The modern computing environment may be characterized as a collection of widely 

differing machines connected by a high speed network. These machines, thanks 

to their various hardware and software architectures, offer a wide variety of dif

ferent capabilities to the user. Not the least of these capabilities are a variety of 

programming languages, which similarly offer an assortment of tools suitable for 

different styles of programming and for different kinds of tasks. 

As an example of the available variety of resources, consider the continuum 

between the workstation and the supercomputer. The workstation on the user's 

desk offers comparatively low computation speed and a relative paucity of library 

support, but has a highly sophisticated user interface and graphics capabilities and 

is to a large degree under the user's control. It is specialized for interaction. 

A departmental computer generally has higher computation speed, more stor

age, faster access to that storage, and a wider variety of library software available. 

This is counterbalanced by a more variable response time and a less rich interaction 

repertory. It generally offers several programming languages, ranging from Prolog 

to Fortran, which mayor may not be able to communicate easily with each other. 

It is specialized, if you will, for generality. 

A supercomputer, if the user should have access to one, is at the other end of 

the spectrum, offering massive speed of computation and excellent library support 

coupled with comparatively dismal interaction. This poor interaction is due to the 
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same factors that make for speed: a large amount of per-process state, fast and 

expensive memory (arguing against having a large number of idle jobs in memory 

waiting for user input), and an I/O architecture optimized for high throughput 

without much regard to latency. In addition, the supercomputer is often under 

the control of an autonomous organization and situated remotely from the user. 

Serious programming generally is done in Fortran, often in a specialized version 

of the language particular to the architecture in question. The supercomputer is 

optimized for batch numeric processing. 

There are also various specialized architectures available. For example, Hyper

cubes and Connection Machines offer very high net speeds of computation on a 

limited class of numeric problems, while database machines and transaction pro

cessors are specialized for other problem classes. There are also Lisp and Small talk 

machines for particular languages. 

Along with this hardware diversity, caused either by architectural differences 

or by peripherals, there is software diversity. This may be due to software license 

restrictions or the use of proprietary or voluminous data such as stock market 

quotations or genomic datasets from molecular biology. More frequently, it may 

be due to the use of different programming languages. 

Different programming languages are intended for different classes of problems. 

Well-known examples are Icon and Snobol for string manipulation, Fortran for nu

meric work, Lisp and Prolog for symbolic computation, C or assembly for machine 

access. More narrowly focussed languages or subsystems, such as Macsyma or 

Maple for symbolic computation and Simscript for simulation, are also important. 

Other languages that can be considered in the same light are interactive languages, 

optimized for ease of programming and immediate response. Command languages 

such as DCL for VMS l and sh for UNIX1 are important examples in this class, as 

are interpreted programming languages like Lisp and Smalltalk. 

In fact, all heterogeneity issues can be considered to be language issues. Differ

ent hardware architectures support different machine languages. More importantly, 

1 VMS is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporl\tion. 
2 UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories. 
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the different computational resources and capabilities are each expressed in a pro

gramming language. Hence, access to the resource can be reduced to access to the 

programming language in which the resource is implemented. 

The wide variety of available capabilities is not going to be reduced in the fore

seeable future. Instead, thanks to the inventiveness of the computer industry and 

users, it is likely to increase; and with good reason, as each new invention is mo

tivated by dissatisfaction with extant capabilities. Moreover, it is unrealistic, and 

counter to observed fact, to hope that the new solutions will completely supersede 

the old. Instead, they add to the repertoire available to the computer user. 

Furthermore, it is not just the variety in the individual computer that is in

creasing. The prevalence of communications networks accentuates the importance 

of a model for access to heterogeneous resources. Networks, both local area and 

wide area, make it very easy to get data from one computer to another. Hereto

fore, this capability has been used chiefly in limited ways; either for electronic mail 

and text file transfer across a wide variety of machines, or for constructing homo

geneous distributed systems, under a single administration and presenting (more 

or less completely) the model of a single machine. There remains much untapped 

potential in networks that could be exploited if there was a convenient means for 

access to heterogeneous resources. 

1.1 Composition 

A framework for discussing access to heterogeneous systems is provided by the 

idea of composition. In the extreme, all computer programming and all computer 

use can be considered as composition. Command invocation can be considered 

as the composition of the invoked command with the shell; creating a program 

is the process of composing the instructions, procedures, or modules to make a 

larger whole. A stored file can be regarded as the composition of the writer with 

the readers; this is illustrated particularly by UNIX pipes, which are transient files 

that serve only to allow composition. The goal of providing convenient access to 

resources can be reached by enhancing composibility. 
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Composibility is defined here as the ability of the user to combine programs or 

procedures to accomplish the user's goals. The task of composition can be divided 

into the subtasks of control flow and data transfer. The control flow subtask is 

that of synchronization: when can a certain piece of code execute? Common 

solutions are procedure call, where only one piece of a program can be executing 

at one time, and data flow, where a process is only blocked at read statements 

or at write statements. The other subtask is data communication: the transfer of 

data from one part of a program to another. In the case of procedure call, the 

data transferred are the parameters and results of the procedure; in the use of 

a file, the data is transferred by the read and write statements. These problems 

are largely separable; control flow influences the efficiency of various data transfer 

mechanisms, but the abstraction can remain the same. 

The presence of many different machines and languages makes the problem 

of data transfer challenging. For procedure calls within a single programrillng 

language, or for files written and read by the same program, no transformation 

of data is required. Even acruss several languages on a single machine under a 

single operating system, it is possible to decree conventions for the transfer of 

data (for example, the common calling convention of VMS). This will generally be 

some elaboration of the machine data representation, which all the languages must 

share. (This still begs the question of higher-level compatibility; for example, the 

alignment of fields within a record may differ even for different compilers for the 

same language). There is no such ready made common ground for a system made 

up of heterogeneous parts. 

A composition mechanism gains in utility as it gains in scope. For example, 

procedure call becomes more useful when extended so that it can be used between 

different languages on one machine; it becomes even more useful when extended so 

that it can be used between (possibly) different languages on (possibly) different 

machines. In fact, this is the extension of a composition mechanism-procedure 

call-into a mechanism for heterogeneous composition. 

Such extended composition mechanisms do exist. Common models are remote 

procedure call (RPC), ~le sharing, and streams of data. Remote procedure call is 
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the extension of procedure call across the boundaries of a single machine; hetero

geneous procedure call, across language and architecture boundaries. UNIX pipes 

allow limited composition of text filters; the use of network virtual streams extends 

that composition across machine boundaries. File transfer mechanisms allow the 

use of files to be extended across heterogeneous and machine boundaries. These 

mechanisms are widespread because they have proved their worth in use; their 

utility is limited because they generally lack either the ability to preserve the type 

of the bits they transfer or the ability to make connections dynamically. 

Dynamic Composition 

One important quality of a composition mechanism is the degree to which it sup

ports dynamic, as opposed to static, composition. Composition is static when the 

components are created within the context of the composed system, so that the 

composition pattern is fixed as part of the system definition before the compo

nent parts can be created. Dynamic composition is the connection of pre-existing 

components, with the composition pattern defined at run time. 

Examples of static composition are typical programming languages with com

piled interfaces, and the use of scratch files written and read by one program; 

examples of dynamic composition are procedure invocation in Lisp, command in

terpreters, files used by more than one program, pipes, and general-purpose editors. 

Many RPC schemes support only static composition. 

The benefits of dynamic composition are the benefits of interactive computer 

use in general: exploration, flexibility, responsiveness. It allows the user to react 

to the data, rather than submitting the data to a pre-planned transformation. 

For example, a simulation might produce more information if it were interactively 

guided by the user-it is composed of a simulation part and an interaction part. 

Dynamic composition is also a sine qua non of any command interpreter or inter

active programming system. 

Allied to dynamic composition is the notion of the computer environment as a 

collection of tools that can be applied to the data as required. This is sometimes 
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called the "toolbox" approach to system construction. Each program in such a 

system is intended to do one thing well, rather than many things in a mediocre 

fashion; many different tools will in general be applied to anyone piece of data. 

The metaphor implies that the workpiece - the data - has an existence distinct 

from and independent of the tools - the programs - used to manipulate it. The 

principle behind this notion has been enunciated by [Draper86] as "inter-referential 

I/O". Briefly, this principle is that the output of one program should be usable as 

input to another. 

Type Checking 

Another important quality of a composition mechanism is the extent to which 

it checks the types of the data being transferred. Type checking ensures that 

the data transferred is compatible with its use. The essence of type checking is 

redundant specification; a type check is a check for agreement between the source 

of a data value and the user of that value, to ensure that the value will support 

the operations that the user intends to perform on it. In the common case of a 

strongly-typed programming language, the use of a variable is checked against its 

declaration, so that in a legal program only the operations defined as meaningful 

for the data type are performed on the variable. In run-time typing, this checking 

is deferred until the operations are actually performed. In checking the type of an 

interface between two programs or procedures, two declarations of the interface 

are checked against each other, or against an external definition of the type of 

the interface. This interface declaration may also be checked against the use of 

the data in the text of the program, if the program is written in a strongly-typed 

language. 

Type checking is based on the specification of data types: sets of data values 

together with operations defined and supported on elements of those sets. Data 

types are defined in type systems, which are collections of data types and type 

constructors, operators that produce new data types. An example of a type con

structor is a record type definition facility. Concrete type systems also specify the 
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representation of the data values. An important aspect of a type system is the 

relation between the types. The simplest type systems are flat, with each type 

independent. More elaborate type systems may include transfer functions, to map 

a value from one type to an equivalent value in another type, or type inclusion, 

where one type is a subset of another. The most sophisticated type systems (e.g., 

[Black87]) analyze detailed information about the semantics of each data type and 

the operations it supports, and present a complete lattice of type inclusions. 

Data types are also used in type inferencing in typeless languages like Prolog 

and Icon [Walker88]. In type inferencing, the compiler looks at the operations 

which are used on a piece of data in an attempt to determine what the type of the 

data must be, in order to produce more efficient code. 

1.2 Data Transfer 

Basic to all methods of composition is the transfer of data; for heterogeneous com

position, the transfer is between possibly different languages (including different 

machine languages). For a remote procedure call, the data transferred are the 

identity, parameters and results of the remote procedures; for file and streams the 

data transmitted is explicit in the task definition. In general, the process of trans

ferring data entails transliterating it from an internal format to an external one, 

and then reversing this transliteration (perhaps in to a different internal format) 

at the other end. This transliteration requires bit manipulation, for example in 

the transmission of a floating point number that must be broken down into sign, 

exponent, and mantissa so that the three parts of the number can be inserted into 

the proper bit fields of the floating point format of the receiving language. It may 

also require higher level manipulations, like arranging for the correct alignment 

of fields in a record, or allocating the storage for a datum transmitted to a Lisp 

program. Since the external format is often suitable for serial transmission, these 

transliterations are called serialization and deserialization respectively. 

The fundamental goal in data transfer is to preserve the meaning of the data, 

as much as that is possible. This requires finding the representation in the tar-
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get language that carries the meaning intended in the originating language and 

program. It is, however, impossible to transmit the entire semantics of a piece of 

data, since the exact semantics of a piece of data depends on all of the behavior 

of the program when running on that data, and so encompasses the entire state of 

the sender. To transmit that in a message requires either duplicating the originat

ing environment, which renders the composition pointless, or solving the halting 

problem, which is not practical. We must therefore abstract somewhat, preserving 

only the important aspects of the semantics of the data. 

The concept of data type provides the required abstraction. The task of data 

transfer then becomes the task of mapping the types from one language to another, 

and then providing a mapping function for each type that can translate the values 

of that type. The starting place for the construction of this mapping are the types 

defined in the language description. 

Unfortunately, it is not in general even possible to transmit those built-in 

types, as different languages (and machines) will have different detailed semantics. 

Two examples are procedure values, which depend on the parameter passing and 

global addressing mechanisms of the language, and floating-point precision, which 

is highly dependent on machine architecture. Type construction and composition 

mechanisms also vary greatly among different programming languages. 

Luckily, there is some common ground in programming languages. Almost all 

have data types corresponding to the machine operand types like integer, string, 

and float; almost all have array and record type constructors. The exact semantics 

of these common elements may not be the same in every instance, but there is 

substantial common ground. Similarly, there are many floating point formats, but 

there is a standard for floating-point operations that covers the common precisions 

and operations [Stevenson82]. The existence of this common ground among type 

systems is the key to the research presented here. 

Despite this common ground, it has historically been difficult to transfer typed 

data between computers. The task became important when networks that provide 

transport of buffers of bytes became popular. The original data transfer mecha

nisms were ad-hoc, text-based schemes, built on terminal input and output mech-
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amsms. The ARPA Internet traditionally uses informally-described, text-based, 

protocols unique to the application (which, by the way, are still being promulgated; 

see for example [Crispin88]). Even today, the only generally available method for 

transfer of data files on the Internet is to write a program to print out the values 

on one side as text and read them in on the other, hopefully using the same text 

format. A new data format must be devised for each program; any changes in the 

format will cause the program to break, often undetectably; and programs must 

be hand crafted to parse the particular text format they are intended to accept. 

This kind of ad-hoc parsing and re-parsing is thus wasteful of programmer and 

machine effort, prone to unpredictable failure, and militates against any kind of 

general connectability. 

Another example of the use of ad-hoc parsing for data transmission is the use 

of pipes in UNIX. Pipes allow an easy, limited form of procedure or program 

composition3 . This ease of composition has contributed to the success of UNIX. 

The drawbacks are that it is limited to a producer-consumer relationship, and 

that the data passed along a pipe must be re-parsed by each consumer. The first 

drawback may be one reason for the trend in some UNIX subcultures to make 

less use of pipes, instead writing monolithic interactive programs. The second 

drawback reduces the flexibility of pipes significantly, since in order to transfer 

any kind of structured information, the downstream program must be specially 

written to understand the output of the upstream one; this reduces the utility 

of the composition mechanism, as well as inhibiting the dynamic combination of 

programs. It is also quite error-prone. 

1.3 Characteristics 

In order to support to full range of composition mechanisms, from procedure call 

to file transfer, in a heterogeneous environment, a type system should have certain 

characteristics: 

3 A colleague notes that no matter how many text filters you compose, you will never construct 
anything which is not a text filter. 
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• Self-describing data. 

• Self-contained type definitions. 

• A data format with natural correspondence to common programming lan

guage practice. 

• Procedure values as part of the type system. 

• Flexible type specifications. 

Self-Describing Data 

A data value is self-describing if it carnes with it enough information to guide 

its oeserialization. As a trivial example, the four bytes which are expressed in 

octal notation as 0125, 0156, 0151, 0170 can be variously interpreted as shown in 

Figure 1.1. In a self-describing data format, each datum carries with it a tag that 

two integers 
a floating-point number 
one integer 
an IP address 
a string 

21870 27000 
1.6383547e+13 

1433299320 
85.110.105.120 

U nix 

Figure 1.1: Various Interpretations 

indicates what interpretation was intended when it was encoded; that is, whether 

it represents an integer, float or string. Thus the encoded representation contains 

the information required to do the decoding. 

Self-describing data is useful in the transmission of data between programs that 

are not compiled together, as required for dynamic composition. Any scheme that 

does not have self-describing data must have a pre-established agreement between 
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the two parties in any data transmission about the form of the data. In most 

existing schemes, this information is published as part of the description of a well

known service. Such compiled interfaces are suitable for a client-server paradigm, 

where the service is installed as part of the computer system; this model is not 

well suited for communication between user level programs, nor for any kind of 

dynamic connection scheme. The problem is one of ordering; to have fully dynamic 

connections, it must be possible to define the connected entities and the interface 

in any order. With compiled interfaces, the definition of the interface must come 

before the definition of any program that uses it. Hence the lack of self-describing 

data restricts composition to static composition. 

As an aside, note that self-describing data is useful even in the case of static 

composition, as it provides built-in type checking which protects against program

mer error, against discrepancy in program versions, and against out-of-date or 

erroneous data definitions. 

Run-time typing, which is the programming language equivalent of self-describing 

data, is part of programming languages such as Lisp and Icon. In Lisp, it provides 

support for interactive programming; in both, it allows the creation of type-flexible 

(generic) procedures. 

Self-Contained Data Types 

The second quality of a type scheme for composition is self-contained data; that 

is, type definitions are free of references to external data type definitions. This 

is in direct contrast to schemes for user-defined representations of abstract data 

types. The problem with those schemes in an heterogeneous environment is that 

the receiver of a value must consult or have knowledge of some definition external to 

the received value. That is not a drawback when the types are all being used within 

a single system, where the definition can be maintained as shared data. It is more 

problematic when dealing with multiple languages across multiple machines with 

perhaps multiple administrations; then the data definition may not be accessible. 

In an integrated system, it is possible to maintain a universally accessible 
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database of type definitions to permit the resolution of references to external def

initions. In order to be useful, such a data dictionary must be accurate and up to 

date. 

In the case of a single language system with shared definitions, the receiver 

can be even be recompiled with the correct data definition. This is not feasible 

in a heterogeneous system as the lack of dependency information can make it 

;~possible to find out when a program is out of date, even if we dismiss the 

difficulty of automatic recompilation. 

Beyond these problems of version control and consistency, the use of data types 

that are not self-contained forces the restriction of composition. The use of abstract 

data types forces a certain order of program creation; first the data type must be 

defined, then the programs that use it can be written. Either that, or programs 

must be able to acquire the definition of a new data type as they run. Rather than 

restricting composition or requiring a universal and omnipresent type definition 

database, it is better to let each data value be self-contained. 

A Common Language 

For practical reasons, a type system for communication should be similar to the 

type systems of common programming languages. In fact, such a type system 

might be described as a pidgin language. Webster defines pidgin as "a simplified 

speech used for communication between people with different languages". This is 

exactly what is required in passing data between heterogeneous languages. 

Because it is a pidgin, the type system used for communication need not map 

exactly to the type system of any single language; but it must map comfortably 

to each of them. The distance must not be too great between the pidgin and the 

interfaced programming languages. In order to reduce this semantic distance that 

must be bridged in passing from one language's type system into the transmission 

type system, and then into the receiving language's type system, the transmission 

type system should be intermediate between those of the two languages. In order 

for this to be true for all combination!' I)f originating and receiving languages, the 
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transmission type system should occupy some central point of type systems-as 

much as that is possible. 

To use a different metaphor, the transmission type system is a greatest common 

denominator of the languages used. It should not preserve the fine points of the 

semantics, any more than poetry should be written in a pidgin language. However, 

just as a pidgin must have accurate terms for money, the transmission type system 

should transmit the basic, common, and hence most useful data types accurately. 

Procedure Values 

It is important that procedure values be included in the type scheme. Procedure 

values are data values that support an invocation or procedure call operation. 

What are called "procedure values" in most programming languages are actually 

references to procedure values; the definition of the procedure is not part of the 

value, but instead a reference to the procedure is passed. An exception to this gen

eralization is Lisp, in whiC:l procedures are often created and assigned to variables 

on the fly. 

Dynamic linking is the binding of procedure names to procedure va.Iues at run

time; hence a type scheme that can be used to describe dynamic linking must 

include procedure values. This is also true of a type system that can describe the 

use of procedure parameters. Such type schemes generally use a "procedure" type 

constructor, which describes a procedure value in terms of the types of its inputs 

and its outputs. 

In order for dynamic composition to be type secure, procedure values must 

be self-describing just as simpler values are. In order to represent a procedure 

type concretely, a type scheme must have a "type type", that is, a type whose 

values are data types like "integer". It has been shown (see [Jeffords87]) that 

computations involving "type type" are in general undecidable, so any proposal 

for a type scheme should prevent the specification of non terminating type com

putations. Fortunately, a type scheme for data interchange need not specify any 

computation resulting in a value of "type type" , since it need not specify any com-
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putation. A type scheme intended for the transmission of data need only support 

the declaration of type constants. 

Flexibility in Types 

Some programs must handle more than one kind of data. Some examples are 

archiving programs, which must be able to handle any kind of file; editors, which 

should be able to edit. more than one syntax of text file; and command interpreters, 

which should be able to invoke a procedure of any type. In addition, some proce

dures should be applicable to more than one kind of data. The canonical example 

of this is a stack package, which should be applicable to stacks over any base type. 

Programming methodologies that provide this flexibility include object-oriented 

programming and generic packages. 

In order to promote software re-use, a type system intended for composition 

should allow the type of an interface to be incompletely specified. This means 

that it should be possible to declare that an interface will accept input of multiple 

types - for example, either integer or floating point - without abandoning all type 

checking. In order for communication to be reliable, this incomplete specification 

should result in the deferment of type checking until run-time; that is, an interface 

that is declared to accept data of type integer or type floating point should still 

check any incoming data to be sure that it is of one of those types, and may need 

to execute different code depending on the type of the input. This is another 

argument for tagged data. 

1.4 The UTS Type System 

The UTS type system described in this dissertation has, as might be expected, the 

five characteristics that are listed above as beneficial for composition. The UTS 

system includes a set of data types, a representation standard for instances of those 

types, and mechanisms to make that standard accessible from a host language. 

The UTS data representation uses tagged values in order to ensure that data is 
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self-describing. The tag of a record value, for example, specifies the length of the 

record and the type of each field. The tag of a procedure (reference) value specifies 

the types of the input and output of the procedure. 

The data types of UTS include those mentioned earlier as common in program

ming language practice: integers, floats, and booleans; strings; arrays and records; 

and procedure values. The definitions of these data types are self-contained, so 

that they are independent of external definitions. 

References to procedure values are included in the type scheme. These must 

naturally be defined in terms of some invocation mechanism. In the prototype 

implementations, this is the MLP remote procedure call scheme, which in fact 

uses UTS as its transport type system. One indication of the utility of UTS is that 

the internal communication required to implement MLP is done using UTS types. 

UTS also supports underspecified types; by this means, for example, a pro

cedure can be declared to accept a parameter of type "integer or float" and 

return a value with type "*" which is the union of all types. 

1.5 Organization of the Dissertation 

After a discussion of related work in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 presents the UTS type 

scheme in some detail. 

The use of UTS in the design of the Saguaro distributed operating system is 

described in Chapter 4. UTS was incorporated as the type system of the user level 

of the system, used for files as well as "channels" (the Saguaro analogue of pipes) 

and command invocation. 

Chapters 5 and 6 are a discussion of our experience in implementing MLP, a 

heterogeneous remote procedure call scheme that uses UTS as its type system. 

Chapter 5 is a description of the first implementation, called MLP-l; it was char

acterized by a policy of incorporating MLP into the language processors. This 

approach proved to have some drawbacks, which are explained in the chapter, so 

we re-implemented the system as MLP-2, described in Chapter 6. The rationale for 

the re-design and the changes in the compilation process and the run-time system 
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are presented in that chapter. 

Chapter 7 describes two projects based on MLP-Z that explore the use of UTS as 

a composition mechanism. One is a prototype of the Saguaro command interpreter, 

which is an implementation of the use of UTS for dynamic composition. The 

other is the addition of the Emerald object-oriented programming language to the 

suite of MLP-2 languages. This provided an interesting exercise in reconciling the 

programming models of the two systems. 

The dissertation ends, as might be expected, with a concluding chapter in which 

the research is summarized and, more importantly, possibilities for future research 

are presented. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RELATED WORK 

The transmission of data between programs is a task that arIses m many con

texts and is accomplished by many mechanisms. In one instance, many network 

protocols include standards for the transmission of data. In another, the prob

lem has been solved as a part of many remote procedure call schemes, as well as 

other program composition schemes such as rendezvous. Data transmission mech

anisms have also been implemented as part of the composition method of various 

programming environments. 

The discussion of related work in this chapter follows that broad outline. After 

a historical glance at early composition schemes, a section on network standards 

describes some protocols proposed, either as a global standard or as part of a 

particular application standard, for the transmission of data. A survey of compo

sition methods concentrates on Remote Procedure Call (RPC) since it is the most 

popular and the best understood. Some programming environments are surveyed, 

particularly those that support more than one programming language. 

2.1 History 

The issue of the transfer of data became important as a result of the connection 

of computers together by communications networks. Initially, computer networks 

were used to provide terminal access and to transfer files. The problem of the 
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format of those data files was addressed only for the case of text files; other kinds 

of information were accommodated by programmers' individual effort. 

Rochester Intelligent Gateway 

An important early effort, and an inspiration for UTS, is the RIG (Rochester In

telligent Gateway) system [Lantz80, Lantz82]. RIG is a distributed system layered 

over the operating system of the host machines, which may be heterogeneous. It 

is structured as a collection of servers whose behavior is defined in terms of a 

standard message interface. The degree of granularity of RIG is the user/program 

interface; a server corresponds to a program, while the interface is an abstraction 

of the user int~rface of the program. 

The original setting of RIG was the RIG ITS virtual terminal system. As a 

consequence, RIG is concerned with the user interface. It includes what would 

now be called "window management": the specification of commano keys, editing 

commands for virtual terminals, and screen space management. RIG could thus be 

considered an early user interface management system (UIMS); it is more directly 

related to the work described here because it can equally well be considered to be 

a system for remote program invocation. Two key concepts of UTS, treating all 

invocations as the exchange of typed messages and the use of signatures to aid in 

command specification, are present in RIG. 

The servers may use three styles of communication, or in more modern termi

nology, three synchronization paradigms: "atomic transactions", "connections", 

and "asynchronous messages". RIG uses "atomic transaction" not in the present 

sense of a reliable transaction, but to mean one-shot calls on a stateless server; 

examples are a time of day service or a name lookup. A "connection" is used for 

any exchange in which the server must retain information between calls. Either of 

the above style of transaction mayor may not be acknowledged; in the "atomic" 

case the service mayor may not return an acknowledgement or reply, while in the 

connection case the caller's messages may be stream or hand-shake. The third 

communication style, "asynchronous message", is really an exception notification. 
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Woven in with the UIMS aspect of RIG is the concept of a Command Profile, 

a template to assist in the construction of an invocation of the target command. 

Different profiles could be constructed for the same "tool" or command. The 

Command Profiles in RIG are used only at the user interface, so the system is 

closely tied to virtual terminals for interaction with the user; the two aspects of 

RIG, UIMS and remote invocation service, were not integrated with each other. 

Despite this limited application, RIG was one of the first systems to provide 

the user with access to a heterogeneous, distributed computing environment. 

The ARPAnet 

The largest heterogeneous system built to date is the ARPA Internet. The most 

common uses for the Internet are file transfer, electronic mail, and remote login. 

Data standards used in the operation of the Internet include a standard for text 

files and for integers. There are also various application-specific protocols, the 

most important of which are a standard for electronic mail [Crocker82] and a 

standard Network Virtual Terminal to support remote login [PosteI83]. Internet 

data transmission protocols are specified in prose in documents called Internet 

Requests for Comments (RFC)'s and coded by hand for each implementation of 

the protocol. 

2.2 Data Transmission Protocols 

The early networks were concerned largely with getting the bytes back and forth. 

Interpretation of those bytes was done in an ad-hoc and program-specific fashion. 

In order to reduce the effort required to specify and implement a new protocol, 

communications standards developed after the ARPA network generally include a 

global data transmission standard as part of the network specification. A survey of 

data transmission standards was prepared for the Internet community [DeSchon86]; 

it covers protocols developed for particular Internet applications like the Multi

Media Mail standard as well as more general schemes. In the ISO model [ISO], 
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which divides a protocol description into 7 layers, a data transmission standard 

occupies Layer 6, the Presentation layer, while doing useful work is the job of Layer 

7, the Application layer. The part of the task of data transmission that falls within 

Layer 6 can roughly be described as the transmission of typed data. 

The Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) specification is a prescriptive stan

dard built in accordance with the descriptive ISO model. The current OSI standard 

for Layer 6 is called Abstract Syntax Notation One. 

Abstract Syntax Notation One 

The OSI protocol for Layer 6 is called "ASN.l" [IS087a, IS087b). It defines both 

a presentation syntax for type specifications and a standard representation for 

the transmission of values. In order to provide a framework that can be used to 

implement any application, ASN.1 defines a wide variety of base types including 

numeric string, printable string, videotex string and UTe time, as well as the 

more usual and general Boolean, integer and string types. These base types may 

be grouped using a wide range of combination schemes, including discriminated 

unions, counted lists, and implicit lists. 

ASN.l provides a great deal of flexibility. It allows data to be tagged or un

tagged (called "implicit"). It allows types and tags to be defined with universal, 

organization-wide, protocol-wide, or message-specific scope. The wide variety of 

string types shows the focus of ASN.1: the types specified in the standard are the 

types likely to be useful in specifying a protocol to communicate between users 

(or user agents) and monolithic applications. There is less emphasis on interfacing 

between programming languages; for example, there is no floating-point type. 

Other Standards 

Other data transmission standards have been proposed either as part of RPC 

(Remote Procedure Call) schemes or as part of specific applications. The former are 

discussed in the section on RPC systems, Section 2.3. The most general example 

of the latter is the Multi-Media Mail standard [PosteI80a), which is intended for 
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the representation of mail messages that include pictures, sound, or other data 

as well as text. In order to do this, the standard incorporates a fairly complete 

type scheme, with atomic types like integer and Boat. The type constructors are 

Lisp-like property lists; their meaning is defined in the context of a mail system, 

with the fields of a list being identified by name and causing some interpretive 

action by the recipient. Many of the data types are specialized for use in a mail 

system, like digitized voice. Since it was intended that particular mail servers 

define and use private types, unrecognized properties are ignored. The underlying 

assumption is that there is a human supervising the process, who can make use of 

the partial information so extracted. The standard is an interesting example of a 

data transmission facility; it was not intended, nor was it ever used, as an interface 

between programming languages. 

There are also standards prevalent on single machines for communicating be

tween different programs. Examples of this are the IFF standard on the Com

modore Amiga [Amiga8686], Macintosh l resources, and the RMS standard of VMS 

[DEC81]. The IFF standard is intended for the exchange of data between appli

cation programs. It specifies grouping operators, but each application defines and 

uses its own atomic types. There are a few predefined atomic types - for example, 

sound samples and graphics images - in representations closely tied to the Amiga 

architecture. IFF shares with the ARPA Multi-Media Mail the quality of being a 

property-based type scheme; each application is supposed to interpret the types it 

understands when reading in a data structure, ignoring the others. 

The Macintosh supports a similar scheme in its "resources" [Apple87]. A Mac

intosh file is divided into a data fork, private to the application that created the 

file, and a resource fork, which contains a collection of resources. A resource type 

is identified by a 4-character resource identifier. Examples of the types of resources 

are code segments, fonts, pictures, sound samples, and strings. Resource identi

fiers are globally-unique tags for the type of the resource; the internal format of 

the resource data is generally private to the implementation of the resource. Some 

resource formats are well publicized and used as interchange formats; examples are 

1 Macintosh is a trademark of Apple Computer, Incorporated. 
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the PICT type, a graphics interchange format, and FONT resources. Resources 

may be saved into the Macintosh Clipboard and inserted into other applications. 

The RMS standard in VMS is a standard for the management of files, rather 

than the description for their content. It describes how the data is stored on disk 

rather than the type of the data. 

2.3 RPC Systems 

Under the broad heading of composition schemes may be classed protocol defi

nitions as discussed above, file transfer mechanisms, and remote procedure call 

(RPC) mechanisms. The latter is the most studied case, perhaps because it is eas

iest to understand and to interface to conventional programming languages. The 

definitive reference for RPC is [Nelson81]. 

The RPC schemes directly comparable to UTS are those that interface to ex

isting programming languages. There also exist systems that implement RPC 

as an integral part of a (distributed) programming language; examples are CSP 

[Hoare78J, Mesa [Mitche1l79J, and SR [Andrews82]. Distributed languages gen

erally do not support dynamic binding or flexible types, since the model they 

implement is of a single program spread across several machines. The language's 

compiler and run-time system take care of creating an execution environment and 

binding names to remote procedures, in the static communications pattern speci

fied by the text of the program. 

In order to interface to existing languages, an RPC system must include a type 

system for the specification of interfaces, a means of generating code to implement 

those interfaces, and a means of interfacing that code to code written by the user. 

There must also be some way of providing an execution environment for the proce

dures and of resolving references to remote procedures. Typically a description of 

a procedure's interface is written by the programmer; the interface description is 

read by a stub compiler, which produces a local procedure that acts as a stand-in 

for the remote procedure. The provider of the procedure is called the server while 

the user of the procedure is called the client. The client of the interface is linked 
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with the stub procedure generated by the stub compiler. The remote procedure is 

used by making a normal procedure call to the local stub, which serializes the data 

and sends it to the provider of the service defined by the interface description. 

The distinction between clients and servers varies in different RPC schemes. In 

schemes oriented towards providing system services, servers are special programs 

installed as part of system initialization. They may serve multiple clients at one 

time or be installed at special privileged communications ports. The address of 

that port may be assigned statically and published widely as a well known address. 

Even if the port is assigned dynamically, the type of the procedure provided by the 

server in these client-server oriented systems is generally static and widely known 

information. 

Other RPC schemes make less distinction between clients and servers, making 

it easier for the user to write a program that provides a procedure for remote call. 

These user-level systems typically use some kind of dynamic name binding scheme 

to map remote procedure names to communications ports; they may also provide 

some way, perhaps a central database, for callers to find the type of an interface 

at run time. The key difference is that it requires no special privileges to create a 

server in such a scheme; any user program can provide a service. These systems 

provide RPC between peers. 

In a typical client-server oriented RPC scheme, the task of providing an exe

cution environment is handled by the operating system. The server is started by 

some outside agency and installs itself, which may include registering itself with a 

name service. Clients may then apply to the name service, contact the server, and 

make use of the well-known interface provided by the server. User-level schemes 

sometimes include a provision for the automatic activation of a server; in other 

cases the server must be started manually before the client can operate. 

RPC schemes also vary in how they support user-defined types. In the sim

plest case, of which Courier is an instance, only type constructors like record and 

procedure definitions are offered; in these cases the encoding and decoding code 

can be entirely generated by the stub compiler. The other extreme, with Sun RPC 

as an example, is to allow user-provided encode and decode routines. This is an 
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extreme case of information shared between client and server, as the translitera

tion procedures must be available to the client, either in source code or in compiled 

form. 

More sophisticated schemes attempt to support programmer-defined data types 

with some degree of automation, perhaps by requiring the type definition to include 

a representation in canonical form [Herlihy82]. These still have the disadvantage 

(from an interactive perspective) of requiring access to the type definition; in order 

to perform the transliteration, the representation of the data in terms of basic 

machine types must be globally available.2 

Courier 

Courier [Xerox81] is perhaps the earliest RPC standard. It is a simple standard, 

presenting a type system with simple base data types (boolean, string, and various 

integral types) and type constructors (enumerations3 , arrays, sequences, records, 

and procedures). Arrays are of fixed length; sequences have a maximum length, 

but can vary within that limit. Records conform to common practice: a collection 

of values of different types, all present in any record instance. There is also a 

choice type constructor, which is the union of several different types; the type in 

any instance is indicated by a designator in the choice value. The mapping from 

the designator value to the type is defined as part of the specification of each choice 

type. In addition, there is an "unspecified" data type, which is a 16-bit datum not 

intended for interpretation by the recipient. 

The use of procedures is severely restricted as they may only be used at the 

top level in the specification of a program. In particular, a procedure type may 

not be used as an argument type. These restrictions result in a simple encoding; 

a procedure value is encoded as a 16-bit integer constant, meaningful only within 

2Basic machine types are thoee wh06e operations are provided by the (virtual) machine the 
program is running on; for example, a 68000 supports integers, floating point numbers, pointers, 
boolean values and procedures, with strings added by the operating system I/O routines. This 
is not a precise categorization; specifying the types for which transliterations will be made is the 
task of the interface standard. 

3Enumerations are fixed sets of values, which are listed in the type definition. 
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a particular program. 

Courier is very much a compiled interface, with no run-time type checking 

provided (although the manual does suggest that a tagged data stream could be 

built by using the discriminated union facility). Type checking is done on a per

interface basis; an interface is identified by a globally unique identification number, 

assigned under authority delegated from Xerox Corporation. The standard spec

ifies that the Courier server waits for connections on a well-known port. When a 

client has established a connection, it sends requests to its server in the form of 

call messages. These messages each include the program number, version number, 

and procedure number that together make up a globally-unique identifier for the 

desired procedure; the Courier server demultiplexes them to the proper program. 

Sun RPC and XDR 

Sun's XDR (eXternal Data Representation) standard, used in their RPC system 

[Sun84j is very similar to Courier, with the addition of user-defined transliteration 

procedures. In fact, in the initial release, Sun provided no interface definition 

language at all, forcing the user to write all transliteration procedures using a 

Sun library for the base types. The library also provided composition mechanisms 

like record and array. In fact, the user-written transliteration routines could be 

considered to be interface specifications in the form of source code. Later releases 

have added a stub compiler similar to Courier, with a data definition language 

similar to C. XDR data is not tagged with its type. 

The use of user-defined transliteration procedures constitutes an extreme case 

of shared information between the client and the server. This is alleviated some

what by the use of the stub compiler, since this means that only the interface 

definition must be shared, and not the code implementing the interface. 

Sun remote procedures, like Courier's, are identified by a global interface iden

tifier made up of a program and version part and a procedure number. Sun remote 

procedures are bound by a port map service running on each machine that supports 

servers. A server, when started, registers itself with the portmapper and then waits 
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for client connections. A client uses the port mapper on the server's machine to 

map from program and version number to a server's communication port. The 

client then connects to the server, negotiates the desired version of the interface, 

and makes calls by sending the desired procedure number and arguments. Sun 

RPC can operate over either TCP or UDP transport. 

Matchmaker 

More recently, the Matchmaker system has been developed at CMU (Jones85] 

as a remote procedure call system intended for a heterogeneous environment. It 

supports the usual cast of types, with the basetypes being boolean, character, 

various integers, string, and real. An unusual base type is the communications 

port, which is explained below. Constructors are records, arrays, enumerations, 

pointers, and unions. Unions are quite similar to the choice type constructor in 

Courier. Matchmaker has fairly stringent restrictions on the form of data that may 

be transmitted; for example, variable-length dd.ta can only occur at the top level 

of a call. 

This restriction simplifies the construction of efficient stubs by making it easy 

to determine the size of a call message, but reduces the flexibility of the system. 

As a particular example, it is not possible to nest one Matchmaker call message 

within another. 

Matchmaker is another system with compiled interfaces, where type identifiers 

are assigned to interface types. It, however, also uses type tags in the body of 

a message in order to provide run-time type checking. Matchmaker itself does 

not specify any execution or binding mechanisms, since it was created as part 

of the Spice distributed operating system project and uses Spice to provide those 

mechanisms. A Matchmaker port is a representation of a communications endpoint 

in Spice; it is used as a capability for the addressed object, which may be considered 

to be a remote procedure. Matchmaker ports do provide flexible synchronization, 

in that they provide asynchronous invocation as \\ell as the more conventional 

stop-and-wait procedure call. 
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One important aspect of Matchmaker is that it interfaces to several languages; 

there are stub compilers for C, Pascal, Common Lisp, and Ada. Another is that 

it supports dynamic binding by using ports and by doing run-time type checking. 

Mercury 

Another client-server oriented heterogeneous system is the Mercury system at MIT 

[Liskov87]. It provides the usual sort of type system. The remote invocation mech

anism in Mercury is the "port", which is similar to a Matchmaker port in that it 

is a typed object which accepts (possibly asynchronous) invocation messages, re

turning a result. Mercury's synchronization differs in the way messages to multiple 

ports may be synchronized. Where Matchmaker does not group ports at all and 

Sun RPC groups them statically into "programs", Mercury groups them dynami

cally. This is used to provide synchronization among multiple ports for Mercury's 

"call-stream" notion, which is similar to the call/send invocation mechanism of SR 

[Andrews82]. Also, Mercury messages are not self-describing. 

Mercury interfaces to several languages by the creation of a "veneer" for each 

language. The point is made in the report that not all language veneers need 

provide complete access to the Mercury model. In particular, the Mercury model 

includes asynchronous exceptions, which may not map nicely to programming lan

guages that lack an exception mechanism. The Mercury exception model is based 

on that of CLU [Liskov81]; the exceptions that a procedure (or port) can raise 

are part of the type of the procedure, and each procedure call terminates either 

normally or by raising an exception. 

Horus 

Horus [Gibbons87] is another heterogeneous RPC system. Its chief distinction 

is the use of a specification language for the stub generator, so that stubs for 

different languages can be generated using the same stub generator by giving a 

different syntax file. This is similar in concept to a compiler-compiler. The RPC 

model implemented by this flexible system is very similar to Courier. 
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One interesting point is that the external representation can be treated as 

another instance of a programming language for the purpose of data conversion. 

Hence, the same mechanism that allows the generation of interfaces for different 

programming languages allows the generation of stubs for different external rep

resentations. The matter of choosing an external representation common to client 

and server is left open in the cited paper. 

HCS 

The Heterogeneous Computing System project at the University of Washington 

[Bershad87, Lazowska88, Notkin88] is a proposal for a general composition scheme, 

ranging from the integration of file and mail systems to transparent cross-protocol 

remote procedure call. HCS is discussed in this section because its basic mechanism 

for heterogeneous access is a remote procedure call facility called Heterogeneous 

Remote Procedure Call or HRPC. The other composition schemes, for example file 

transfer and integrated mail delivery, are built on HRPC. The focus in HCS is on 

flexibility; decisions about the transport mechanism, the control protocol, and the 

data representation are deferred until run-time. One of the motivations is to be 

able to mimic extant RPC protocols. For example, if an HRPC server has available 

the proper modules, it can service calls from an unmodified Xerox Courier client 

and an unmodified Sun RPC client equally well. Another motivation is efficiency. 

The client and server can potentially negotiate the best available protocol given 

the circumstances under which they are run, perhaps even to a pointer exchange 

given shared memory. There is a standard, Courier-like format for the transfer of 

data that is used as a fallback transmission standard between HRPC stubs. This 

format is also used for stored data, so that it can be read by any HRPC-capable 

client. 

The types III HCS are specified in a variant of Courier, extended to incor

porate user transliteration procedures. The extension was necessary in order to 

accommodate Sun RPC's user procedures. 

Run-Time bindings in HCS are made with the help of the Heterogeneous Name 
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Service (HNS), which uses HRPC to provide a uniform interface to the name 

services of various connected systems. Of course, the information from an "insular" 

(non-HRPC) name service must be supplanted with HRPC information specifying 

the HRPC bindings, since that information will be meaningless in the insular 

context. HNS is intended to provide a unified interface to name services like BIND 

[Terry84] and Grapevine [Birre1l82], mapping, for example, a service name to a 

port address. 

One of the applications built on HRPC is the THERE remote computation 

facility. The task definition for THERE was to provide a programming language 

called TPL (There Programming Language) that could be used to duplicate all rel

evant aspects of the local computing environment for a remote execution. A TPL 

service is defined by client and server TPL programs that cooperate to provide 

transparent remote execution for commands; this requires command-line parsing, 

file transfer and renaming, creation of a remote environment, and transfer of re

sults. TPL programs do not deal with the contents of the transferred files; that is 

left up to the application. TPL transforms only the names of the files, preserving 

dependency information implicit in the file name. 

In summary, HCS acts as a sort of umbrella service, giving a uniform interface 

at the programming level to the various "client" RPC systems. It succeeds in 

giving truly transparent access to heterogeneous systems, with the provisio that 

the work of protocol translation must be done somewhere. That is, there must 

be an accessible agent that speaks both the internal HCS protocol and the target 

protocol to do the protocol translation. Thus, there are two classes of entities in 

HCS; HRPC entities, which can speak the HCS default protocol and so can make 

full use of HCS services, and insular entities, which can only exchange information 

with HCS entities that know how to emulate their protocol. 

2.4 Programming Environments 

Another approach to the question of composition is that used in programrrung 

environments. A programming environment is a system intended to support the 
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programming process, especially the creation of large programs (i.e., "program

ming in the large"). Among the facilities that may be provided are a composition 

mechanism, usually including formal tools like interface declaration compilers, a 

library for subroutines, a version and configuration control mechanism, and an 

interactive execution mechanism for testing and debugging. A programming en

vironment differs from a general operating system in its support for the creation, 

testing and integration of modules and libraries; in short, by its support for com

position. A heterogeneous programming environment is one in which the user may 

write the modules in any of several programming languages. 

Monolingual Environments 

Early programming environments were single language systems. The most suc

cessful integrated the operating system, the language, and a sophisticated user 

interface into a unified system. The composition mechanism is the one provided 

by the programming language; there is essentially no problem of data transfer. 

These systems are interesting because they provide an example of the benefits of 

an environment that supports composition. 

One of the benefits is the ease of constructing a consistent and capable user 

interface; the programmer can make use of the same code that implements the 

system to provide the user interface for an application. If required, parts of that 

code can be modified and incorporated into the application, while still using the 

lower-level facilities built into the system. This holds true for the other facilities 

provided by the system as well, of course. It is most evident in the construction of 

user interfaces as they are often complex software and necessarily must be tightly 

integrated with the application. 

This philosophy of free access to the low level routines as well as the out

ermost ones, called the open system philosophy, is part of the design of Cedar 

[Teitelman85, Swinehart85] and Smalltalk [Goldberg83]. The same philosophy 

was used, without being expressly enunciated, in Lisp systems and particularly 

in the Lisp Machines [Xerox83]. It should be noted that such an open system 
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requires good type checking in order to' isolate any programming errors. Smalltalk 

and Lisp use run-time typechecking. They also suffer somewhat from a lack of 

modularization, so that a change in one part of a system can wreak unpredictable 

havoc in seemingly unrelated places. Cedar uses a combination of compile-time 

and run-time type checking; compile-time for efficiency when possible, run-time 

when required for dynamic composition and generic procedures. It also has better 

facilities for modularization and encapsulation. 

Heterogeneous programming environments can be seen as attempts to bring 

to general-purpose operating systems the qualities that made those monolingual 

environments so productive: easy testing and combination of subprograms, re-use 

of existing code (both user-written and system), and in some cases integration of 

a user interface and display with the programming environment. 

Polylith 

The Polylith system [Purtil086} is a heterogeneous programming environment in

tended to support multiple languages and multiple machine architectures in the 

creation of one program. The thrust of the project is to be able to translate 

data automatically into any (reasonable) application format while preserving the 

semantics; like HCS, the goal is to be able to connect unmodified systems. 

Purtilo's work is intended as a context for numeric computation; hence his work 

emphasizes correct translation of floating-point numbers and interfaces to unmod

ified subroutine packages. These subroutine interfaces are grouped into "service 

interfaces". The Polylith system acts as an interface wrapper for the accessed 

subroutines, where the service interfaces in Polylith are used, much like the tem

plates in RIG, to define an external interface to a program. Polylith services do 

not communicate directly with each other; instead all data flows through Poly lith 

"service automata", which reformat the data bytes from the sender's format into 

the receiver's. Thus, there is no standard external data representation; instead, the 

service automata transliterate directly from the sender's format to the receiver's. 

They do so by interpreting a finite state machine generated at run-time from the 
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semantic description of the service interface and the machine descriptions of the 

sender and receiver. This run-time construction of the transmitted representa

tion allows construction of the required data format for direct use by the target 

language; it is an interpreted system alld so pays a cost in performance and com

plexity. The key point to notice about Polylith is that the services do not have 

types outside of Polylith; instead they are interfaced to Polylith by constructing a 

description for them that enables Polylith to invoke them transparently. In fact, 

all services run as subroutines of the Polylith engine and communicate directly 

only with Polylith. 

Service Interface Definition Language 

Another system that, like Polylith, provides a central server that interfaces to each 

subroutine in its own "native language" is the SIDL system (Jeffords87]. SIDL 

has a more complete description of each procedure than Polylith and provides 

strong type checking across language boundaries. It accomplishes this by defining a 

canonical type system, SIDL, which is defined as a set of base types much like those 

of UTS together with a regular language for constructing composite types. The 

exact semantics of the base types are actually defined by the user using a formal 

grammar notation, to the degree of precision required or desired. The authors 

maintain that type compatibility is undecidable in their system; this statement 

rests on a reduction of type compatibility to the problem of the subset relation of 

context-free languages, which is a formally undecidable problem. 

User Interfaces 

Some user interface management systems and user interfaces include mechanisms 

to facilitate composition. Unix with its pipes is an early example. This composi

tion of text filters was later extended to the window-and-mouse world in the Blit 

terminal [Pike84]' which used the screen as storage for the text streams that can 

be cut and pasted into application programs. The central concept that a pro

gram's output should be usable as input was enunciated as "inter-referential I/O" 
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in [Draper86]. 

More ambitious user-interface management systems, which attempt to insulate 

the application programmer from the details of the interaction, generally face the 

problem of heterogeneous composition in at least a simplified form. This occurs 

because the UIMS implements one language, usually specialized for programming 

the interaction, while data must be exchanged between the UIMS and the appli

cation program. The focus in most UIMS work (for example [Hudson88]) is on 

solving the difficult problems of control flow and program structure for the special 

case of the UIMS/application boundary; the problem of transmission of values is 

usually finessed by writing the UIMS and the application in the same language, or 

by transmitting only simple values. Two examples that do transmit more complex 

data are [Ciccarelli84], which uses a "presentation" to automatically transform the 

data, and ConMan [Haeberli88], which uses a textual representation for structured 

data. These are partial solu tions to the problem of data transfer, created in order 

to facilitate research which is focussed on the structure of the UIMS. 

CLAM 

A more· complete solution to the problem of data transmission is used in CLAM 

[Ca1l87], a system for constructing user interfaces built on remote invocation of 

dynamically-loaded C++ classes. They have modified the C++ compiler so that 

it generates Sun RPC stubs semi-automatically; this is similar to other stub gener

ators, except that they use a subset of the host language as their interface definition 

language. CLAM clients do graphics by invoking operations on a local stub, which 

invokes the real operations in the server using Sun RPC. The client can register 

"upcall procedures" with the server; these procedures will be called by the server 

when specified events take place in the interaction. Incidentally, these upcall pro

cedures, which are common in UIMS's, are an example of the use of procedure 

parameters. In order to use one of the dynamically loaded classes, a client must 

load the code for that class into the server. This means that the client must be 

able to give the server access to code implementing the desired upcall procedure 
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and compiled for that particular server architecture. 

Two problems in CLAM are exemplary of those in most current schemes used 

for dynamic composition. First, to quote: 

The ... problem with implementing upcalls 

parameters to a registered procedure. 

IS type-checking the 

The second problem is that, as noted above, the code for the graphics class must 

be available to the server; this adds to the difficulty of programming an application 

which defines its own graphics techniques. 

2.5 Other Distributed Systems Issues 

Much work in distributed systems has concentrated on problems other than compo

sition, such as synchronization, reliability and availability, location optimization, 

communication optimization, name transparency, and security. The issue that 

affects this research most strongly is naming. 

Name resolution is often hidden inside a system. Compilers provide implicit 

control of names; modules separate this name control from control-flow issues. 

Interaction languages often provide more user control over the search path for 

names (for example, $PATH in Unix 81:). Since UTS provides procedure references 

as first-class data values, it provides the mechanism to implement name resolution 

as a user-visible service; this allows us to separate policy from mechanism. 

The other issues, while vitally important, are not the focus of this work. The 

assumption on which UTS is founded is that the host programming languages are 

used for programming. UTS is not a programming language; it exists only to 

provide access to the capabilities of the various programming languages. Synchro

nization, in particular, is a programming language issue. There are a wide variety 

of models of synchronization, each suitable for particular problem domain or com

munications architecture. UTS is concerned with the contents of the packets, not 

with the timing of their delivery. 
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2.6 Conclusion 

Mechanisms to support a particular composition scheme are well represented in the 

literature. Those that support heterogeneous remote procedure call are close to 

the goals of UTS; they generally support a statically typed, client-server paradigm 

of composition. Broader mechanisms for data transfer have been built in support 

of protocol implementations; these are generally tuned for the particular applica

tion, which is often either electronic mail or command invocation. Monolingual 

systems and visual programming systems provide examples of the importance of 

composition mechanisms, particularly of type-checked composition. There is a gap 

in the center of all this work, which UTS is intended to fill. Support for dynamic, 

type-secure composition among dissimilar systems is the goal. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE UTS SYSTEM 

The UTS type system is a medium for the transport of data between heteroge

neous systems. The UTS system is comprised of a collection of data types, a 

standard representation for values of those types, a language for constructing type 

expressions that includes operators that construct new types, and a user library 

for manipulating UTS values. In fact, there are two versions of UTS; the version 

presented here is the second version. The significant changes and the motivation 

for them are discussed in Chapter 6; a complete description of the first version of 

UTS can be found in [Hayes87]. 

The collection of data types in UTS is based on common programming language 

practice; it includes scalar types like integer and float and type constructors like 

array, record, and procedures. The standard representation is a tagged, serial 

format, suitable for transmission across networks as well as between processes on 

a single machine. There are also type operators that extend the basic type system 

with alternation and range operations. Type expressions using these operations 

are called underspecified, since they specify more than one actual type. These 

underspecified types allow the specification of type-flexible communication, which 

is useful for handling files, for command interpreters, and for generic procedures, 

while still preserving type security. Access to values of these underspecified types 

is provided by using the facilities of the UTS library to program the encoding, 

decoding, and inspection of UTS values. In fact, the programmer can use the UTS 
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library to control all encoding and decoding, if so desired. 

It is important to distinguish between instances of UTS data, the types that 

may occur as the type of instances of UTS data, and types that can be created 

with UTS type operations. Actual UTS data values, like the integer 3 or the string 

"Hello", have a definite, unambiguous type. Types of this sort, which can occur as 

the type of an instance of UTS data, are called concrete or fully-specified types; this 

includes composite types such as records and procedures. UTS type specifications 

may use these concrete types. They may also use underspecified types created by 

the type combination operations. 

UTS type specifications exist In two forms: one human-readable, which are 

usually called "type expressions", and a compiled form suitable for internal use and 

transmission, which are often called "signatures". These are two representations of 

the same abstract type specification; when the representation is unimportant or is 

clear from the context, the terms will be used interchangeably. Both may also be 

augmented with information which is not strictly type information, but which aids 

in the interpretation or use of the type. An example is the name of a parameter; it 

is not used in type-checking, but can help in constructing a meaningful template 

for a command or in interfacing to a programming language. This information is 

carried as a comment in the signature but disregarded during type checking. Note 

that a signature is a proper UTS value, of type 'type'. The signature value for the 

type 'integer' is an instance of type 'type', just as the floating point value for the 

number 98.6 is an instance of type 'float'. 

3.1 The UTS Data Types 

UTS data values, the entities that are passed along the communications channels, 

are defined within the UTS type system. Some examples of declarations of UTS 

types are given in Figure 3.1, while a grammar for the concrete UTS data types 

is given in Figure 3.2. Comments in a UTS declaration are enclosed in quotations 

and may be inserted between any grammatical tokens. 



integer 
float 
byte [7] 
string[12] 
array[10,5] of integer 
record{integer,float,float} 
prog(var integer, val float) returns (float) 
prog(integer, float ~ integer, null, float) 

Figure 3.1: Examples of Concrete UTS Types 

Atomic Types 
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Concrete UTS types may be indivisible or composite. The indivisible, or atomic, 

types include simple scalars, variable length strings and byte strings, and some 

special UTS types. The simple scalar data types in UTS are integer, float, and 

boo I. A UTS integer is a 32-bit signed number in ARPA internet standard byte 

order [PosteI81]. A UTS float is a 64-bit IEEE standard [Stevenson82] floating

point number. A UTS boo I is a boolean value, either true or false. 

The next most complex types are the two atomic types with variable length: 

string and byte. A UTS string is an ASCII string - a counted sequence of bytes 

interpreted according to [ANSI68]. Byte is an opaque type, intended to provide 

program-private storage and transmission. The contents of a byte datum are an 

ullinterpreted sequence of bytes, with no interpretation defined by UTS; this data 

type is used to pass opaque data that must be returned to the originating program 

for use. 

There are three other atomic data types used in UTS: signature, error, and 

null. A signature, as noted above, is the representation of a UTS type expression; 

a complete explanation is given in Section 3.3. An error value is the indication of 

some error in the operation of the protocol using UTS; it carries an error number 



type 

single 

composite 

basetype 

simple 

varyzng 

record 
types 

array 
sIzes 

prog 

prog 
args 

arg 
direction 

::= single 
I composite 

::= basetype 
I signature 
I error 
I null 

::= record 
I array 
I prog 

::= simple 
I varying 

::= integer 
I float 
I bool 

::= string[number] 
I byte[number] 

::= record{types} 
::= nothing 

I type types 
::= array (sizes) of type 
::= number 

I number, sizes 
::= prog(args) 

I prog(args) returns(type) 
::= prog(types -) types) 
::= nothing 

I arg args 
::= direction type 
::= val I res I var I nothing 

Figure 3.2: Concrete Type Expression Syntax 
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intended to identify the kind of error. A UTS null value is more precisely the 

absence of any value. It is used as a placeholder to indicate that no value was 

encoded, for example in the return record from a procedure with an input-only 

parameter. The null value is similar to the special uninitialized value in some 

programming languages. 

Composite Types 

The composite types in UTS are array and record. Both are collections of UTS 

data. An array is a counted collection, with a uniform type for all of the elements. 

A record is a fixed-length collection, each element of which has its own type. The 

elements of an instance of either collective type are designated by position number 

in UTS. Mapping from a field name to a position number within a record, so 

that the user can write foo. name instead of foo .3, can be provided by the host 

programming language. 

A prog in UTS, so named because it is intended to capture the notion of both 

procedure and program, is more properly a reference to a procedure (as explained 

in Section 1.3). This reference is implemented as a UTS record that contains the 

name and type of the procedure, the address of the procedure, and some incidental 

data (see Section 3.5). The address of the procedure is used by the procedure call 

mechanism; in the case of the MLP remote procedure call protocol, for example, 

it is the communications port for the procedure. 

The usual textual syntax for the prog type constructor uses val, var, and res 

to indicate the direction of argument passing. These are syntactic conventions; 

the type of the procedure is expressed internally in terms of the type of argument 

record it accepts for invocation and the type of the result record that it returns 

on completion. Specifically, a val argument is defined to be null in the result 

record, a res argument is defined to be null in the invocation record, and a var 

argument may have a value in both the invocation and result record. In passing, 

note that the invocation and result records are both normal UTS records; this 

simplifies the UTS software and permits, for example, the storage of result records 
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in a history list or the use of a general data editor to construct invocation records. 

The return value from a procedure is passed in an additional field appended to the 

result record; thus a prog specified using this syntax will have one more field in 

the result record than in the invocation record. 

An alternate syntax for a prog declaration, which explicitly shows the structure 

of the invocation and reply records, is also supported. Its syntax is shown as the 

second production for prog in Figure 3.2. This syntax is strictly more powerful 

than the first in that it can express more types, but it maps less conveniently 

to most programming languages. It is used for the second example of a prog 

specification in Figure 3.1. Note that both procedure specifications in the figure 

denote the same type. 

3.2 Representation 

UTS values are stored in a machine- and language-independent fashion. In general, 

the representation of a data item contains both the data value and a tag indicating 

the type and, where needed, the length of the datum. The type tag may be thought 

of as an indication of which procedure was used to encode the value, and hence 

which procedure should be used to invert the encoding to produce a usable value. 

Values of the variable-length types, string and byte, contain as part of the tag a 

length field, which holds the length of the value including the tag in the standard 

integer representation. A similar length field is present in the record and array 

representations. The array representation also holds an indication of the shape 

of the array. First the number of dimensions is given, then the size of the array 

along each dimension. In order to support on-line encoding, there is also an end 

marker that signals the end of the record or array. This allows a data value to be 

transmitted as it is constructed, without having to accumulate the entire value in 

a buffer before transmission can start. In this case, the size and count transmitted 

are a distinguished "don't-know" value, which signifies that the actual length, if 

needed, must be discovered by counting items and bytes until the end marker is 

seen. 
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Recall that a signature is a UTS value of the type 'type', the serial represen

tation of a type expression such as 'integer or float'. It is represented by a tag, 

a length, the tag for the represented type, followed by any additional information 

required. The '?' type is represented by the tag '?'; the ,.' operator is flagged 

by using a negative value in the record length or number of array dimensions; for 

example, the signature for record{ integer. bool •• } has -3 in the length while 

the signature for array [.] of float has -1 as the number of array dimensions. 

The 'or' type operator is represented by a list of the combined types. 

Some examples of the representation of UTS values are given in Figure 3.3. 

For each of the data values in the figure, three lines of text are given: first an 

English representation of the value, then a representation of the bytes of the UTS 

representation, and last a key to the UTS representation. The key uses "T" to 

mark a tag byte, "L" to mark the length (in bytes) of a datum, "N" to mark a 

number like the number of dimensions in an array, and "X" to mark the actual 

data bytes. Marks which are part of one value are connected by "-". The first 

number in the array representation is the number of dimensions, followed by a 

number for each dimension. The last two values in the figure are signature types, 

which represent a UTS type expression. They are followed by an additional line of 

keys, showing some of the structure of the signature representation. For example, 

the signature for the type expression type 'string[5]' is the string tag followpd by 

the minimum and maximum allowed lengths. 

It is intended, in the next version of UTS, to unify the array and record repre

sentations so that the format for both becomes 

A 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 n T... f1 f2 ... y 
T L-L-L-L N-N-N-N T... T 
tl length I count I type I fields It 

The tag and trailing tag will be the only difference between be two formats. 'Type' 

in the array format is the serial representation of the type of the fields of the array. 

For the record format, the type is '?' since there is no single type for all the 

fields. Multiple dimensional arrays will be represented by nested arrays in the new 

scheme. 



Integer • 42 
I 0 0 0 42 
T X-X-X-X 

String • "May" 
S 0 0 0 8 May 
T L-L-L-L XXX 

Array • [1. 2. true] 
A 0 0 0 26 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 I 0 0 0 1 I 0 0 0 2 B • Y 
T L-L-L-L N-N-N-N N-N-N-N T X-X-X-X T X-X-X-X TXT 

Record • {"pi". 3.14159} 
ROO 0 22 S 0 0 0 7 P iF' • • • • • • • 0 
T L-L-L-L T L-L-L-L x-x T X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X T 

Type • <string[5]> 
TOO 0 • S 000 5 0 0 0 5 
T L-L-L-L X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X 

T L-L-L-L L-L-L-L 

Type • <integer or float or ?> 
TOO 0 • I 0 0 0 2 TOO 0 6 ITO 0 0 6 F TOO 0 6 ? 
T L-L-L-L X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X-X 

o N-N-N-N T L-L-L-L X T L-L-L-L X T L-L-L-L X 

Figure 3.3: UTS Values 
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Because an array can be declared over any UTS type, even an underspecified 

type, each element of an array must be a complete UTS value, including tag. 

This inefficiency can be avoided when the array is of known size and contains 

only simple scalars; then a special array format which elides the tags bytes can 

be employed. Note that this is only possible when the size of the array is known 

before transmission and the type of the array elements can be completely specified, 

including their size. 

A complete specification of the representation of UTS data is given in Appendix 

A, while a complete description of the serial form of a type expression can be found 

in Appendix B. 

3.3 Type Expressions 

The UTS types described in Section 3.1 are sufficient for handling straightforward 

communication, where all data types are fixed ahead of time. In order to handle 

communication with languages with run-time typing, to enable the creation of 

programs to handle files or streams of arbitrary data, a.nd to allow the creation 

and specification of programs such as command interpreters that invoke other 

programs of varying type, the UTS language includes type operations that provide 

the ability to create type expressions that specify more than one concrete type. 

These type expressions are called "underspecified". The syntax for these operators 

is given in Figure 3.4, which shows supplemental productions to be added to the 

grammar of Figure 3.2. Some examples are given in Figure 3.5. 

The elements of the type grammar added in Figure 3.4 are the "or" operator, 

the type designators "?" and ".", and the use of ranges of numbers in place of an 

exact size. "Or" is the type union operator; for example, the type constructed by 

"integer or float" contains all values of type integer and all values of type float. 

The type "?" is the universal set; it contains all single UTS values, including values 

of the composite types. The "." operation, which is valid only as the last field of 

a record or procedure constructor, signifies a series of any number of UTS values 



type 

types 

args 
sIzes 

sIze 

::= type or type 

/ (type) 

/? 
::= • 
::= • 

::= • 

/ size, sizes 

::= number - number 
/ number -
/ - number 

Figure 3.4: Underspecified Type Expression Syntax 

integer or float 
prog(val?) returns (string[-]) 
record{integer. float, .} 
array [10-20] of (string[O-100] or integer) 

Figure 3.5: Type Expression Examples 
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of any type. For example, the type denoted by the expression "record{integer, 

string [5], .}" includes any record that has an integer value in its first field and 

a string of length 5 in its second field, no matter what the contents of the rest of 

the record are, while the type "record{integer, string [5]. ?}" contains only 

the subset of those records that are exactly 3 elements long. The use of ranges 

is simple; for example, "string [3-6]" contains strings with length between 3 

and 6 (inclusive). A missing bound in a range operations means that the bound is 

unspecified, so that the type "string [3-]" contains any string with length greater 

than or equal to 3. Note that a missing lower bound is equivalent to a lower bound 

of O. 

Recall from Section 1.1 that type checking is the matching of type specifica

tions to ensure that the data sent is of the proper type to be received-in a correct 

transfer of data, the type sent must be a subset of the type received. This strict 

requirement means that the use of underspecified types is important in permitting 

the free interconnection of programs. The use of underspecified types does com

plicate type checking, as it introduces a partial ordering in the type structure of 

UTS. That is, the type 'integer' is a sub-type of the type 'integer or float '. The 

notation for this type inclusion relation is 

integer ~ integer or float 

This type inclusion relation allows a partial compile-time type check; for example, 

any instance of type 'integer' is guaranteed to be an instance of type 'integer or 

float'. The receiver of such an underspecified type must do a run-time type check 

in order to use the correct operations for the actual type of the received value. 

The rule for type inclusion of types constructed with the "or" operator is the 

obvious one; for any UTS types A and B, 

A ~ AorB 

and, of course, 

A ~? 
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The rule for range inclusion is similarly trivial; if'R is a type with a range specifi

cation, 

'R[a - b] -< 'R[c - d] 

if and only if 

c $ a and b $ d 

The rule for type inclusion for records is a simple field-by-field inclusion; if '*' is 
used, it absorbs all trailing fields in the subtype. To express this relation in the 

inclusion notation, 

A -< B ~ record{A,X, ... } -< record{B,*} 

The rule for arrays is inclusion of the array base type and inclusion of the ranges 

for the indices. 

The rule for type inclusion in the case of procedures is interesting. If A is a 

procedure type, i.e. a function from type P to type Q, denoted 

A:P-+Q 

(note that P and Q will be record types), and similarly B is a procedure type with 

input type 'R and output type S 

B:'R-+S 

then A -< B if and only if 

and 

This relation is defined so that any procedure a of type A is also a legal instance 

of type B. If a is used as an instance of B, it will be given input of type 'R, and 

'R -< P, so the input will be a legal instance of type P. Also, the output of a will 

be of type Q, which is a legal instance of type S since Q -< S. 

For example, assume we have the declarations 

A : prog(integer or float -+ string[2-5]) 
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and 

B : prog(integer -+ string[ -]) 

Then any procedure that is used as an instance of B will be given input of type 

integer; this is always a legal input for a procedure of type A. A procedure of 

type B is expected to produce output of type string[ -], which an instance of A 

is guaranteed to do. Hence A works as a subtype of B. in practice as well as by the 

inclusion rule. 

3.4 Programming Language Interface 

Recall that UTS is not a programming language. It is strictly a means for trans

ferring data. Thus, in order to accomplish anything useful, there must be an 

interface defined between UTS and the host programming language. For each host 

language, a language binding} is defined consisting of a set of conventions specify

ing the mappings between the host language types and those of the UTS language. 

In addition, the UTS library is ported to the host language to allow user-controlled 

transliteration. 

A language binding specifies the mapping between host language types and UTS 

types. This mapping will generally not be complete; there will be host language 

types that do not map naturally to UTS types and, in some cases, UTS types 

that do not map to host language types. This is a consequence of interfacing 

between different languages; as stated in Section 1.2, not all semantics can be 

preserved when crossing language boundaries. Part of the task of communicating 

the desired meaning must be left to the programmer. The goal of UTS is to give 

the programmer a tool that is sufficient to accomplish this task. 

Examples of some language bindings are given in Figure 3.1. There are exam

ples of incomplete mapping in the figure; for example, there is no UTS mapping 

for Icon's table data type, nor is there a Fortran data structure that maps to a 

UTS record. In the former case, an Icon programmer can use Icon's 'sort' function 

1 The term is borrowed from graphics standards terminology. 
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Table 3.1: Language Bindings 

UTS C Fortran Pascal Icon 
Integer int integer integer integer 
Float double double precision real real 
Bool int logical bool & null or 1 
String char* character*(*) packed array of char string 
Record struct record record or list 
Array array array array list 

to transform a table to a list before transmitting it; in the latter case, the Fortran 

programmer can use the UTS library to construct or decode a UTS record value, 

if required. 

Note, in passing, that interfacing to programming languages without automatic 

storage management poses problems of storage allocation for the decoded values. 

For example, memory must be allocated when a UTS string is decoded into a C 

char. variable. The device employed allows storage to be allocated either statically 

or dynamically. When decoding into a char. variable, the UTS routines allocate 

storage if the variable contains the null pointer. If the variable contains a non-null 

pointer, it is assumed that it points to a properly-sized char array, which is used 

to store the decoded string. 

Another point to note in the figure is that a UTS record may map to either a 

record or a list in Icon. The purpose of this is to allow Icon to handle underspecified 

records: while Icon has a record type, the type must be defined at compile time; 

hence UTS records of variable length cannot be mapped to Icon records. Since 

Icon has run-time typing and allows lists of arbitrary values, a UTS record can 

always be mapped to an Icon list. This mapping is the one used for records of 

underspecified length. 

To be complete, the language binding must specify a mappmg for all type 
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expressions, including underspecified types, 'and not just for concrete types. That 

is, a mapping must be defined, not just for the types 'integer' and 'float', but also 

for the type 'integer or float '. 

In most cases, underspecified types will not map to a single host language 

type. (The exceptions are with languages like Lisp or Icon, which themselves have 

run time typing). This means that the transliteration for a procedure that has a 

parameter of an underspecified type cannot be precompiled, as the interface type 

will not map to a single type in the host language. In those cases, the transliteration 

must be done under user control. User control may also be desirable even in cases 

where it is not required, for example when only one field of a large record is used. 

Then the expense of decoding most of the record can be avoided. This user control 

is provided by the mechanism of the UTS library, which in effect adds to the host 

language a data type 'Representative' whose values are UTS encoded values, and 

operations to encode, decode, inspect, and manipulate those values. Some of these 

library routines are described, in an informal syntax, in Figure 3.6. 

To illustrate the use of the UTS library, we give some examples of typical code. 

First, in the simple case of decoding a UTS value of type 'integer or float' in C: 

Representative r; 
double f; 
long i; 

if Cuts_decode_longCr, ai» 
/. do integer stuff ./ 

else if Cuts_decode_doubleCr, af) 
/. do float stuff ./ 

else 
/. can't get here ./ 

The UTS decoding routines return an error indication if they fail; in this code 

fragment, the only reason for failure is a datum of the wrong type. If this code 

fragment is used to deserialize a value of type 'integer or float', one or the other 

of the decodes must succeed, and hence the third branch of the conditional should 

never be executed. 



uts-decode-int(rep. ref int):boolean 
Decodes the UTS value into the integer argument. Returns false if 
the UTS value was not of type integer. There are similar routines 
for other scalar types. 

uts-encode-float(ref rep. float) 
Appends the encoded float value to the UTS data in the repre
sentative. Again, there are similar routines for other scalar types. 

uts-start-record(ref rep) 
uts-end-record(ref rep) 
uts-fixup(ref rep) 

These three routines are used to create UTS record types. The 
first puts a record start mark into the representative; the second 
puts a record end mark in; and the third patches the length of any 
record in the representative. The last step is not strictly required, 
as the start and end markers provide sufficient information to 
decode the record structure. 

uts-is-null(rep):boolean 
Returns true if the UTS value in the representative is the null 
value. 

uts-length(rep):integer 
Returns the length of the string or byte type UTS value. Returns 
-1 if the UTS value is not of type string or type byte. 

Figure 3.6: Some UTS Library Routines 
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UTS composite types, records and arrays, are decoded with the use of routines 

that tell the size of the values and select fields from them. The following is an 

example that decodes a value of type "array [-ARSIZE] of float" in Pascal: 

arr : array[l .. ARSIZE] of real; 
len : integer; 
j : integer; 
r,rl : representative; 

len :- uts_asize(r); 
if len> ARSIZE then error('too big'); 
for j :- 1 to len do begin 

rl :- uts_index(r, j); 
if not uts_decode_float(rl, arr[j]) then 

error('not float'); 
rep_kil1(rl); 
end 

This code fragment is not as inefficient as it may appear, since the index operation 

does not copy the UTS value or allocate storage; it merely creates it secondary 

reference to the bytes. In fact the majority of the time in this routine is spent in 

deserializing the floating point numbers. 

A final example is the creation, in Fortran, of a record value of type "record 

{integer, string [5] }":2 

Representative r; 

call utsreset(r) 
call utsstartrecord(r) 
call utsencodeint(r, 42) 
call utsencodestring(r, 'Hello') 
call utsendrecord(r) 
call utsfixup(r) 

As mentioned in Figure 3.6, UTS records are created by encoding the fields of 

the record, bracketed between start-record and end-record calls. The fixup routine 

patches in the length of the record. 

2We have used long names for clarity; a real Fortran mapping would have to use abbreviated 
names for the UTS procedures. 
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The implementation of a representative will vary according to the host lan

guage. For example, in Fortran it must be implemented as an integer, which can 

be viewed as a ticket that is used gain access to the value. The value itself is main

tained by the library code. In other cases, such as C and Pascal, the representative 

can be implemented as a record structure, with the library providing the required 

operations on the representatives. In yet other cases the representative and the 

library can be packaged together as a data type or object class. 

3.5 UTS Types in MLP 

UTS has been used as the basis for a remote procedure call system, MLP. The 

implementation of MLP required the definition of UTS data types that represent 

procedure values (called Progs in MLP), modules (called Components), and data 

ports (called Streams). Those UTS definitions, shown in Figures 3.7,3.8, and 3.9, 

provide some examples of UTS type declarations. The MLP system is described 

fully in subsequent chapters; the declarations are presented here only as examples 

of the use of UTS. The examples make heavy use of comments, which are enclosed 

in quotation marks. 

record "Stream" { 

} 

"s_type" string[-]. 
"s_addr" • 

Figure 3.7: Stream 

A value of the Stream type, Figure 3.7, represents the address of a communica

tion port. It is used as part of a flexible communication layer, which isolates MLP 

from the details of the transport protocol programming. The Stream layer provides 
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MLP with a uniform interface to several different transport mechanisms, including 

Tep, UTS, and a special protocol used in the Emerald language [Black87]. 

The Stream record contains a string that identifies the kind of port represented. 

This string is used to select one of the underlying transport mechanisms. The rest 

of the record is the address of the port. The type of the address part of the record 

is left underspecified, as it depends on the particular transport mechanism. The 

implementation of each transport includes code to translate an address used by 

that mechanism to and from UTS. The Bexibility and type-security of UTS prove 

useful here; contrast, for example, the socket facility of Berkeley Unix, which has 

a similar discriminator-address pair, but which has no type check on the address 

value. In fact the type check on the address value cannot be done at compile time 

as the type of the address depends on the value of the discriminator; it must be a 

run-time check. 

record "Prog" { 
"p_name" 
"p_id" 
"p_type" 
"p_port" 

} 

"s_type" 
"s_addr" 

string[ -] • 
integer. 
Signature. 
record "Stream" { 

string[-] • 

• 
} 

Figure 3.8: Prog 

The Prog type, Figure 3.8, defines a reference to an externally-callable proce

dure. A Prog is identified redundantly by both its name and its id number. The 

MLP code uses the id number preferentially; if that number is not present (that is, 

if a Prog record contains the Null value in that field), a name lookup is performed. 



The type of the procedure is used to perform type checking at run time. 

record "Component" { 

} 

"c_name" string[-]. 
"c_port" record "Stream" { 

"s_type" string[-]. 
"s_addr" * 

}. 
"c_progs" array[-] of record "Prog" { 

"p_name" string[-]. 

}. 

"p_id" integer. 
"p_type" signature. 
"p_port" record "Stream" { 

} 

"s_type" string[-]. 
"s_addr" * 

"c_loc" record { 

} 

"p_host" string[-]. 
"p_f ile" string [ - ] 

Figure 3.9: Component 
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A Component, Figure 3.9, is a module or program; in most cases a Component 

is implemented as a single process. MLP is structured with one port per module; 

procedure calls are demultiplexed to the proper procedure according to the p_id 

field. Accordingly, in an MLP Component value, the p_port field for each c_prog 

contains the null value. The Prog values inherit the Stream from their containing 

Component. This is implemented in the decoding procedure. 

An alternate implementation would be to use one port per procedure. UTS 

provides sufficient flexibility to allow this change to be made with no changes in 
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the code that deserializes a Component value. The deserializer would just find a 

non-null value in the p_port field, and decode and use that instead of using the 

inherited c_port. 

The operation and evolution of the MLP remote procedure call system, which 

uses these data types, are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. 

3.6 Conclusion 

The UTS type system presented in this chapter is intended as a medium for the 

communication of data. The design objectives are to preserve the type of the data 

as it is passed from language to language, while allowing a dynamic interface to 

multiple systems and multiple languages. The UTS notion of type is restricted to a 

level of abstraction that can be supported in all common programming languages, 

and that does not depend on external definitions. In fact, UTS is a generalization 

of common programming language practice, in keeping with its role as a pidgin 

language for communication between programming languages. 

In order to use UTS, language bindings are created that define the mapping 

between UTS and a host programming language. These bindings specify how UTS 

types map to host language types and how the UTS library is implemented for 

the language. An important part of the binding is the accommodation of the 

underspecified types of UTS, which provide a flexibility of type declaration so that 

type checking may be deferred until run-time. 

The UTS type system has been applied in the Saguaro distributed operating 

system and in the construction of a remote procedure call system called Mixed 

Language Programming. Our experience with the former is described in Chapter 

4; our experience with building and using two versions of the latter is described in 

Chapters 5, 6, and 7. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SAGUARO 

The original context for the design of the UTS type system was the Saguaro dis

tributed operating system. Saguaro is an operating system for a network computer: 

a col1ection of processors connected by a local-area network. Saguaro is designed 

to offer a system that combines transparent remote access with the ability to deter

mine location information when required. It is intended to present a single virtual 

machine to the naive user while giving the sophisticated user, or application, con

trol over location and distribution. 

The Saguaro design attempts to strike a balance between hiding the underlying 

distributed hardware and allowing users to exploit it. For example, the Saguaro 

file system offers transparent replication of files with user notification when one 

of the replicas fails or is out-of-date due to network partition. This is a middle 

path between no replication and automatic replica maintenance and update. This 

approach allows the user to take the appropriate corrective action in the case of 

failure while providing transparent access with increased reliability and speed in 

the case of normal operation. The goal is to provide a low-cost mechanism that can 

serve as the basis for experimentation and for building more complex mechanisms 

tailored to a specific application. 

The Saguaro user interface is also novel in two respects: it offers user-controlled 

concurrent execution of programs and it is built on UTS rather than on the textual 

data of most command interpreters. Concurrent execution is provided by persistent 
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commands and by background execution; synchronization of concurrent commands 

is provided by channels, which are a generalization of UNIX pipes with multiple 

inputs and multiple outputs. UTS is used to invoke user-level commands-a com

mand invocation is merely a specialized form of UTS procedure call. 

In fact, all data and all command and program interfaces in Saguaro are de

scribed using UTS. This provides several benefits. First, it enables the system 

to perform type checking and coercion of command arguments and data streams, 

and it allows commands to deal with data that contains more structure than a 

simple stream of bytes. Second, it facilitates construction of programs containing 

components written in different languages. Finally, having type information about 

a command's arguments enables the command interpreter to construct command

specific templates for the user interface. 

4.1 The Saguaro Type System 

In Saguaro, all data is typed and the system performs type checking on command 

invocation and file access. The use of UTS serves two purposes in Saguaro. First, 

it serves as the basis for typing and representing data in the system. This mcludes 

data in files, values being passed as arguments to procedures or commands, and 

values being transmitted betweell programs using channels. Second, the UTS 

language serves as a uniform means for specifying a program's interface, i.e., the 

types of the data that are transferred between a program and its environment. 

This includes specification of both the number and types of the arguments to a 

command or procedure, and the types of data read from or written to files or 

channels. 

We see numerous advantages to our use of UTS. First, it enables the operating 

system to guarantee that the arguments to a command are of a type it expects. 

This simplifies the coding of commands by eliminating the need to parse argument 

lists or decipher data read from files or channels. Our approach also makes it 

possible to determine more readily whether two programs may be connected. For 

example, if the type of the output produced by program P is compatible with 
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the type of input expected by a second program Q, then they can be connected 

by a channel without worrying about whether Q will interpret the data in the 

way intended by P. This is in direct contrast to systems such as UNIX that use a 

"sequence of bytes" model in which all data is unstructured. 

A second advantage of using UTS is that the interface specification associated 

with each command specifies completely how that command is to be invoked. Thus, 

the Saguaro command interpreter is able to display command-specific templates 

on demand. These templates contain information about a command's arguments 

and facilitate the construction of an invocation (see Section 4.2 for details). 

A final advantage of UTS is the flexibility it affords. For example, the form 

of the interface specification in the UTS language blurs the distinction between 

commands and procedures to the point that it is possible to invoke commands as 

procedures and vice-versa. 

Data Descriptions 

One of the uses of the UTS language within Saguaro is to describe stored data. A 

file in Saguaro is considered to be a varying length array. The type and structure 

of the file are described by a UTS signature that is stored as part of the file's 

header. Thus, for example, a file containing integers is described by the signature 

'array[-] of int' while a text file is described by 'array[-] of string[-].' 

As a more complex example, consider a possible signature for a file containing the 

records of an employee database, Figure 4.1. The strings within quotation marks 

are comments that have no semantic meaning within the UTS language itself. 

However, this does not preclude specific programs from associating meaning with 

these strings; indeed, as described below in Section 4.2, comments are used in the 

interface specifications of Saguaro commands as display hints for the command 

interpreter. 

Type checking is performed when a file is opened to ensure that a type mismatch 

will not occur while the file is being accessed. A signature is supplied as an 

argument to the system 'open' call, which is then compared to the signature of the 



array[-J of record{ 

} 

"name" string[-J, 
"address" string[-J, 
"salary" int, 
"extra" • 

Figure 4.1: Employee Database Record 
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data in the file. The types are checked when a file is opened; for example, a file 

with signature 'integer' will unify with an 'open' call specifying the type 'integer or 

float' if the file is being read, but not if it is being written. These rules ensure that 

the entity on the consuming end will receive only data of a type that it expects. 

Programs that need to bypass the type checking system can do so by using 

special low-level I/O routines. For example, a tape backup program could read 

and write bytes without having to be aware of the existence of types. However, 

most user programs should not need this special access since the type system has 

sufficient flexibility to permit a program to handle any input type by the use of I?' 

in the specification. 

Data streams connected to channels are also described using UTS. A channel 

in Saguaro has one write port and one or more read ports; each such port acts as 

the target or source, respectively, for an arbitrary number of I/O streams. With 

respect to the type system, each of these streams is treated as a file: it is an array 

of varying length. The practical differences between such a stream and a file, e.g., 

that a stream can only be accessed serially, are details that are hidden by the 

implementation of channels. 

The type checking associated with data streams and channels is consistent with 

the equivalence of streams and files. The requirement is that the union of the types 

associated with the streams connected to the channel's write port must at all times 



be a subset of the types expected by each process reading from a read port. This 

condition is checked each time a channel is opened for reading or writing using 

the signature supplied as argument. An open that would cause the constraint to 

be violated is rejected. Note that the conditions causing rejection may vary over 

time; in particular, it depends on which commands are currently connected to the 

channel and the signatures associated with their I/O streams. 

Interface Specifications 

The second major use of UTS within Saguaro is for specifying the invocation 

interface of a command or procedure, i.e., the number and type of its arguments. 

This is done using the normal UTS 'prog' type constructor. 

This form of specification applies in a general way to any executable file, includ

ing those containing commands-progs invoked directly by the user-and procedures

progs invoked by other programs. The common use of the 'prog' constructor in 

both situations is possible in part because commands and procedures in Saguaro are 

interchangeable: it is possible to call commands as procedures and, conversely, to 

invoke procedures from the command line. The difference between the two is that 

commands and their associated signatures are written following three conv«~ntions 

that are used by the Saguaro command interpreter to facilitate user interaction 

and command interconnection. 

The first convention is that the comments included in the signature for each 

command contains specific information. In particular, each comment is of the form 

"name: default-value: display-level" 

where 'name' is the name for the commented entity, 'default-value' is the default 

value to be used as an argument value, and 'display-level' is an integer specifying 

display priority. As described in Section 4.2, these values are used for several pur

poses by the user interface, including the generation of command-specific templates 

that can be used to guide command construction. These comments can be added 

to the signature after file creation if necessary by using special file manipulation 

commands. 



"list" prog(lIoptions:: 1" val record{ 
Ilong:false:2" bool, 
Igroup:false:2" bool}, 
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"input:[$WD] :1" val array[-] of array[-] of record{*}) 
returns(loutput:$CURWIN:l" array[-] of string[-]) 

Figure 4.2: Sample Command Declaration 

The second convention is that the first argument to a command is always a 

record with name 'options.' This options record contains the command-line options 

that are supplied to the command upon invocation. The type of each field in the 

options record indicates the type of the argument to the option; in many cases this 

type is 'bool', for option flags. The command interpreter supports a command line 

syntax that allows the options record or some of its fields to be elided. Again, see 

Section 4.2 for details. 

Third, the primary input and output for the command (corresponding roughly 

to the notion of standard input and standard output in UNIX) have names 'input' 

and 'output' respectively. These names can be be associated with any parameter, 

although 'output' is typically bound to the return value. 

As an example of how these conventions are reflected 10 the signature of a 

command, consider a command list that displays the contents of the directories 

named as arguments. Its signature might be as shown in Figure 4.2. The default 

value for primary input ('[$WDJ') denotes a one element array containing the 

current working directory, while the default for the primary output ('$CURWIN') 

denotes the current window. 

The type of the 'input' parameter requires somewhat more explanation. A 

directory is a file of records; since files are simply arrays, this type indicates that 

list expects to be passed a list of directories. There is a literal syntax for every 
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tJTS value, so that the user could type the contents of a directory as a literal on 

the command line. A more reasonable approach, however, is to give the name 

of a directory; as will be seen in Section 4.2, the command interpreter will then 

coerce the names into their contents (i.e., it will open the files) before invoking the 

command. The input could also be an I/O stream since in UTS streams and arrays 

are considered as different access methods for the same underlying data type. 

Discussion 

Although types have been used in other systems (e.g., Cedar [Teitelman85], Spice 

[Jones85], Polylith [Purtil085]), our use of UTS in Saguaro appears to be the 

first attempt to apply types to all aspects of a general-purpose operating system. 

In Saguaro, UTS is used as the basis for storing data in files, for I/O streams, 

and for specifying the invocation interfaces of commands and procedures. This 

contrasts to Cedar and Polylith, which use types only for specifying invocation 

interfaces, and with Spice, which uses the Matchmaker system only for interprocess 

communication. 

There are other differences as well. Cedar, for example, is not an operating 

system in the conventional sense, but rather a programming environment for the 

Mesa programming language [Mitche1l79]. This means that the type system is 

not language-independent in the sense of UTS, but instead reflects that of Mesa. 

Polylith also is not an operating system in the traditional sense; instead, it is 

a system for component interconnection originally designed to allow numerical 

subroutines written in Fortran to be used from other languages. 

It is worth noting that many features of UTS were designed specifically to sup

port its wide application in Saguaro. For example, the self-describing data format 

allows programs to be written so they can be connected in arbitrary ways, while 

the simplicity of the type system make it eaSy to support in various programming 

languages. The lack of user-defined types also means that no central database 

of type definitions need be maintained. Finally, signatures are heavily used in 

the scheme for command argument matching and coercion presented in the next 
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section. 

4.2 The User Interface 

The Saguaro user interface exhibits many of the characteristics of other systems 

that have been developed for workstations equipped with bitmapped displays and 

mice [Goldberg83, Lantz79, Meyrowitz81, Pike84, Sun86, Teitelman84, Teitelman85J. 

For example, the screen is divided into overlapping windows that support mouse

oriented editing facilities. The novelty of our user interface is primarily in the 

arbitrary connections afforded by channels and in the design of the Saguaro com

mand interpreter CI. One unique aspect of this interpreter is that it provides two 

equivalent forms for any collection of commands that interact using channels. The 

primary interface supplied by CI is textual; with this interface, command lines 

are entered in linear form in a fashion similar to existing systems. However, it is 

also possible to construct collections of commands using a two-dimensional graphic 

form; with this interface, each command is entered using a template, with inter

acting commands being connected using the mouse. This design allows Saguaro 

to retain the advantages of a traditional textual interface, while also providing a 

more graphical means for interacting with the system. 

The other unique aspect of CI is its tight integration with the UTS type system. 

The linear form of a command is based on its associated signature, which is also 

used to interpret and type check the arguments. In addition, the templates in the 

visual form employ the UTS signature so that the types of specific parameters for 

each command can be displayed to the user. 

Simple Commands 

In the textual interface supplied by CI, one or more commands are typed following 

a prompt; each command consists of the command name followed by a list of ar

guments. Following parsing and type checking, CI constructs an invocation record 

containing the name of the command and its arguments. The invocation record 
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and the execution environment for the command (e.g., current working directory) 

are then transmitted to a command serner. The server retains the environment 

and uses the invocation record to load and activate the indicated program. 

The textual command syntax is presented here by a series of examples. We 

deal first with a single command - the list command of Figure 4.2 - and then 

show how to connect multiple commands using channels. 

Consider the following command that lists the contents of directory /usr/fred. 

list /usr/fred 

The similarity to the syntax used in UNIX to invoke an analogous command is 

intentional, but somewhat misleading. In reality, this form is obtained only as a 

result of certain abbreviations and conversions that are built into CI. If written 

out in its full form, the invocation would appear as 

list ($options-{$long-false,$group-false}, 

$input-[/usr/fred],$output-$CURWIN) 

In this form, the arguments are named explicitly and assigned a value by using 

the $name-value notation; the braces (0) and brackets ({}) denote literals of type 

record and array, respectively. The names used in these assignments correspond 

to those associated with arguments in the UTS signature for the command. They 

can be viewed as being variables local to the command interpreter whose scope is 

the command line. There are also some non-local variables with predefined values; 

CURWIN, for example, is the name of the current window. 

The user can avoid typing the full form by taking advantage of the supported 

abbreviations. One such abbreviation is that any argument not assigned a value 

takes on the default value specified in the command's signature. Thus, the above 

can be abbreviated to 

list( $input-[ /usr/fred ] ) 

Furthermore, arguments to the command may also be specified positionally. The 

options record is ignored when performing this mapping and only parameters with 
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display level one (i.e., highest priority) are considered. Since input is the first 

non-options parameter in the signature of the list command, the above can be 

written as 

list( [ /usr/fred ] ) 

Two final abbreviations apply In this case. One is trivial: the parentheses 

around the argument list are optional. The other is an example of one of the simple 

coercions that are done when parsing commands: single or multiple arguments can 

be coerced into an array as dictated by the signature. In this example, the type 

required by 'input' is array[?] of array[?] of record{ ... }, so /usr/fred is 

coerced into [/usr/fred]. Performing these reductions leaves us with the simple 

intuitive form given first above. 

Actually, there is one further coercion that is performed before the command 

is invoked: this involves coercing the string /usr/fred into an array by opening 

the file. This is performed, however, only when the type specified for the argu

ment matches the signature associated with the named file. The coercion can be 

overridden in any event by enclosing the string in quotes. 

Other straightforward coercions are also supported by CI. For example, strings 

used as arguments may be coerced into numbers (either float or integer). The 

strings 'true', 'false', 'yes', and 'no' can also be coerced into the corresponding 

Boolean values. 

There are certain abbreviations that apply only to the options record. An 

argument given as -name is mapped into Soption . name (i.e., the name field of the 

options record), while the mention of a Boolean field is interpreted as setting it 

to true. Moreover, field names within the options record are recognized by the 

shortest unique prefix. Taken together, these abbreviations mean that 

list -1 /usr/fred 

is equivalent to 

list Soptions.long-true /usr/fred 
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Some final useful abbreviations allow the input and output arguments to be 

specified implicitly. In particular, >name is equivalent to $output-name while 

<name is equivalent to $input-name. The types for input and output in such 

a situation will usually be array [-] of ... , implying that the name should be 

interpreted as the name of a file to be opened. This gives a notation similar to 

I/O redirection in UNIX. 

Command Groups and Channels 

CI normally waits for each command to finish before accepting the next command. 

Alternatively, a command can be detached and executed in the background by 

following it with the symbol 1:. This symbol is also used to specify concurrent 

execution of several commands on the same command line by using it to separate 

the commands. For example, entering the line 

compile progl.sr I: textedit prog2.sr 

would simultaneously compile progl. sr and initiate an editor on prog2. sr. Such 

a collection of commands is called a command group. 

Channels provide the communication and synchronization mechanism that is 

used to connect the input and output streams of different commands, such as those 

in a command group. Each channel has one write port and one or more read ports. 

Data written to a channel's write port is buffered onto each of the channel's read 

ports. More than one process can write to a channel's write port, in which case 

the different streams are merged in the order in which the writes are serviced by 

the channel. Also, more than one process can read from the same read port, in 

which case each process consumes some subset of the data buffered on that port. 

Channels may be created explicitly on the command line by using the system 

command/procedure channel. This command takes as argument an options record 

and the number of read ports in the channel. The default value for the number of 

read ports is one. The return value of an invocation of channel is the name of the 

newly created channel. This name can be coerced by CI into, in effect, an array 
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of ports.} The zero'th element of this array is the write port, while elements one 

through N are the read ports, where N is the number of read ports in the channel. 

The channel command may also be invoked from a menu when using the visual 

interface to create a channel window. 

As an example of the use of channels, consider the following command line. 

list /hosts $output-channel(l) a count $input-Xlist.output 

Here, the output from list is written to a newly created channel. Also, the 

notation Xlist. output refers to the value of the 'output' field in the invocation 

record corresponding to the most recent command named "list". Thus, the input 

stream of 'count' is bound to the read port of the new channel being written by 

'list'. Assuming that /hosts contains an entry for each machine in a network, 

execution of this command group will display a count of the number of machines. 

Often, the explicit creation of a connecting channel is not necessary. If a 

connection between commands is indicated on the command line by the values 

assigned to the parameters, a channel will be implicitly created. For example, the 

above could be written as 

list /hosts a count $input-Xlist.output 

Connecting commands in this way to form a pipeline is so frequent that the symbol 

'I' can be used as an abbreviation. Thus, the shortest way to enter the above 

command would be 

list /hosts I count 

For another example mvolving channels, consider using one in the creation of 

a "persistent command", i.e., a command that remains active and ready to accept 

input at any time. Suppose that 'arch' is an archival program that accepts as input 

a list of files to archive. Then, the following command lines create a channel and 

a persistent archive process, connected so that the archive process is reading its 

input argument from the channel. 

1 Technically, the UTS type associated with the write port of a channel is val array [-] of 
?, while read ports are of type r .. array [-] of ? 
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$ARCHCHAN - channel() 

arch -create $input-$ARCHCHAN[l] $archive-archive-file t 

ARCHCHAN is a command interpreter variable that is created when assigned the 

channel name. This variable can subsequently be used to archive files by directing 

their names to the channel's write port. For example, the command line 

list /src > $ARCHCHAN[O] 

archives the the contents of directory /src. 

Templates 

The second, more visual way of entering commands involves the use of command

specific templates. At any point, the user may select a command line and request 

that a template window be displayed for each command on that line. This window, 

which runs a specialized template editor, displays the name of the command and 

the name and current value of each parameter. These values are either those al

ready specified on the command line or the default from the command's signature. 

The display level in the comment for each parameter governs which parameters 

are actually displayed; those with higher display levels are represented by ellipses 

that can be expanded on demand. 

As an example, consider again the command: 

list /usr/fred /hosts 

The template subwindow produced for this command line is shown in Figure 4.3. 

After it appears on the display, the argument values can be entered or changed 

using the template editor. The operations provided by this editor are specialized 

to the type of each field as dictated by the signature. For example, Boolean fields 

can be toggled, arrays can be extended by inserting new elements, and connections 

between commands can be made by copying array fields to channels or to other 

commands. These communications paths can also be indicated graphically by 

using the mouse. 



list 
options: 
input: 
output: 

/usr /bin/list 
{ ... } 
[/usr/fred /hosts ] 

Figure 4.3: Template for list Command 
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As was the case with the textual input, the options record is again treated 

somewhat differently. When it is selected, a menu is popped up listing the options 

of the command and showing the current value of each option. Such a value is 

changed by selecting it from the menu; this acti~n toggles a Boolean option, while 

a sub-window pops up to allow the entry of options of other types. 

The user closes the subwindow after entering the argument values into the 

template. This action causes the completed invocation record to be delivered to 

CI, which echoes the command in textual format before initiating its execution. 

This display of the linear form gives the user immediate feedback and serves as an 

implicit tutorial on the textual representation. 

Discussion 

A primary goal In Saguaro is to allow users to construct applications that ex

ploit the multiple machines in a network architecture. This aspect surfaces in the 

design of the user interface and command interpreter in the various mechanisms 

provided to facilitate the construction of collections of commands that can have an 

arbitrary interconnection structure. The most important mechanism is, of course, 

the channel, which has been designed specifically to support such arbitrary in

terconnections. However, the design of other features also play a significant role. 

The graphical interface, for example, allows collections of interacting commands 

to span windows and provides a convenient means for connecting commands using 
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the mouse. Both of these facilities are unique to Saguaro, although aspects of both 

can be found in existing systems. In particular, channels are related to various pro

posals to generalize pipes [Rochkind80, Shultis83], while graphical interconnection 

schemes can be found in certain specialized tools [Kaehler84]. 

The use of UTS within Saguaro also facilitates command interconnection in 

at least two ways. First, it encourages the the construction of small, well-defined 

commands that can operate as tools in the traditional UNIX sensej it does this 

by allowing the use of structured data and by relieving the implementor of having 

to type-check and parse input. Second, the type conversions provided by UTS

especially those between I/O streams and arrays-make it easy to use channels, 

files, and literal values interchangeably as input to a command. 

It is worth noting that the actual power afforded by the ability to arbitrarily 

connect commands is largely unexplored. Nevertheless, based on experience with 

constructing distributed programs, we are convinced that there are certain prob

lems that are more easily solw'd by connecting commands in ways other than the 

pipeline structure provided by systems such as UNIX. For example, specifying that 

the source list~ng and object code from a compiler are to go through a formatter 

and linker respectively is a problem that is solved more directly using a general 

interconnection graph than a pipeline. Also, a channel with N read ports can be 

used to implement a communication facility in which each process in a group of N 

processes sees all the messages sent by any member of the group (this is similar to 

a multicast group [Cheriton85]). This is accomplished by having all N processes 

share the channel's write port and having each process read from a different one 

of the channel's read ports. 

4.3 Status 

The Saguaro project has been the motivation for several research efforts over its 

five-year lifetime. Despite never having been fully implemented, it introduced some 

novel concepts, and many of its major components have been the subject of suc

cessful development and prototype implementation efforts. The research inspired 
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by Saguaro includes the design work on the Saguaro system itself [Andrews87], the 

development and prototyping of the file system described in [Purdin87] and the 

user interface and interprocess communication using UTS described in this disser

tation. A summary and review of this research can be found in [Schlichting88]. 

In addition, the Saguaro project has been an impetus and driving application 

for the development and evolution of the SR programming language. The SR 

distributed programming language [Andrews82, Andrews88, Olsson86] provides 

modules (called resources), operations (which are a generalization of procedures), 

capabilities, and a variety of synchronization mechanisms. Saguaro is designed as 

an SR application; all operating system code is written in SR and runs in an SR 

resource. This has caused some slight difficulty, as there is no mechanism in SR for 

creating a resource with limited privileges; hence there is no way to create what 

might be termed a "user resource" and no way to run a program written in another 

language. 
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CHAPTER 5 

MLP-l 

In addition to serving as the type system for Saguaro, the UTS type system is used 

as the foundation and transport mechanism for the MLP system for heterogeneous 

remote procedure call.I The goal of MLP is to provide the programmer with the 

ability to invoke a procedurp written in one programming language running on 

one computer with one architecture under one operating system, from a program 

written in a different programming language running on a different computer with 

a different architecture under a different operating system. 

The purpose of this heterogeneous access is to make it possible to exploit the 

different strengths of the different languages in one program. For example, a Lisp 

program might need to find the Eigenvalues for a matrix; rather than re-writing 

this code or porting a scientific library to a Lisp machine, the Lisp programmer 

could make use of an existing Fortran library such as Eispack [Smith76]. The 

code that the user and the system programmer would write for this example are 

presented in Section 5.1. 

Procedure call is, in fact, perhaps most common and best understood composi

tion mechanism available, and the extension of procedure call to allow remote and 

heterogeneous invocations is a common exercise. Of the many interesting issues 

that arise, ranging from synchronization to security, we have chosen to focus on 

the issue of the interface between the host programming languages and the trans-

1 MLP originally was an acronym for Mixed Language Programming. 
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port mechanism. Further, we have consciously adopted a reductionist approach: 

in the interest of portability and ease of learning, the MLP system attempts to 

provide a simple and clean solution for the proverbial 90% of the problem while 

not obstructing the efforts of those who need to solve the last 10% .2 

In fact, it is slightly inaccurate to speak of the MLP system; the system has 

undergone a process of evolution involving two implementations. The first imple

mentation, now referred to as MLP-l, was characterized by a policy of incorpo

rating MLP into the language processors and by static linking. An MLP program 

is made of components, or processes, each of which contains an agent , a part of 

the MLP-l run-time system that performs all data transliteration for the imported 

and exported procedures in the component. MLP-l is the subject of this chapter. 

The second implementation, MLP-2, uses a more conventional stub compiler 

approach. It also uses a slightly different run-time structure, which allows it to 

provide dynamic linking. MLP-2, and the evolution from MLP-l, will be described 

in Chapter 6. The dynamic linking capability of MLP-2 has been used to build 

a prototype of the Saguaro command interpreter, giving us experience with an 

interactive interface to MLP. We have also interfaced MLP-2 to an object-oriented 

distributed programming language called Emerald. These two projects illustrate 

the extension of MLP beyond the paradigms of conventional (static and procedural) 

programming languages; they are described in Chapter 7. 

Components and Specifications 

A mixed language program is a program written in two or more programming lan

guages. Such programs consist of several program components, where each program 

component is composed of one or more procedures written in the same language. 

The language used to implement a component is called the host language for that 

component. Informally, a component can be thought of as being a unit of compi

lation, i.e., there is generally one object module per program component. 

The interface specification of a program component consists of descriptions 

2The last 10% of the problem may well require 2000% of the solution effort. 
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of the type of each procedure that the component makes available for external 

invocation, together with descriptions of the interface expected for each external 

procedure that might be invoked. In other words, the interface specification is a list 

of procedures "exported" from the component together with a list of "imported" 

procedures; these lists are analogous in many ways to the import/export lists 

supported by programming languages like SR [Andrews82] and Modula [Wirth77]. 

The imported and exported interfaces are specified as UTS declarations for 

the procedures, which describe the number and types of the arguments to the 

procedure. To review, the prog type constructor has the form 

prog (param-type. param-type •... ) 

[returns (T'fSult-type)] 

where 

param-type 

result-type 

UTS-exp 

::= { val I res I var } UTS-exp 

::= UTS-exp 

::= any UTS type expression 

The qualification val, res, or var corresponds to the standard parameter-passing 

notions of copy-in, copy-out and copy-in/copy-out, respectively; if no qualification 

is specified, var is assumed. The returns clause is optional and describes the type 

of the value returned by a function. 

The interface of an exported procedure is specified within the component by 

including a declaration of the form 

export "procname" export-signatuT'f 

where 'procname' is the name of the procedure to be exported. Such a declaration 

usually appears in or near the host language procedure declaration. The form of 

the declaration of an imported procedure's interface is analogous: 

import "procname" import-signatuT'f 
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Import declarations can usually appear in any area of global scope. The actual 

syntax of these declarations and their placement in the source code depend heavily 

on the host language. 

Export declarations can be omitted if the MLP translator for the host language 

can infer the signature from the source code for the component and the language 

binding. The source code for the entire component is not even necessary-it is 

sufficient that the procedure declarations be available, as would typically be the 

case even for library routines for which complete source code is not provided. The 

signature should be explicitly specified in cases where such automatic translation 

is impossible or where the resulting signature is inadequate. The former would 

include situations such as a Fortran procedure that accepted a record as argument, 

while an example of the latter would be an Icon routine whose signature is to 

include the types of the arguments. In the Fortran case, inference is impossible 

because no host language type maps to the desired UTS type; in the Icon case, 

inference is impossible because there is no type information in the Icon program 

source. 

The MLP System 

The MLP-l system is a collection of conventions and utilities that allow procedure 

invocations to be performed between modules, or components, of a mixed language 

program in a distributed system.3 The system is made up of three parts: a run-time 

system, an MLP translator for each host language, and an MLP linker. 

The UTS language and language bindings have been discussed in Chapter 3. 

The interface between UTS and the host language is slightly different in the MLP-l 

system and so will be reviewed here. The process structure of an MLP-l program 

is also presented, including the interprocess communications protocol and the role 

of agents in an intercomponent call. The facilities for process creation and inter

process communication required for the implementation of the system are assumed 

3Calls within a component are handled by the calling conventions of that component's host 
language. 
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to be provided by the operating system( s) of the host computers. 

The language processors for MLP-l process the entirety of the source code 

for a component, either with a preprocessor or by modifications to the compiler. 

The justification for this approach, and our experience with it for three languages, 

are the subject of Section 5.3. The three MLP-l languages are C [Kernigan78], 

Pascal [Wirth77], and Icon [Griswold83]. These languages have very different type 

structures, and were interfaced to MLP-l using quite different implementation 

strategies. 

5.1 An Example 

To illustrate more clearly the way in which the components of the MLP system 

interact, consider the following sequence of steps that would typically be used 

to write and execute a mixed language program in which a procedure written 

in Franz Lisp [Foderaro83] invokes the Eispack Eigenvalue [Smith76] routine cg 

written in Fortran. Such an interaction might be useful, for example, in a symbolic 

algebra package such as Macsyma [MITLCS83] in which numerical calculations are 

supported, but are not the considered the primary function. 

First, interface specifications in the UTS language must be determined for both 

cg and the Lisp program; while this could be performed automatically by the MLP 

translators, for expository purposes we describe the process as if done explicitly 

by the programmer. In Figure 5.1, we show the beginning of the source code for 

cg; in Figure 5.2, the Fortran declaration of the procedure is repeated, augmented 

by the export declaration with its UTS signature. 

A Lisp function that might be used to facilitate the invocation of cg within a 

Lisp program appears in Figure 5.3. The signature in the import declaration for 

cg in the Lisp component would be similar to the signature in the export from the 

Fortran component, although it is likely that the names of the parameters would 

be omitted. Also, the exact syntax of the declaration would reflect that of Franz 

Lisp rather than Fortran. 



c 

c 

SUBROUTINE cg(nm,n,ar,ai,wr,wi,matz,zr,zi,fvl,fv2,fv3,ierr) 

INTEGER n,nm,isl,is2,ierr,matz 
REAL ar(nm,n),ai(nm,n),wr(n),wi(n),zr(nm,n),zi(nm,n), 

+ fvl(n),fv2(n),fv3(n) 

C This subroutine calls the recommended sequence of subroutines 
C from the Eigensystem subroutine package (Eispack) to find the 
C Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors (if desired) of a complex general 
C matrix. 
C 
C On input-
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

nm must be set to the row dimension of the two-dimensional 
array parameters as declared in the calling program 
dimension statement, 

n is the order of the matrix a-(ar,ai), 

ar and ai contain the real and imaginary parts, 
respectively, of the complex general matr~x, 

matz is an integer variable set equal to zero if only 
Eigenvalues are desired, otherwise it is set to any non-zero 
integer for both Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors. 

C On output-
C 
C wr and wi contain the real and imaginary parts, 
C respect~vely, of the E~genvalues, 
C 
C zr and zi contain the real and imaginary parts, 
C respectively, of the Eigenvectors if matz is not zero, 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 

ierr is an integer output variable .et equal to an error 
completion code described in .ection 2b of the documentation. 
The normal completion code is zero, 

fvl, fv2, and tv3 are temporary .torage arrays. 

Figure 5.1: Beginning of Eispack cg Routine 
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SUBROUTINE eg(nm,n,ar,ai,wr,wi,matz,zr,zi,fv1,fv2,fv3,ierr) 
C 

C 

EXPORT "eg" prog (val "nm" integer, 
val "n" integer, 
val "ar" array[-,-] of float, 
val "ai" array [-,-] of float, 
res "wr" array[-] of float, 
res "wi" array [ -] of float, 
val "matz" integer, 
res "zr" array[-,-] of float, 
res "ziti array[-,-] of float, 
res "fv1" array [ -] of float, 
res "fv2" array [ -] of float, 
res "fv3" array [ -] of float, 
res "ierr" integer) 

INTEGER n,nm,is1,is2,ierr,matz 
REAL ar(nm,n),ai(nm,n),wr(n),wi(n),zr(nm,n),zi(nm,n), 

+ fv1(n),fv2(n),fv3(n) 

Figure 5.2: Fortran Header and Associated Export Declaration 
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After the interfaces are written, the next step is to submit the augmented 

components to the MLP translators for the respective host languages. For the 

purposes of discussion, we will assume that the translators are implemented as 

preprocessors separate from the standard host language translators. For 'cg', this 

preprocessor will first locate the interface specifications, and then, using these 

signatures, construct an agent. This agent will receive invocations of 'cg' from 

other agents, translate the arguments from the UTS form supplied to it by the 

other agents into Fortran data types and representation, and then perform a normal 

Fortran call to the eg routine. Note that the preprocessing that creates the agent 

need take place only once, most likely as part of the installation of the Eispack 

routines. 

The process for the Lisp program componen t is similar. However, Lisp is so 

flexible that we can do most of the work of the agent in the host language. In 

particular, the MLP translator can define a macro 'cg' that expands to 

{mlp-invoke 
'eg 
'(dim dim ar ai wr wi matz zr zi tl t2 t3 ierr) 
eg-sig) 

where the value of eg-sig is a representation of the signature for eg, used to 

guide the argument translation and copying performed by mlp-invoke. Note that 

mlp-invoke must be given an unevaluated argument list because the values re

turned for var parameters are copied back into the corresponding Lisp variables. 

Processing by the MLP linker is the final step before this mixed language 

program is available for execution. First, the linker must determine if the signatures 

of eg supplied with the code for eg and the Lisp program unify. They do trivially 

for this example. Second, the linker inserts prologue and epilogue code in the Lisp 

program component to handle initiation and termination of the two processes. The 

exact details of this code are system dependent. 



a helper function. used to call the imported EISPACK routine cg. 
it does temp and result allocation. and argument and 
error-return checking. 

use-cg finds the eigenvalues and (if matz is nonnil) the eigen
vectors of a complex general matrix. The first tvo arguments. 
ar and ai. are respectively the real and imaginary parts of the 
input matrix. They must be square flonum-block arrays. 

(defun use-cg (ar ai matz) 
(prog (dim vr vi zr zi tl t2 t3 ierr ardims) 

(setq ardims (arraydims ar» 

) ) 

(setq dim (cadr ardims» size of input arrays 
(.array 'tl 'flonum-block dim) create temp arrays 
(.array 't2 'flonum-block dim) 
(.array 't3 'flonum-block dim) 
(.array 'vr 'flonum-block dim) create result arrays 
(.array 'vi 'flonum-block dim) 
(cond 

(matz 

(t 

(.array 'zr 'flonum-block dim dim) 
(.array 'zi 'flonum-block dim dim» 

(setq zr nil) 
(setq zi nil») 

: do the call 
(cg dim dim ar ai vr vi matz zr zi tl t2 t3 ierr) 
(cond : determine if call vorked 

«not (zerop ierr» 
(error "EISPACK error" ierr») 

(return (list 'vr 'vi 'zr 'zi» 

Figure 5.3: Lisp function to invoke cg 
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5.2 . The MLP Run-time System 

At run-time, an MLP program consists of a collection of communicating UNIX 

processes. Each MLP component is implemented by a single process that contains 

the user routines and an instance of the run-time package that were linked together 

by the MLP translator for the given host language. This run-time package forms an 

MLP envelope around the user code; it is called the agent for the component. Each 

such agent contains two collections of routines: the outgoing routines to handle calls 

to procedures outside the component and to translate arguments from the host 

language into UTS, and incoming routines to handle invocations of procedures 

and to translate arguments from UTS into the host language. 

The run-time system is responsible for such things as component creation, 

inter-component communication, and data conversion. There are really separate 

versions of the run-time for each host language, but since the differences are fairly 

minor, we treat the run-time system as a single entity, pointing out the minor 

differences between languages where appropriate. 

Agents 

The agents associated with program components communicate to implement the 

cross-language call. Specifically, the agent of the invoking component translates 

the arguments for the invocation into UTS format and uses UNIX interprocess 

communication to send them to the agent of the component containing the invoked 

procedure. This agent then translates the arguments from UTS into host language 

types and invokes the associated procedure. Return values are handled similarly. 

The coupling of the agent with its program component to give the code for the 

process implementing the component is performed by an MLP translator, while 

resolving names to translated components is the duty of the MLP linker. Both are 

described below. The sequence of actions in a cross-language call is illustrated in 

Figure 5.4. 

The agent for a particular language binding is typically written In a combi-
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InvolWlg InvoMd poc. poc. 

h<* lang. 
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rout,,,.. routi".. 

UTS UTS 

Figure 5.4: Sequence of Actions in a Cross-Language Call 

nation of that language and a system programming language. This use of multi

ple languages may be necessary since the agents need to be able to perform low 

level data transformations, yet must be callable from the host language. While 

this means that the implementation of the agents does in some sense constitute 

a mixed language program in its own right, note that (1) the interface between 

the two languages is confined to the agent, and (2) the problem must be solved 

only once for each language binding, rather than for each specific mixed language 

program. Thus, implementing a fixed set of interface routines gives access to a 

potentially unbounded set of languages and procedures. 

In addition, there is one MLP server process per program. This process acts as 

a coordinator, handling remote component initiation and resolution of procedure 

name/component address bindings. The main component, the component con

taining the procedure main, creates the MLP server by forking and executing the 

server code; the server creates the process for each of the remaining components 

the first time an attempt is made to invoke one of the procedures exported from 
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A 

Figure 5.5: Two Component MLP Program 

that component. Program execution is started by invoking the procedure mam; 

the program terminates when this procedure returns. The process structure and 

logical interconnections for a two component MLP program are shown in Figure 

5.5; the main component and the server component are executing on processor 

A and the remote component is executing on processor B, each component in a 

distinct process. 

Communications 

The agent includes inter-process communication (lPC) facilities, which allow the 

processes executing the program components to communicate with each other and 
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with the MLP server. This communication is done using a reliable datagram 

transfer layer built on top of the Berkeley UNIX [Joy83] implementation of the User 

Datagram Protocol (UDP) [Postel80b]i this facility allows arbitrary size messages 

to be transmitted reliably between two processes. All messages to a given process 

are directed to a single UDP socket that serves as the process's communication 

port. 

MLP-l uses the reliable datagram interface to send five different types of mes

sages: Call, Reply, Initiation, Lookup, and Abort. The first two types are used to 

implement the cross-component invocation, and the last three are used for com

municating with the MLP server. In particular, an initiation message is sent to 

the MLP server by a component as it begins execution to transmit its port address 

to the server, a lookup message is exchanged with the server the first time a com

ponent invokes each imported procedure, and an abort message is used to signal 

program termination. 

Data Translation 

The contents of the call and reply messages are encoded using the UTS library 

described in Section 3.4. MLP-l has a slightly different interface to the library 

than that described earlier; the MLP-l interface is described here. The MLP-

1 agents make use of routines that parse UTS expressions and a type-checking 

routine, as well as the library routines for accessing, modifying, and creating UTS 

values. The latter are present in two versions, a user-level version and a system

level, unchecked version that is used directly by the run-time. The system level 

will be described first; it is here called the UTS library, while the user level is called 

the "user library" or the "UTS user library". A summary of the MLP-l version of 

the UTS user library is given in Figure 5.6. 

The two main entry points from the MLP-l run-time system into the UTS 

library are host_to_uts and uts_to-host. host_to_uts converts a single host 

language value into a UTS value. It does this conversion for most host language 

values by invoking a lower level routine that handles conversion of a single type; 



uts_inspect(r, signature) 
returns true if the type of the UTS value represented by r unifies 
with signature; false otherwise. 

utsJength (r) 
returns the number of fields of the UTS value represented by r. 
The type of the value represented by r must either be array, 
record, or string. 

uts_encode(r, signature, var) 
converts the value of the variable var into the UTS value with 
signature signature, and assigns r as its representative. 

uts_decode(r, var) 
converts the UTS value represented by r into var. The value is 
converted into the format of var's host language. 

uts_create(r, signature) 
creates a UTS value whose signature is signature, initializes its 
fields to null, and assigns r as its representative. 

uts_composeCr, field, s) 
assigns the UTS value represented by s to field number field of the 
UTS value represented by r. The UTS type of r must be either 
array or record. 

uts_decompose(r, s, field) 
assigns r as the representative to field number field of the UTS 
value represented by s. The UTS type of s must be either record 
or array. 

uts_insertCr, field, signature, var) 
converts the value of host language variable var to a UTS value 
with signature signature, and assigns it to field number field of the 
UTS value represented by r. 

uts_extractCr, field, var) 
converts field number field of the UTS value represented by r into 
host language format and assigns it var. 

Figure 5.6: The First Version of the UTS Library 
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this routine is, of course, language and machine dependent. host_to_uts operates 

by traversing the UTS type specification, inferring the host language type corre

sponding the the UTS type and extracting the value from the instance of that 

type supplied as a parameter. The host_to_uts routine is called once for each 

val or var argument during the marshalling associated with the construction of 

a call message. This routine is also invoked when marshalling the values to be 

returned in a reply message following execution of an exported procedure. The 

routine uts_to-host serves an analogous role during unmarshalling, translating a 

given UTS value into host language format by inferring the host language type and 

extracting the host language value from the UTS type supplied as a parameter. 

This first version of the UTS library also contains two routines needed by the 

MLP-l translators and the MLP-l linker: utsparse and unify. Utsparse parses 

a UTS type expression and creates the binary signature for the expression. This 

signature is then used by the MLP run-time system when performing type checking 

and data conversion. Utsparse is also used by the MLP translators and by those 

UTS user library routines that take type expressions as arguments. 

Unify performs type checking between two UTS signatures. At MLP link

time, unify is called once for each matching exported procedure/imported proce

dure declaration. At run-time, it is called by UTS user library routines, such as 

uts_inspect. 

Finally, MLP-l uses the UTS library for managing representatives and their 

associated UTS values. In MLP-l, each representative is implemented as a repre

sentative structure, which includes fields containing an identifier for the represen

tative and the current UTS value with which it is associated. It is the value of the 

identifier field that is returned to the user at the host-language level as the UTS 

representative. 

The UTS user library acts as the interface between user code and UTS. This 

library provides operations on representatives that are used when the user wishes to 

maintain explicit control of conversions or when automatic conversion is impossible, 

as described in the previous section. It is essentially an interface between the host 

language and the system level UTS library; this additional layer does sanity checks 
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and matches the UTS library to the usage and calling conventions of the host 

language. 

As an example, consider the user library routine uts_encode, which is used to 

convert a host language value into UTS format. Uts_encode takes as arguments a 

UTS representative, a UTS expression used to guide the conversion, and the host 

language value to be converted. This encoding is done in four steps. First, a new 

representative structure is allocated and its identifier is assigned to the variable 

specified by the first argument to uts_encode. Second, the UTS type expression 

supplied as an argument is parsed using utsparse. Third, host_to_uts is invoked 

with the signature obtained from utsparse and a pointer to the host language 

value. Finally, the result of the conversion is stored in the appropriate field in the 

representative structure. 

Interface Routines 

The interface routines in the agent are used to accomplish the call of an external 

routine and the invocation of an exported routine in response to a call message. We 

illustrate these routines by describing more precisely the sequence of events that 

occur during an MLP intercomponent procedure call. For this example, assume 

procedure procA in program component A invokes procedure procB in program 

component B; refer to Figure 5.7 for a diagram. 

The first step in the sequence occurs when the call to procB is encountered dur

ing execution of procA. This action results in a call to run-time routine mlp_invoke. 4 

Hlp_invoke first determines the address of component B, consulting the MLP 

server using a lookup message if necessary. Once this location is obtained, the 

val and var arguments to procB are marshalled into a call message in UTS for

mat. This call message is then sent to component Band mlp_invoke waits for 

the first reply message; since an MLP-l program has only one active thread of 

control, this reply must be from the remote procedure that was originally invoked. 

4The replacement of the call to procB with a call to alp_invoke is accomplished by the MLP 
translator. 
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Figure 5.7: Control Flow of Example 

While waiting for this reply, it also processes any incoming messages. The only 

other messages that can be received at this point are abort and call messages. The 

latter may occur if there is a cycle in the call graph with respect to components. 

When the call message for procB arrives at component B, component B is 

blocked waiting for messages in rmproc, the remote component main driver routine. 

Upon receipt of the call message, rmproc passes its contents to the run-time routine 

mlp_call. This routine unmarshalls the message, allocating space needed for the 

arguments to procB and decoding the UTS values present in the call message into 

this newly allocated space. It then calls procB with the converted arguments. 

When procB completes, mlp_call marshalls the return values into a reply mes

sage. It then returns control to rmproc, which sends the reply message to compo-
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nent A. At this point, component A is blocked in mlp_invoke. When it receives 

the reply message, the values are unmarshalled and replaced into the appropriate 

actual parameters. Finally, the return value is decoded and control returns to 

procA. 

It is worth emphasizing that MLP supports recursion. Thus, in the example 

above, it is possible for procB to invoke procA, assuming that procA has been 

exported and imported appropriately. If this occurred, the instance of mlp_invoke 

in component A would field the invocation message and then call mlp_call to effect 

the invocation. Of course, such control flow is only possible if the host language 

of component A supports recursion. 

A final important run-time routine related to inter-component procedure in

vocations is prog_invoke, which, as described above, is used to invoke proce

dures passed as parameters across components. The arguments to prog_invoke 

are the name of the procedure and the Representatives for the procedure's argu

ments and return value. prog_invoke is implemented in much the same manner as 

mlp_invoke, except that no data conversions need be performed since the data is 

already in UTS internal format. The return value of the procedure and any copy

back arguments are stored into the Representatives after the call has completed, 

also without conversion. 

5.3 Language Processing 

An MLP component is created by coupling an interface description, written in 

UTS, with user code, written in the host language. The mechanics of this coupling 

are the province of the agent. The specification of the component and the linkage 

of the components are the province of the MLP translators and the MLP linker. In 

addition to compiling the source programs into executable form, MLP translators 

must also process MLP-specific language extensions. Since our attention here is 

concentrated on these extensions, the term "MLP translator" refers only to that 

portion of the translation phase that processes the MLP-specific extensions. 
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Translation 

The main task of an MLP translator is to configure a program component so 

that the proper interface exists between the user routines and the MLP run-time 

system. Several approaches to this task are possible. Specifically, it is possible to 

process the MLP extensions by using a preprocessor to the standard host-language 

translator, by modifying the host language translator itself, or by a combination 

of these approaches. The approach chosen depends on such factors as the type 

flexibility in the given language. In addition, there are the normal implementation 

trade-offs between constructing a preprocessor and modifying an existing transla

tor. For example, a preprocessor is usually easier to build and is more portable, 

while an integrated implementation can often be more thorough because it can use 

information that is internal to the language processor. 

The differing characteristics of the our three MLP-supported languages pro

vided a good opportunity for experimenting with each of the implementation 

strategies. C is essentially a systems programming language with weak notions 

of type checking, so it was possible to implement the MLP translator as a prepro

cessor. On the other hand, the strict type checking of Pascal forced certain pro

cedures to be built into the compiler to avoid type checking on their arguments, 

so translation of the MLP extensions for Pascal is handled by the combination 

of a preprocessor and modifications to the Pascal compiler. Finally, since Icon 

is an interpreted language, MLP has to be integrated with the language system. 

This, together with the fact that the translator itself is well structured and easy 

to modify, prompted us to add MLP capabilities to the normal Icon translator. 

An MLP translator processes the program in two phases: a first phase han

dles interface specifications and representative declarations, and a second phase 

generates the code that interfaces with the run-time support. Handling interface 

specifications requires both parsing and semantic analysis. Parsing is trivial. Upon 

encountering the keywords export or import, control is passed to utsparse, which 

parses the remainder of the UTS expression and returns the corresponding UTS 

signature for the expression. This signature, along with other information such as 
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the procedure's name and a flag indicating whether the procedure is being exported 

or imported, is saved for use in code generation. 

The amount of semantic analysis performed on interface specifications depends 

on the goals of the implementation. Our implementations are relatively unambi

tious: only syntax errors and duplicate import declarations within a component 

or duplicate export declarations within a program are flagged. In more ambitious 

implementations, a considerable amount of type checking could be done. For ex

ample, the types of the parameters in the host-language definition of an exported 

procedure could be checked to ensure that the export statement is in agreement 

with the procedure definition. 

Two different approaches have been taken to the translation of Representative 

declarations. The first approach, which was used for the MLP-l C translator, is to 

translate each declaration directly into a declaration for an integer variable. While 

this solution is simple, it is not particularly safe since it allows any integer operation 

to be performed on representatives. This shortcoming can be overcome by using the 

second approach: add a new type representative to the language. This strategy 

was used in the implementation of the Pascal MLP translator. Representatives 

were not used in the Icon language binding, since Icon's types are a proper superset 

of the UTS types. This, combined with Icon's run-time typing of variables, allowed 

us to fully decode every received UTS datum into an Icon datum, and use Icon to 

inspect and manipulate those values. 

The second phase performed by each MLP translator is code generation. This 

phase generates a signature file used by the MLP linker and interfaces both ex

ported and imported procedures with the run-time system. Signature file gen

eration is simple: for each interface specification, an entry is written containing 

the procedure name, its signature, and a flag indicating whether the procedure is 

imported or exported. All this information is provided by the first phase of the 

MLP translator. The signature file is written in UTS format so that it is machine 

and language independent. 

Generating the correct interfaces for imported and exported procedures is more 

complex. Recall that all calls to external procedures must be translated into calls to 
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mlp_invoke. One way to accomplish this is to have the MLP translator search the 

user's source code and textually replace all external calls with calls to mlp_invoke; 

this is the pre-processor approach used in the C MLP translator. Another alter

native is to generate a stub procedure for each imported procedure. Each stub 

has the name of the imported procedure and contains a call to mlp_invoke with 

the appropriate parameters. Thus, when an external procedure is invoked, con

trol passes to the appropriate stub and subsequently to mlp_invoke. This is the 

approach used in the Pascal MLP translator, as well as most other RPC systems. 

The approach used in Icon is similar to the stub approach. Specifically, for 

each imported procedure, an appropriate procedure block is created. A procedure 

block in Icon is the internal representation of a procedure; it contains information 

about the procedure's name, parameters, and code. Normally, a procedure's code 

is "icode," the byte code produced by the Icon translator and interpreted by the 

Icon interpreter. There is a provision, however, for executing C code instead. The 

MLP Icon translator uses this facility to arrange invocation of imported procedures 

by setting the code pointer in the procedure block to the C routine mlp_invoke. 

The procedure block for the remote procedure is passed to the Icon version of 

mlp_invoke, which uses the name stored in the procedure block to determine 

which procedure is being invoked. 

In any case, the task of mlp_invoke itself is to communicate the arguments 

to the envelope process of the called procedure and then receive the reply. The 

reply will contain the return value of the procedure (if any) and the values of 

arguments that need to be copied back into the variables supplied in the call. 

These arguments are those that have been specified with qualifiers vax or res 

in the export signature. The way in which 1l1p_invoke performs these functions 

is, of course, dependent on the operating system and interprocess communication 

mechanism being used. 

MLP translators must also generate code that allows exported procedures to 

be called from other components. Recall that mlp_call is the routine used by 

the run-time for invoking exported procedures. The manner in which this call 

is performed depends on the host language involved. For C and Pascal, this is 
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done by generating a 'case' statement, where each alternative corresponds to a 

procedure exported by the component. Pointers to allocated memory containing 

the in vocation arguments are used in the call to the exported procedure. 

The call of the exported procedure is handled in Icon by using the language's 

facility for invoking procedures by name. First, the name of the exported procedure 

is converted to an Icon string and pushed onto the Icon stack along with the 

arguments from the call message. Next, intprpretation of a constructed procedure 

consisting simply of a procedure call and return is begun. When this call is reached, 

the Icon procedure invocation notices that the type of the invoked datum is "string" 

and so interprets it as the name of the procedure to be invoked. This causes lookup 

of the procedure value bound to that string. This procedure is then invoked, 

resulting in execution of the appropriate exported procedure. Once execution has 

completed, return values are converted back to UTS format and the call of the 

exported procedure returns. 

5.4 The MLP-l Linker 

Following translation of all the MLP components of a program, the user invokes the 

MLP linker. This linker type checks inter-component interfaces, binds exported 

procedure names to components, and locates the files containing the components. 

These last two functions result in the generation of ilJformation that is used at 

run-time by the MLP server process. 

The MLP linker performs type checking of intercomponent interfaces by gather

ing the information stored in the signature files of each component and comparing, 

with unify, the signature of each exported procedure against all corresponding 

signatures (those with the same procedure name) in import declarations. If this 

unification fails, an error is reported to the user and no executable is produced. 

Name resolution and component location are both handled in a straightforward 

manner. The linker collects the names of all exported procedures in the program 

and their corresponding components, and writes the information in a file for later 

access by the MLP server. The only error checking done in the current implemen-
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tation is to ensure that there are no name conflicts between exported procedures. 

The gathering of component location information is trivial since the command line 

arguments to the linker include for each component the machine on which it is 

located and the name of the file on that machine containing the component. This 

information is also saved in a file. 

Another function of the MLP linker is to insert prologue and epilogue code 

into the main component which is, by convention, the component exporting the 

procedure "Main". The purpose of the prologue code is to create the MLP server 

process, while the epilogue code sends a notification to each constituent process 

upon termination of the program. This notification is used as the cue to terminate 

the process. 

The details of the prologue and epilogue code depend heavily on the facilities 

provided by the operating system. As an example, consider the MLP-l system as 

implemented on Berkeley UNIX and described in Section 5.2. The prologue code 

inserted in the main component performs the fork and exec that create the MLP 

server process, which in turn handles initiation of processes and establishment 

of network addresses ("sockets") for components. The MLP server starts other 

components on demand. All components, once started, listen at their socket for 

invocations. 

The inserted epilogue code merely sends a termination message to the MLP 

server upon termination of the program. The server performs the task of shutting 

down all the other components of the program. 

5.5 Experience 

Three non-trivial programs have been written using the MLP-l system. A dis

tributed implementation of Dragonmail [Comer86] was written during the fall of 

1985 using an early version of MLP-l. This experience prompted us to modify 

the system to correct several shortcomings. A simple database system and a plot 

package were written during 1986 using the version of MLP-l described in this 

chapter. The primary intent in writing these programs was to test the feasibility 
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Table 5.1: Time per Call (in milliseconds) 

data size, 
Sun local Sun remote VAX local 

bytes 
0 31.5 38.6 9.2 

100 37.6 45.7 10.9 
1000 50.3 54.5 13.1 

of the MLP system rather than to provide sophisticated end products. These two 

programs, as well as the performance of the system, are described in more detail 

below. 

Performance 

To determine the performance of cross-component procedure calls, a program was 

written in which an empty external procedure is invoked 1000 times. Three versions 

of this program were written: one in which no arguments are passed to the invoked 

procedure, a second in which a 100-byte string is passed as a val parameter, and a 

third in which a 1000-byte string is passed as a val parameter. Each version was 

then tested for three different component/processor assignments: one in which both 

components execute on a Sun-2 model 120, a second in which both components 

execute on a VAX 8600, and a third in which the two components execute on 

different Suns, a Sun-2 model 120 and a Sun-2 model 50. 

The results for these experiments are summarized in Table 5.1. The relative 

times are what one would expect, with the time to perform the invocation increas

ing as more data is transferred or when network access is required. The absolute 

times are not surprising either given that our goal of implementation simplicity con

strained us to build the message transfer layer using the (slow) UNIX interprocess 

communication facilities. Presently, an MLP call requires sending a minimum of 
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two reliable datagrams, which results in the transmission of at least four packets by 

the underlying UDP layer. Additional experiments confirmed the expense of these 

message passing layers for the version of the program in which both components 

execute on a Sun and no data is transferred. Specifically, a similar program that 

uses reliable datagrams directly took approximately 28 milliseconds to perform the 

equivalent of an MLP call, while a program that uses UDP directly required 18 

milliseconds. 

Dragonmail 

Our first attempt to utilize MLP in a realistic scenario involved modifying a mail 

system called Dragonmail developed at Purdue [Comer86]. The original version 

of this program was written to execute on a single machine; in particular, the 

program upon invocation would open and read a local file containing the mail 

message database. The shortcoming of this approach in a distributed system is 

that it forces the user interface and file manipulation portions of the program to 

be on the same machine. This makes it inconvenient to, for example, read mail 

after hours using dial-in access to a mainframe when the database is located on a 

personal workstation in the office. In addition, organizing the user interface and 

database access as a monolithic program precludes running a sophisticated user 

interface on a workstation if the actual physical location of the database happens 

to be on another machine. Hence, adapting the program to run using MLP was a 

relatively easy way to provide transparent access to the database from any machine 

in the network. 

The conversion was done by splitting the program into two components. The 

main component contained the user interface code and ran on the machine on which 

the command was invoked; a remote component contained the file access code and 

ran on the machine supporting the mail database. Accomplishing this split actually 

required more than simply adding the appropriate import and export statements, 

mainly due to the use of reference parameters and globals in the original code. 

This was, however, easy to fix by writing interface procedures that passed the 
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needed information explicitly. Since this required handling variable length arrays, 

the flexibility provided by the routines in the UTS user library was a considerable 

asset. 

A more serious problem resulted from the early version of MLP being used at 

that time. Specifically, the system required that an intercomponent invocation fit 

within a single UDP packet (about 2 Kb). Some of the Dragonmail invocations 

were larger than this (a problem exacerbated to a certain extent by the need to 

pass explicit information noted above), so we were forced to break up argument 

lists manually by coding extra "dummy" procedures that were used simply as a 

vehicle for transferring arguments. This experience motivated us to expand the 

message transport mechanism to handle arbitrary size message by the addition of 

the reliable datagram layer mentioned in Section 5.2. 

As an aside, it is interesting to compare our experience with a parallel effort to 

modify Dragonmail to achieve the same goals using Sun's RPC. As it turned out, 

creating the MLP version turned out to be much easier since the use of Sun RPC 

required substantial modification in the control flow of the file access component. 

In contrast, the use of MLP required no such modification; our system is designed 

specifically to allow the programmer the flexibility to choose a program organiza

tion based on the characteristics of the application instead of the characteristics 

of the RPC mechanism. 

A Student Database System 

Another test of the MLP-I system was construction of a simple database system 

that provides access to a centralized database of student information from any 

machine in the network. There is one record for each student in the database; this 

record contains information about the student, including values for attributes such 

as name, address, advisor, course grades, and dates of relevant exams. The user in

teracts with the program through a command interpreter that provides commands 

to add, delete, and update records. Executing either the add or update command 

causes a textual representation of an information record to be displayed to the user 
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in a text editor, which is then used to manipulate the information pertaining to a 

given student; when the user is done with the edit, the text is re-parsed back into 

a database record. The command interpreter also supports a query facility that 

retrieves records based on values specified for different attributes. 

The program is structured as six MLP components: Dbadd, Dbdelete, Dbquery, 

Cmdintr, Parser, and Dbclient. The first three of these components together com

prise the back end of the program, implementing the addition, deletion, and query 

functionality, respectively. They are all written in C. They are also the only compo

nents whose location is constrained: they must execute on the machine containing 

the database. 

The next two components are Cmdintr and Parser. Cmdintr is the command 

interpreter for the database program, and Parser converts the output from the ed

itor used in the add and update commands from its textual format into a database 

record. Since both of these components deal extensively with strings, they are 

written in Icon. 

Finally, Dbclient is a component written in C that acts as an interface between 

the front end Icon components and the back end C components. Its main purpose 

is to isolate the use of the UTS user library routines in a single component. In 

particular, it uses these routines to convert the UTS values passed as representa

tives from the command interpreter into C values that are used in calls to the back 

end C components. The flexibility of the library routines again proved importa.nt 

since the conversions often required transforming values of varying sizes and shapes 

produced by Icon into fixed size and shape values required by C. Having Dbclient 

be a separate component is purely for aesthetics-its functionality could easily have 

been placed directly in the back end components. 

The construction of this database program confirmed in many ways the viability 

of the mixed-language programming concept. The ability to use different languages 

to implement portions of a program proved to be convenient and more appealing 

in many ways than the prospect of constructing the entire program in a single 

language. Our experience also demonstrated that MLP-l is a reasonable vehicle 

for implementing this type of distributed, mixed-language program. 
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MLP-Plot 

The most extensive test of MLP-l was the implementation and use of a collection 

of routines that allows a program running on any machine to draw in a window 

on the screen of a Sun workstation and to manipulate associated menus. These 

routines can be used, for example, to allow a compute-intensive program executing 

on a fast machine to plot on a workstation's bitmapped display. The collection 

can be viewed as a network plotting package. 

The routines in the MLP-Plot package are summarized in Figure 5.8; routines 

are provided to initiate a plot in a new window, move the cursor in an absolute or 

relative fashion, draw points, lines and circles, insert text, and clear the window. In 

addition to function-specific arguments, each routine also takes as an argument a 

UTS representative. This argument serves as the "handle" that uniquely identifies 

the window in which the specified action is to take place and is returned as a result 

of executing the openpl routine. MLP-Plot also contains routines to create menus 

to be associated with the window and to retrieve events generated by selection of 

a menu item with the mouse. 

MLP-Plot is implemented in C as a single MLP component that exports the 

routines shown in Figure 5.8. The amount of code written was small (about 1300 

lines), primarily because Sun View [Sun86] is used for window and menu manipula

tion and for performing all of the drawing. Indeed, this application is an example 

of how MLP can be used to interface with existing software. 

One successful use of MLP-Plot was in the implementation of a program that 

computes and plots a solution to an instance of the traveling salesman problem. 

This particular problem was chosen for two reasons: the computationally intense 

nature of the algorithm involved and the desirability of graphical output. These 

features make it an attractive candidate for illustrating that even a simple system 

such as MLP can achieve a net performance increase by executing the computa

tionally intense portions of a program on a faster machine. 

The program is organized as four MLP components, all written in C: mlpplot, 



openpl(r) 
create and open a Sun window; return representative r as a handle 
for that window 

move(r. x. y) 
move to x. y 

line(r. x. y) 
draw line from current position to x. y 

point(r. x. y) 
mark the pixel at x. y 

circle(r. rad) 
draw circle centered at current position with radius rad 

vind(r. xl. yl. x2. y2) 
set the window to frame the rectangle described by xl. yl. x2. 
y2 

text(r, s, f) 

place the char string s at the current position in font f 

closeplO 
close the window 

m • mcreateO 
create a pop-up menu and return an integer identifier 

menuadd(m. sr. v) 
add the string whose representative is sr to the menu m and asso
ciate the integer value v with that entry 

mattach(r. m) 
attach the menu m to the window r 

v • getevent(r) 
return the value corresponding to a menu selection in window r 

Figure 5.8: MLP-Plot Library 
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tsales, usamap, and main. s The mlpplot component implements the MLP-plot 

routines described above. tsales contains the routines to determine the actual 

solution; this code uses a simulated annealing algorithm [Metropolis53, Press86]. 

usamap uses functions imported from mlplot t.o draw a map of the United States 

in the window. Finally, main contains the driver routine; this routine performs 

invocations that, in succession, create a window, draw the map, allow the user to 

select the cities to be visited using menus, attempt to find a minimum-cost cycle, 

plot the result, and close the window. All these invocations are cross-component 

calls except the selection of the cities. The inter-component calling structure of 

the program is depicted in Figure 5.9. 

Performance studies indicate that a net performance gain can in fact be realized 

by using MLP to move portions of the program onto faster machines. The version 

of the MLP program measured was identical to that described above, except that 

the 49 cities to be visited were hard-coded to avoid measuring the time it takes 

for the user to select the cities using the mouse. The same sequence of psuedo

random numbers was used for each test run. In addition, a non-MLP program wit.h 

identical functionality was tested to serve as a baseline. Table 5.2 summarizes the 

total amount of user and system time in seconds required by the non-MLP version 

of the program and two configurations of the MLP version: one in which all of the 

components were executed on a Sun-2 model 120, and the other in which all of the 

components other than mlpplot were moved onto a VAX 8600. 

The MLP version of the program running solely on the Sun performs noticeably 

worse than the non-MLP version running on the same processor. This is not 

surprising given the interprocess communication required with the MLP version 

and the transformations that must be done between UTS and C values. On the 

other hand, note the substantial improvement that results when portions of the 

program are executed on the VAX. The reason for this speedup can be seen quite 

clearly by examining the columns in Table 5.2 which give detailed timing figures 

5There is actually a fifth component-the true main routine-that must execute on the work
station on which the graphing is done in order to establish an environment in which Sun windows 
can be created. This routine consists solely of a call to a routine in what we describe above as 
the main component. 
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Figure 5.9: Calling Structure of Traveling Salesman Program 

Table 5.2: Execution Time (seconds) 

total main tsales usamap 
non-MLP on Sun 492.9 
MLP on Sun 622.5 4.70 458.50 31.20 
MLP on Sun & VAX 153.3 .83 4.90 9.25 
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for those components executed on the VAX. While the performance of all of these 

components showed some improvement, the biggest gain was in tsales. The 

decrease in the execution time of this single component more than compensated 

for the increased overhead associated with using MLP. 

5.6 Related Work 

Much of the previous work in mixed language programs has been motivated by 

the needs of numerical programmers desiring a flexible host language, yet anxious 

not to waste the large investment in Fortran-based routines. As a result, current 

facilities tend, in general, to be applicable within a narrow scope; typically, a par

ticular language implementation supports cross-language calls to a small number 

of other languages, a specific collection of library routines is invokable from a small 

number of languages, or languages adhering to a machine-specific calling conven

tion can be combined on one machine. For example, in UNIX, it is straightforward 

to invoke C procedures from Fortran and vice versa [Feldman79]' while the IBM 

Pill compilers contain provisions for invoking routines written in Fortran or Cobol 

[IBM76J. Most operating systems provide analogous facilities. 

Due to the ad hoc nature of many of the provisions for inter-language program

ming, the amount of work required of a programmer is often considerable. This 

and other deficiencies have prompted several attempts at improving the situation. 

For example, the designers of Ada anticipated this problem and included in their 

specifications a facility to invoke procedures in other languages [Oo082J. This is 

accomplished by including in the calling program a pragma of the form 

pragma INTERFACE (language. routine_name) 

The type of the parameters to be passed to the named routine and the type of 

the return value are specified in a normal function declaration. The actual imple

mentation of such a cross-language call, however, remains unspecified; it is left to 

the designer of each particular Ada implementation to decide how this goal is to 

be achieved. Moreover, it is even possible for versions of Ada to omit the feature 
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altogether since this is an optional feature of the language. A more general solution 

along these same lines has also been proposed in [Einarsson84]. 

A slightly different approach in the numeric context has been proposed by 

Darondeau, et al. [Darondeau81]. Basically, their approach consists of defining a 

small set of universal types (e.g., stdreal, stdint) in which all interlanguage commu

nication can be conducted. These universal types are added to each communicating 

language by modifying the compilers. Since such a collection of basic types is not 

rich enough to provide flexibility in all situations, the concept of a foreign type has 

also been defined. A foreign type is a type that is imported into one routine from 

another routine written (potentially) in a different language. A foreign type may 

only be used to specify parameters to be passed in procedure invocations. Since 

the importing routine cannot declare or manipulate variables of the foreign type, 

such a concept is best suited for abstract data types, where an initial call to the 

implementing routines returns a value of the foreign type that may be passed as a 

parameter in subsequent invocations. 

There are several RPC schemes that provide facilities similar to MLP, includ

ing Matchmaker [Jones85], Horus [Gibbons87] and HRPC (Heterogeneous RPC) 

[Bershad87]. Several characteristics distinguish our system from these efforts. 

First, we have concentrated primarily on language and programming issues such as 

providing adequate type flexibility; for example, the ability to handle underspec

ified parameters appears to be unique, as does the general functionality provided 

by the combination of the Representative data type and the UTS library routines. 

A second distinguishing characteristic is that MLP is primarily intended for 

constructing user-level applications rather than systems programs. This difference 

is apparent in several ways. One is that our system supports an arbitrary call

ing structure. For example, a procedure in one component can make a recursive 

call to its invoker in another component. This contrasts with the other systems, 

which emphasize the client/server style of interaction. While sufficient for systems 

programs, this style of interaction is too restrictive for our purposes. 

Our orientation toward user applications is also apparent in our retention of 

the traditional "translate, link, execute" programming paradigm. This approach 
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provided the flexibility necessary to incorporate, for example, Icon into MLP. This 

task would be difficult in a stub system since Icon lacks the low-level data manip

ulation facilities necessary for marshalling and unmarshalling argument values. 

Finally, the MLP-I system can be distinguished from the other multi-language 

RPC systems by its simplicity and modest intent. For example, HRPC accom

modates diverse transport protocols, data representations, and systems; it is also 

only one component of the HCS (Heterogeneous Computing Systems) project that 

includes the development of mail systems, file systems, and printing services for 

heterogeneous enVIronments in addition to remote procedure call facilities. In con

trast, MLP-I was constructed with a relatively small expenditure in resources with 

the intent of providing a facility to support the construction of certain common 

types of distributed, mixed-language programs. 

Related work involving distributed systems has concentrated on the implemen

tation of remote procedure calls within specific languages [Birre1l84, Herlihy82, 

Nelson81, Xerox8l]. Since these systems typically define a canonical data rep

resentation and a translation mechanism that performs a function similar to our 

agents, they could be used as a basis for developing a scheme comparable to ours. 

However, modifications would still be necessary since these systems tend to be tied 

closely to a single language rather than being language-independent in the manner 

of the MLP system. 

A more closely related remote procedure call mechanism is the Sun RPC scheme 

[Sun84]. Similar to MLP-I system, Sun RPC facilitates distributed mixed language 

programs by supplying the XDR machine independent type system and a generic 

remote procedure call facility. However, there are several significant differences: 

I. The MLP system has the ability to do run-time type discrimination; this 

allows underspecification of parameter types, run-time type checking, and 

separate compilation of program components without having to rely on a 

shared database of interface specifications. 

2. The UTS data description language is more complete; for example, there 

is no notion analogous to the UTS type prog in the Sun scheme, hence no 
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support for procedure parameters or call-back procedures. 

3. MLP is a peer-to-peer system while Sun RPC implements a client-server 

model. For example, in the Sun system the user must code the procedure 

as a process and explicitly initiate the process before the call. Sun RPC is 

intended primarily for implementing system services rather than for allowing 

users to construct distributed mixed language programs. 

Another project that must be mentioned is the Mercury project at MIT 

[Liskov87]. This project is an ambitious attempt to promote construction of dis

tributed, mixed-language programs in an environment consisting of C, Lisp, and 

Argus [Liskov83] executing on UNIX and Lisp machines. Although this effort ad

dresses programming and language issues similar to those addressed by the MLP, 

they have chosen to deal with many of the harder problems that were purposely 

avoided in MLP. For example, issues such as user-defined data types, failure se

mantics, and atomic transactions are being addressed in Mercury. The system has 

retreated somewhat from these goals in the process of implementation, to some 

degree converging with MLP. 
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CHAPTER 6 

MLP-2 

6.1 Lessons from MLP-l 

In our experience with MLP-l, we found the system to be useful ano practical. 

We also found that some of our initial design decisions were unduly restrictive, 

inflexible, inefficient, or difficult to implement. These faults occur in all three 

parts of the system: the translators, the linker, and the run-time. 

Translators 

The MLP-l translators are, at least in concept, monolithic programs that take as 

input a source program in the host language annotated with in-line UTS declara

tions, and produce as output the executable component. This scheme is difficult 

to implement, especially difficult to port to a new language, and can make error 

handling difficult due to the multiple layers of software (MLP compiler and host 

compiler). A stub compiler that processes UTS declarations into stub procedures 

that are then processed by the normal compiler and linked with user code by the 

standard linker, and which also produces declarations for the required user proce

dures, is easier to implement and gives the user more flexibility and more control. 

Stubs are largely straight-line code consisting of calls to the UTS library. How

ever, as noted in the previous chapter, the feasibility of the stub compiler approach 
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depends on the host language. 

In MLP-l the interface descriptions are in the host language source file. This 

has the advantage of keeping all the information about the component concentrated 

in one place; it has the disadvantage of having two different languages in one file, 

requiring the reader to switch languages in mid-stream. In addition, some of the 

MLP-l translators required the interface specification to be in a particular syntactic 

location in the host source file; this led to frequent and obscure errors. 

Another problem with the MLP-l language translators is that they generate 

extra files for the use of the linker. These files contain type information which is 

input to the linker, and information about the links in a program which is output 

from the linker. These extra files can easily be misplaced by the user, since the 

only tie to them is by file name conventions; they clutter up the user's directory 

and can easily be out of date or be left behind when an object file is moved. 

Linker 

The major fault of the MLP-l linking scheme is that it is inflexible. All linkages 

are made statically, in a separate step before the program is run. In addition, 

the link information is written into a special file that is associated with the main 

component. This design has several faults: specifically, the special treatment of 

the main component; the maintenance of the extra file as mentioned above; and 

the code required to read that special file, 

A main component in the MLP-l system has the code required to implement 

the MLP server inserted in it, and the linkage file that names all of the sub

components is associated with it. Hence a main component can not be used as 

a sub-component, and can be the main component of only one program. This 

asymmetry and inflexibility make it impossible or difficult to re-use components 

without recompilation. Further, this static linking made it difficult to test a partial 

program, as all components had to be present in at least stub form. With dynamic 

linking, it is possible to test a component in isolation, as long as the execution 

does not call on any imported routines. 
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Run-Time 

The MLP-l run-time performs data transliteration by interpreting the specification 

at run-time, somewhat in the manner of Polylith [Purtil085]. Knowledge of the 

data format of the host language, including things like the required alignment and 

padding for record fields, is embedded in the uts-to-host and uts-to-host routines. 

This design makes it difficult to port MLP-l to a new language, or even to a 

different implementation of a given language. An example of the difficulty is that 

the uts_to..host transliterator for C has to build stack frames as well as records; the 

alignment requirements are quite different for stack frames, so the transliterator 

has to understand both kinds of data storage schemes and has to use the correct 

scheme at the proper nesting level. And of course on an architecture that passed 

arguments in registers, this technique of creating a dummy stack frame would be 

almost impossible. 

Also, these transliteration routines also operate by inferring the host language 

type from the UTS type. This leads to considerable complexity in defining the 

mapping between a host language and UTS, as each element of the mapping must 

be defined as either one-way or two-way. Worse, in a language without run-time 

types, the UTS library has no way to check that the actual parameters to the 

transliteration routines match the inferred types; this constitutes a major hole in 

the type security. It is possible to check these types in some, but not all, cases at 

compile time. 

The MLP-I scheme is also not the quickest way to transliterate values; a stub 

compiler can generate straight line code, which is much faster than an interpreted 

specification. On the other side of the balance, straight line code may not be as 

flexible as an interpreted specification. For example, a specification interpreter can 

handle open arrays (arrays of variable size) better than a compiled stub. But with 

a stub compiler the user has access to the generated code, as mentioned above, 

and can adapt the stub to the data storage strategy used in the component; the 

user has no such access to the code of an interpreter. 
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Re-Implementation 

In an effort to correct these problems, the MLP system was re-implemented. The 

major changes were in the compiler strategy and in the interface between user code 

and the imported and exported routines. The structure of an MLP program was 

also changed, by separating the system code from the main component, and by 

implementing dynamic linking. 

The new system retains the same broad program structure as MLP-l, with 

each component implemented as a process with a separate address space, com

municating with other components using the interprocess communication facilities 

provided by the host operating system. The MLP procedure call protocol is largely 

preserved, with the only changes being the addition of a return port specification 

in the call message and the deletion of the special Lookup message. MLP-l had de

termined the return address implicitly as the sending port of the call message. The 

funtion of the Lookup message is performed in MLP-2 by an ordinary MLP call to 

a name mapper routine. The specification of each component is also largely un

changed, with each component specifying the UTS declarations for the procedures 

it exports and imports. 

The new design is presented in five parts: an overview of the structure of an 

MLP-2 program, a description of the communication between components, the 

internal structure of a component, language processing, and a section describing 

the process entailed in adding a language. The major program constructed using 

MLP-2 to date is a prototype for the Saguaro command interpreter; that experience 

is discussed in the next chapter. 

6.2 Overview of MLP-2 

An MLP-2 program, like an MLP-l program, is made up of components, each 

providing procedures written in a single programming language, known as the host 

language for that component. The interface to a component, that is, the number 

and type of parameters for each imported and exported procedure, is described 
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by an interface specification file written in the UTS type expression language. 

These interface specification files, one per component, are processed by the MLP 

stub generator for the particular host language. The stub generator compiles a 

specification file, written in UTS, and emits a file containing host language source 

that defines stub procedures for each imported or exported procedure; the stubs 

marshal and unmarshal data between host language format and UTS format as 

required, and interface the user's code with the MLP run-time system. The stub 

compiler may also generate declaration files as required to interface the stubs to the 

user code; for example, . h files for C. These aid the user in writing the exported 

procedures. The user- written procedures and the stub procedures are compiled 

using the standard language translator and then linked with the MLP library code 

and run-time to produce an executable component file. 

The component of an MLP-2 program are executed under the control of a 

program called mlpx, which provides the services of the MLP server of MLP-l: 

process creation and establishment of initial communication links. In addition, 

the system component of MLP-2 performs run-time name resolution, mapping 

procedure names to communications ports for the components in the program. 

This dynamic binding has made each component independent of the auxiliary files 

of MLP-l, and has made it possible to use a component in different programs 

without change or recompilation. 

The components communicate by sending and receiving messages in UTS for

mat. A call message contains a procedure identifier, an argument record, and a 

reply address. When idle, each component is blocked on the receipt of a message 

in the MLP run-time procedure alp_lerver. The receipt of a call message results 

in invocation of the proper stub procedure, which unmarshals the arguments and 

calls the exported procedure. If this procedure in turn invokes an imported pro

cedure, a host language call is performed to the import stub for that procedure. 

This stub then marshals the arguments, sends the call message, and enters a re

cursive invocation of alp_server; this last action allows the component to service 

any new calls that might be generated by the continuing execution. When a reply 

message is received, the most recent invocation of alp_lerver returns to the stub 
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for the imported procedure, which unmarshals the return value and returns to the 

invoking procedure. 

Procedures are identified both by name, for use in binding, and by a procedure 

ID, for use in an invocation. A procedure value contains the name, ID, and type 

of the procedure and the address at which the procedure may be invoked. The 

procedure ID is unique within the component, since it is used to select the proper 

stub and exported body. A (procedure ID, component address) pair is globally 

uDlque. 

6.3 Component Structure 

A component exports one or more procedures and may import zero or more pro

cedures. The component is made up of the user-provided bodies of the exported 

procedures and three kinds of MLP code. The first kind is the import and export 

stubs, generated from the interface specification, that transliterate the arguments 

and results of the procedures from UTS to the host language data types and back 

again. These stub procedures directly call (export stubs) or are directly called by 

(import stubs) the user-written routines. The second kind of MLP code is the 

library, which contains the user-level routines described in Section 3.4 as well as 

low-level transliteration routines for use in the stubs. The third kind of MLP code 

in a component is the MLP run-time, which oversees the execution of the compo

nent; it contains routines that facilitate communication with other components, 

as well as a main procedure that performs initialization, services invocations, and 

manages the orderly termination of the component. 

The stub procedures, both for exported procedures and for imported proce

dures, are created by the stub compiler. The export stubs turn MLP invocations 

into host language invocations, by transliterating the UTS argument values into 

the host language data format and then performing a host language procedure 

call to the exported routine. The exported routine is a normal procedure in the 

host language; it may be called from inside the component using a normal host 

language call. The body of the exported routine is written by the user, using the 
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procedure header generated by the stub; this helps ensure that the body will have 

the procedure type expected by the stub. 

When the exported procedure returns to the stub, any return values and copy

back parameters are transliterated into UTS and the stub returns to the MLP run

time, which returns the reply record to the caller. During the course of execution, 

the exported procedure may make a call on an imported procedure. This is actually 

a host-language call to the import stub, which packages the parameters up into 

UTS and then calls the routine IIlp-invoke, which sends a call message off to 

the communications port for the imported procedure. If this is the first call to the 

import stub, IIlp-invoke will have to first determine the address for the procedure. 

It does so by making an MLP call to resolve, which is exported from the mlpx 

system component. The address of mlpx is passed to each component at startup. 

Aside from this special address pre-binding, the call to resolve is a normal MLP 

call. 

The stub procedures are generated from UTS specification files, which declare 

the exported and imported procedures for the component. The stubs are simple 

code, consisting largely of a straight line sequence of calls to the UTS library 

routines. In cases where the exported interface contains underspecified types, the 

stub creates a Representative for those data elements. This representative is passed 

to the user-written exported routine, to be decoded under program control. The 

process for imported procedures, and for return values, is similar; the generated 

stub code expects to receive a Representative from the user code. 

In fact, the programmer can specify to the stub compiler that any parameter 

is to be passed in representative form, by using "rep" as a qualifier to the UTS 

declaration of the parameter. This can be useful even if a parameter can be 

automatically translated. For example, if the value is only going to be used in 

another MLP call or if only one of the fields in a large record will be used, the 

transliteration would be wasted effort. 

Any error in decoding in the stub is an error in the run-time, since the interface 

is known externally. As long as an MLP procedure value is used within its spec

ification, a stub should never receive a value which does not fall within its type; 
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that is, the calls to the decode routines from the stub should never fail due to an 

incorrect type of data. 

The system code in each component consists of the routines mlp-server and 

mlp-invoke, an import stub for resolve, an export pseudo-stub for export, and 

some tables generated by the stub compiler. The actions ofthe mlp-server routine 

were described in Section 6.2; the others are described below. 

Procedure names are resolved at run-time, by making a call to the mapper 

routine which is implicitly imported by every component. This routine accepts a 

partial procedure value, containing only the procedure name and the declaration 

of the routine from the import statement. The mapper returns a full procedure 

value, containing the procedure ID, communications port, and the true type of the 

procedure. The procedure values are transmitted as UTS record; the definition of 

the data structure is shown in Figure 3.8. If there is a conflict between the import 

declaration and the export declaration, that is, if the imported procedure type is 

not a subset of the exported procedure type, mapper returns an error indication. 

The true type of a procedure is the type declared in the export statement and ac

tually implemented by the procedure; the type checking ensures that the importer 

has a view compatible with this reality. 

These true, exported types are discovered at run-time. The first call to a 

component is normally a call to the export routine that is implicitly exported 

by each component. This routine returns a Component value (Figure 3.9) that 

contains the communications port of the component and a list of the procedures 

exported by the component. This list is used by the system component, mlpx, 

to create the table that is used in mapper to map procedure names to types and 

ports. 

It is worth noting that the particular naming policy implemented by mlpx is 

not determined by the implementation. Since mapper is a normal MLP procedure, 

it can be written by the user and hence it can implement any naming policy the 

user desires. Interesting examples of possible name policies include nested scopes, 

implemented by a hierarchy of resolvers, and overloaded names, resolved by type 

as well as name. 
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Field Contents 
key key byte (se below) 
id proced ure ID 
seq sequence number 
length length of data 
(addr) return address 
body UTS datum 

Type Key Datum 
Call C argument record 
Reply R return value(s) 
Error E error message 
Hello H null 
Quit Q null 

Figure 6.1: MLP Messages 

6.4 Communications 

MLP-2 components communicate by means of remote procedure calls. These 

procedure calls are implemented by a simple RPC protocol, implemented on a data 

communications layer that provides independence from any particular transport 

mechanism. 

The Protocol 

The procedure call protocol used in MLP-2 defines 5 kinds of messages, shown in 

Figure 6.1. The fields of a message are listed in the first part of the figure; the 

ID, sequence number, and length are transmitted as 4-byte integers in Internet 

standard byte order. The id field is used for the procedure ID in Call and Reply 

messages and for the process ID in the others. The sequence number is used to 

ensure that a Reply is matched with the correct Call; if an out-of-order Reply is 
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received at a port, it is deferred until the proper invocation comes to the top of 

the call stack. The address field is used for the encoded return address of the 

communications port in the Call message and for the component's communication 

port in the Hello message; in the others this field is null. Each message carries 

one UTS datum; in some cases this is null. All of the arguments for a procedure 

are encapsulated in one UTS record value in the Call message; likewise, all of the 

copy-back argument values and the procedure value are encapsulated in one record 

in the Reply message. It is this UTS record that is passed to the stub procedure. 

Component initiation and registration with the mapper is implemented by the 

Hello message. An MLP-2 component, when initiated, is given the communications 

port of the mapper as a parameter; its first action is to create a communications 

port, encode its address, and send that address to the mapper in a Hello message. 

Then it enters mlp-server waiting for a Call message. Normally the first call it will 

receive is a call by mapper to the export procedure, to find out what the component 

exports. In order to bootstrap this process, mapper and export have pre-assigned 

procedure ID's. Once started, the component enters normal operation, fielding and 

making calls until the program is done, when the system component sends a Quit 

message to all components. The operation of the error handling code is discussed 

in Section 6.5. 

Streams 

MLP-2 components communicate with each other USIng communications ports 

built on the interprocess communications facilities of the host language and oper

ating system. These communications facilities are abstracted in the MLP-2 code 

to a facility called a Stream. A Stream can be a datagram service, for example 

UDP, or a virtual circuit like TCP. It can be a stream like a Unix file descriptor 

or pipe, or a region of shared memory. 

The Stream layer isolates the MLP code from dependence on, or knowledge of, 

the particular transport mechanism employed in any instance. It provides only the 

facilities needed to implement MLP: message transport and process-independent 



addressing. The interface to the Streams module defines these operations: 

create(type,address) 
Create a new Stream of the specified type attached to the address. 

send(mesg, Stream) 
Send a message (given as a Representative) on the Stream. 

recv(Stream,buffer) 
Receive the body of the message. 

close(Stream) 
End all use of a Stream. 

reset (Stream) 
Restore a Stream to the idle condition. This cleans up any tem
porary state, such as an open connection to a peer Stream. 

address (Stream) 
Return UTS encoding of Stream's address. 
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Adding a new transport protocol requires only adding a new implementation of 

the Stream type; this change is transparent to the rest of the MLP system. 

Streams are implemented in C as records that have a procedure pointer field for 

each Stream operation; calls on Stream operations result in calls on these private 

procedures which implement the Stream operations over their particular protocols. 

This is a standard technique for implementing an object-oriented paradigm with 

dynamic binding in a conventional language; much the same technique is used, for 

example, in the C++ compiler [Stostrup86J. 

A Stream represents a communications endpoint; in order to be useful in an 

MLP program, a reference to a Stream must be passed from one component to 

another. This requires that the address of a Stream be encoded in a format inde

pendent of the process and independent of the communications channel, so that 

MLP can use a Stream without regard to what kind of Stream it is. This is ac

complished by encoding a Stream in a UTS record, the first element being an 

indication of the Stream type, the remainder of the record representing an address 

for the Stream. This is an example of the utility of underspecification in UTS. 

Some examples of Stream addresses are given in Figure 6.2. 



{string[-] •• } 
The general Stream template. 

{"udp". byte[4]. integer} 
UOP address: host, port. 

{"tcp". byte[4]. integer} 
Similar to UOP. 

{"emerald". {byte [4] • integer}. integer} 
Emerald address: {byte[4]. integer} is the TCP address of 
the Emerald kernel; the second integer identifies an object within 
Emerald. The Emerald kernel delivers the message to the correct 
object. 

{"msg". integer} 
System V IPC message interface. The parameter is the key for 
the message queue. 

Figure 6.2: Stream Addresses 
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6.5 Run-Time 

The part of the MLP-2 run-time that is inserted into each component has been 

discussed earlier, in Section 6.3. The code in the system component, mlpx, is the 

subject of this section. 

Mlpx is the execution supervisor for MLP programs, analogous to the MLP 

server in MLP-l. In MLP-l the server was created by inserting code into the main 

component; the main component forked and one of the processes took the role of 

the system component, while the other executed the user's main procedure. This 

introduced an unnecessary distinction between the main component and all others, 

and complicated the code of that component unnecessarily. 

In MLP-2, the system component is executed directly by the user and IS m 

charge of the execution of the other components. In fact mlpx combines three 

functions: 

• Name resolution by mapper 

• Execution monitoring 

• Program initiation 

These functions could be separated; in fact, the execution monitor could be dis

tributed, with an instance on each machine. 

The specification file for mlpx is shown m abbreviated form in Figure 6.3. 

Mapper and export, discussed above, are the procedures that implement the name 

resolution task of mlpx; the execution monitor function is provided by startup, 

shutdown, and the error handling functions which are discussed below. In the 

present implementation of mlpx, no particular attention is given to security issues; 

all processes run with the user id and permissions of the user who invoked mlpx. 

This clearly needs to be remedied. One option for doing so is to add an authenti

cation parameter to the process creation procedure startup. Once that is done, 

it is perfectly possible to make an mlp execution server that exports 'startup' and 

'shutdown' and resides at a well-known port. At present, mlpx makes use of the 



export "startup" prog( 
var record "component" { 

II name II string[-]. 
"port" rep record {string[-] •• }. 
"progs" array[-] of record "prog" { 

lip_name II string[-]. 
"p_id" integer. 
"p_type" rep signature. 
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lip_port II rep (null or record "Stream") 

) 

}. 

}. 
"location" record {"host" string[-]. 

"file" string [-]} 

"mapper_port" val rep record "Stream" {string[-] •• } 

export "shutdown" prog( 
var record "component" 

) 

import "export" prog( 
res record "component" 

) 

export "mapper" prog( 
var record "prog" 

) 

Figure 6.3: Specification for mlpx 
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Unix remote execution facility rexec facility to implement startup for a remote 

machine. 

Errors 

Errors during the execution of an MLP program are classified along two dimensions: 

the source of the error and its severity. The source may be in system code or in 

user code; the severity may be expected, warning, recoverable, or fatal. System 

errors are those that can be attributed to, or which impair the operation of, the 

MLP system. User errors are those that are confined to user code. Expected 

errors are ones that occur in the course of normal operation, and are trapped 

and ignored as part of the normal course of operation. A warning severity is an 

anomalous condition that is recovered from automatically by the MLP software. 

An example might be attempting to encode a exceptional floating-point value like 

infinity. Recoverable errors are ones that the user can trap and recover from. A 

problem here is that many languages, C included, have poor exception-handling; 

there is no defined mechanism for loaning the user control in the right context. 

Fatal errors prevent further correct operation and inevitably result in program 

termination. The crossproduct matrix of source and severity is not full; all system 

errors, unless expected, are fatal. 

In the UNIX MLP-2 implementation, errors originating in the MLP system 

code result in a call to mlp_sys_error, the calling sequence of which is 

mlp_sys_error(sev, cause, asg) 

int sev, cause; 

char .msg; 

This routine prints out the message (msg) and then aborts the program by sending 

an Error message to mJpx, which distributes it to all components. 

Errors discovered in user code result in a call to 

mlp_error(severity, cause, msg) 
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which tries to call mlp_error...handler. If the user has defined a procedure named 

mlp_error ...handler, which should have the same calling sequence, and it returns 

1, then the error has been handled and mlp_error returns. If the user has not 

defined mlp_error...handler or if it returns 0, the error is in effect promoted into a 

system error and causes program termination. This course of behavior is altered 

for errors of warning severity, which cause the issuance of a warning message to 

the user but do not terminate the program. 

Under UNIX, the prologue code in each component arranges to catch all the 

signals that cause program termination. These signals are turned into error calls 

of the form 

mlp_error(SEV_RECOVERABLE, signum, "signal") 

where signum is the signal number that caused the error action. 

Components 

A Component may be in either the active or inactive state. Active comp.:>nents are 

those which are in execution, either running or listening at a communications port. 

Inactive components are those which arc stored on disk, without a process. The 

execution manager function of mlpx is charged with changing components between 

these two states. 

A component IS named in one of two ways: by the host and filename if 

not running; by the communications port if running. The information in the 

(host,filename) pair is intended to be sufficient to specify the component when 

starting it into execution; hence the filename is the name of the executable file in 

the syntax of the operating system for that host. 

6.6 Compilation 

The MLP-2 stub compiler is a simple YACC program [Johnson84] that generates 

the stub for a component by creating a parse tree for each procedure and then 
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walking those trees to generate the code. To be more precise, the parser creates 

for each procedure declaration a type in the form of a tree structure with operators 

and type compositors at the interior nodes and basetypes at the leaves. An example 

of a type data structure is shown in Figure 6.4; the details of the type tree data 

structure are given in Appendix C. 

This type tree is walked to check that the stub can be generated, that is that 

all of the types can be transliterated to the host language. In fact, it is verified 

that each UTS type in the declared interface maps to a host language type in the 

mapping defined between the host language and UTS. In the process of walking the 

tree to do this check, the stub compiler generates a parallel tree giving the types 

in the host language; this second tree is walked to generate the code in the stub. 

This tree walk is slightly complicated by the presence of val and res parameters, 

which must be ignored at the appropriate ends of the call. 

The UTS type tree is also walked to generate a table of data that IS used 

by the component's export procedure to publicize the exported procedures. This 

initialized table and the stub procedures are compiled and linked together with 

the unchanging MLP system code and the user's code to produce the executable 

component. Part of the MLP system code linked in to each component is a main 

routine; when the component is started, this routine gets the address of the mapper 

from the command line and installs it so that calls to the mapper may proceed. 

The MLP main then sends the Hello message to the execution manager, traps 

some exceptions so that it can turn then into calls to mlp_error, and then enters 

the outermost invocation of mlp-server. 

6.7 Adding Languages 

Incorporation of a new language into MLP requires defining a mapping between the 

programming language types and UTS, implementing that mapping in the basic 

transliteration routines, generating a stub compiler for the language, and porting 

the MLP library and run-time to the language. A case study of this process is 



Integer 

Dimension list 

Range 
i ,. (lower bound) 
"'...... (upper bound) 

String 

Range 
i ,. (lower bound) 
"'...... (upper bound) 

Field list 

Wildcard 

record{integer.?array[-] of string[-] •• } 

Figure 6.4: A Type Tree 
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given in Chapter 7. 

Type Mappings 

The type mapping between UTS and the programming language will, hopefully, be 

easy to construct, since that is the goal of UTS. The basic types should map directly 

to types in the new language, since they are abstractions of the basic machine 

types. Some languages may not support a complete mapping - for example, the 

floating point precision on a supercomputer may exceed the precision of UTS. In 

these cases, the values that can be represented should be transliterated faithfully, 

and the values that cannot be transliterated should cause a run-time error. Some 

machines or languages, of course, will not support a full complement of the base 

types; the user of such a language will have to resort to user-controlled decoding, in 

conjunction with conventions established by the UTS library, in order to make use 

of such types. For example, a floating point value in a language with no floating 

point data type might be represented as a record of three integers, giving the sign, 

exponent, and mantissa. This is an example of the conventions a programming 

language might employ in order to interface to the UTS library. 

Another case in which a programming language might need to be extended 

10 order to match with UTS is the case of a language, such as Fortran, which 

does not have any type corresponding to the record type constructor of UTS. The 

solution to this particular problem is to, by default, flatten all record structures 

in the argument list. The UTS type of the procedure still contains records, but 

the record structure is not, by default, visible to the Fortran programmer. The 

programmer can take control of the decoding procedure if required by specifying 

to the stub compiler that the argument be passed as a Representative, in order to 

preserve information about the record structure of the arguments. 

In fact, that is the general mechanism employed by MLP when confronted with 

a data type which can not be automatically transliterated: pass it to the user as 

a Representative, and let them transliterate it with the aid of the UTS library. 

This is generally the case with parameters of underspecified type, as they cannot 
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usually be transliterated into a single type of value. In languages which themselves 

have run-time types, like Icon, the underspecified arguments can be transliterated 

automatically. 

Stub Compilers 

The stub compiler, as detailed in the previous section, has two parts: one part 

that parses the UTS declarations and one that generates the stubs in the host 

language. The first part, the parser, is independent of the host language. In our 

implementation, the language-independent parser builds a parse tree for the UTS 

declaration and then passes that tree to a language-specific back end that generates 

the code. 

The bar:k end is actually built in three phases. The first phase walks the 

UTS type tree and generates a type tree for the host language type or types that 

correspond to the UTS types; this construction implements the designed mapping 

between the host language types and UTS. It is complicated by the fact that 

some UTS types are mapped to the host language Representative type, either by 

programmer choice or because of a mismatch in the type systems. 

The second phase of the stub compiler walks this host language tree and gen

erates data declarations in the host language. These declarations are generated 

twice, once for the procedure headers in the stub files and once to provide the 

declarations for the user-written routines. In addition, the UTS type tree is used 

to generate some initialized data that is used by the MLP run-time. For example, 

the declared type of an exported procedure is typically stored in an array called 

Exports. 

The third phase walks the host language type tree and generates the actual 

code to do the transliteration. This tree must in fact be walked twice for each 

stub, once for each direction; in an export stub, the argument record data type 

must be decoded when a call is received and the result record must be encoded 

in the course of reply. The opposite is, of course, true of an import stub. Also, 

not all arguments are used in each of these transliterations. For instance, in an 
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import stub val arguments are encoded when constructing the UTS call record, 

but ignored when decoding the reply. 

Aside from these details of transliteration, which do not change from language 

to language, the code generated by the stub compiler is a simple sequence of calls to 

the UTS library. The library does all the bit-level manipulation required to change 

the basic representation. Some host languages do not have the proper facilities for 

access to the low-level representation, and in those languages the UTS library must 

be implemented with an interface to another "systems programming" language. 

This is, for example, the case in Icon, where the UTS library is implemented in C. 

The MLP Run-Time and Library 

Another task facing the implementer of a new MLP language is the construction 

of the MLP library, the Representative data type, and the run-time code that is 

incorporated into the components. 

The MLP library routines are concerned with implementing the mapping of 

the base types. The two major difficulties that may be encountered are low-level 

access and memory allocation. To translate between the UTS data format and the 

host language format requires manipulating data at the byte and bit level, which 

for some languages may require escape to assembly language or to some other 

system programming language. It also may require a degree of type flexibility not 

provided within the language framework; Pascal is an example. 

Another issue in the implementation of the UTS library is the allocation of 

storage for newly received values. These values may be of arbitrary size. The 

problem is eased by the fact that the values are created only in a stub or by user 

call to the UTS library, so that the chosen memory management policy can be 

implemented by a central manager. 

Note also that the UTS library must trap the transliteration of host language 

values that are out of the range of legal UTS values, and vice versa. These range 

violations cause run-time errors. 

A Representative may be implemented as a record type in the host language, 
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which results in the Representative structure being stored in the user's code. Al

ternatively, a Representative can be implemented as a special value used by the 

library as an index to the Representative storage. This choice will depend on the 

record facilities offered by the host language and on the degree to which the Repre

sentative storage can be managed automatically; if the UTS library must manage 

the storage, it is more appropriate to use the index scheme, as the library then 

has control over the Representative structure and will not lose references to the 

storage. 

The MLP run-time code that must be ported to a new language is described 

in Section 6.3. For procedural languages, this task is usually easy. In fact, since 

their common programming model implies an identical overall system structure, 

the software can be constructed in most cases by simply modifying the code for an 

existing MLP language. 

This run-time code, like the MLP library, must have access to the basic machine 

constructs; in particular, the Stream package interfaces closely to the network 

interface. The Stream package is the part of the run-time most closely tied to the 

operating system, in part because network interfaces are so little standardized. 

Our experience in porting MLP to a new language indicates that the difficulty 

of the task depends largely on how well the porter understands the target lan

guage and system. If the target is well understood, it is usually obvious what the 

UTS mapping should be and how that can be implemented. Understanding and 

implementing UTS or the MLP run-time has not been a problem; the concepts 

are simple enough and the system is sufficiently well structured that that has not 

been a stumbling block. 

6.8 Conclusion 

The re-implementation of the MLP system gave us the chance to correct some 

failings of the first implementation in the interest of increased portability and sim

plified code. In addition, the second implementation offers flexibility in transport 

protocols with the introduction of the Stream abstraction, and dynamic linking 
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by making full use of the ability to represent a procedure value in UTS. One of 

the crucial differences between MLP-1 and MLP-2 is that much more of the later 

system is implemented in UTS or by using the UTS library. 

The next ch.'pter describes further exploration of the ability of UTS to transfer 

data between independent components and between dissimilar and complex sys

tems. Two projects based on MLP-2 are described; a prototype of the Saguaro 

command interpreter that uses UTS as the type system for the user interface, and 

an interface to a self-contained object-oriented programming system. 
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CHAPTER 7 

EXPERIENCE WITH MLP 

Two major projects involving MLP-2 illustrate the use of UTS as a mechanism 

for access to different programming paradigms: one is a command interpreter 

prototype inspired by the Saguaro command interpreter CI, the other an interface 

between MLP and an object-oriented programming language named Emerald. The 

first is a program built on MLP-2; the second is a case of adding a new language 

to MLP-2. 

The command interpreter is an example of the application of UTS and the 

MLP paradigm in a context that makes full use of the capability for dynamic 

composition. It is also a preliminary test of the concepts of the Saguaro command 

interpreter: the use of persistent components, the storage of UTS data in files for 

later re-use, and the integration of procedures and commands. 

The incorporation of Emerald illustrates how the essentially procedural model 

of MLP can be integrated with a pure object-oriented programming model. The 

two systems, Emerald and MLP-2, retain their own models of programming; 

nonetheless, there is enough similarity between the two to permit communica

tion. This example supports the fundamental thesis behind UTS, that there is a 

common ground in programming languages. Together, the two projects illuminate 

the use of UTS in bridging programming languages and models, the first in the 

context of dynamic composition, the second by interfacing to an unconventional 

model of programming. 
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7.1 Ci: The MLP Command Interpreter 

The major project built using MLP-2 is a prototype of the Saguaro command 

interpreter. This command interpreter, called ci, runs as an MLP-2 program on 

UNIX systems under the supervision of mlpx. It is a simple command interpreter for 

MLP-2 progs, a read-eval-print loop for MLP-2 invocations that can be thought 

of as providing a textual interface to the mlp-invoke procedure of MLP-2. It 

provides, besides the common facilities of a command interpreter such as interactive 

invocation and variables, features specific to the UTS/MLP environment such as 

persistent components and command prompting. 

As well as being a test of the MLP-2 system and a convenient means to test 

other MLP-2 programs, ci provides a testbed for the concepts of the Saguaro 

command interpreter, which was presented in Section 4.2. In particular, ci provides 

persistent components, command-line access to procedures, and the use of UTS 

data from files. It should be noted that ci differs from the Saguaro CI due to the 

different contexts and available infrastructure. 

This section presents the syntax of ci commands, the means it provides to cre

ate UTS values, the issues involved with creating and using persistent components, 

and some interesting implementation details of ci. In this section UTS procedu

ral values are referred to as prog values, in order to emphasize their dual use as 

procedures and user-level programs. 

Syntax 

The general syntax of a ci command is 

prog [arg ... J 

The first word in a command must resolve to a prog value; this resolution process 

may result in the activation of a component, or the reference may be to a prog in 

an already-active component. 

The other words in a command resolve to UTS values. The source of these val

ues may be literals, variables maintained by ci, or the output of other commands. 
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Commands may be nested by using parentheses to enclose the arguments to the 

inner commands; for example 

mul add(2,3) 7 

which produces 35 as the result. 1 

Commands can be combined in a command group, created by the syntax 

(cmd a: cmd a: ... ) 

This grouping also has the effect of creating a separate name space; the explanation 

of this is deferred until name spaces have been introduced. 

Prog Values 

The prog value for a command may be generated in several ways. The complete 

syntax for a prog value is 

comp.name 

where comp names an MLP component and prog names a procedure exported by 

that component. 

The comp part of the name may resolve to a component in two ways. There 

is a list of active persistent components, which are already loaded and waiting for 

invocations; the component name is first resolved in that list. If no component 

by the given name is active, then the component name is taken to be the name 

of a file that holds the inactive form of a component; that component is activated 

and the prog name is resolved in the context of that component's export list. This 

constitutes a transient component invocation; when the invocation completes, the 

component is halted. 

Either part of the prog syntax can be omitted, leaving a single name. When 

such name is given, it is initially assumed to be a prog name; it is first looked up 

in a list of progs built into ci, and then in the export lists of the active persistent 

1 In fact this parenthesized syntax may also be employed at the outermost level, if the user 
likes to type parentheses. 
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components. If these searches fail, then the name is taken to be an abbreviation 

of 

name.main 

which is then used in the the normal prog resolution procedure. 

A component may, as detailed above, be transient, so that it is started on 

demand and stopped after use. A component may also be made persistent, so 

that the progs it exports are available irrunediately and so that it can retain state 

between invocations. This is accomplished by using the "start" builtin command, 

which calls the "startup" routine imported from mlpx to activate the component, 

getting the export list of the component as a return value. That export list is 

merged into a list of progs exported by active components; this is the list of progs 

searched when resolving single names as described above. An active component 

can be halted by using the "stop" built-in command, which calls the "shutdown" 

prog exported by mlpx to halt the component and then removes the component's 

progs from the active list. 

Each command invocation performs the action of sending a collection of values, 

the invocation record, to the prog. When the prog has finished, a collection of 

return values, the result record, is received. The argument values may come from 

literals, from variables or files, or be the results of other commands; the result 

values may be printed, stored into variables or files, or used as arguments to other 

commands. 

Arguments and Results 

The arguments to a command are specified either as literal values using an unam

biguous literal syntax for UTS values, or by reference to variables. Some examples 

of the literal syntax are shown in Figure 7.1. Note that the concrete type of 

a record or array literal is taken as the smallest type that includes the literal 

value; for example, the record literal {1, II oneil } is also an instance of the type 

"record{integer,string[-]}". This, in passing, illustrates the importance of under

specified types in the use of UTS at the corrunand level. The last two examples of 



Literal 
42 
3.14159 
{1, "one"} 
[1,2,3] 
[1,2.0,true] 
<integer or float> 
[<integer>,<string[1-6]>] 

Type 
integer 
float 
record{integer, string[3]} 
array[3] of integer 
array[3] of (integer or float or bool) 
signature 
array[2] of signature 

Figure 7.1: UTS Literal Examples 
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literals show clearly the distinction between the type of a UTS value and a UTS 

value of type signature, which is a type value that itself has type 'signature'. 

A variable is a name that has an associated UTS value. That value may be 

changed by an assignment command, with the syntax 

name • val 

or by using the variable as a var or res parameter to a command. In the latter 

case, the value returned in the proper field of the result record of the command is 

assigned to the variable. 

Ci variables are stored as Representatives, with the storage being reclaimed 

when another value is assigned to the variable or when the instance of ci terminates. 

Ci internal variables have names marked with an initial $. 

More persistent storage is achieved by the use of files, which are treated by ci as 

a special kind of variable. The name used for the file variable is the file name and 

the value of the variable is the value stored in the file. File variable names begin 

with a letter, and must also obey the syntax for legal file names in the operating 

system. File variables are removed explicitly using the normal delete operation of 

the operating system, although they may be created implicitly by using a file type 
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of variable name-one that starts with a letter. 

Files and variables may be considered to be two different storage classes, with 

different characteristics of persistence and visibility but with the same use in ci. 

This unification, made possible by the use of UTS for stored values, is an example 

of a kind of composition across time that was mentioned in Chapter 1 as a goal of 

the design of UTS. 

Another source of values is the output of other commands, which may be used 

immediately as arguments to another command or may stored into variables. In 

addition, Ci keeps a history list of the result records of commands as the value of 

the special array variable history. Each time a command is invoked, the result 

record of the command is appended to the history list. Thus, for example, 

history [11] .3 

refers to the third field in the result record of the eleventh command. This mecha-

nism preserves values and may save re-computation. It also preserves results that 

might otherwise be discarded; for example, the return value for a var parameter 

for which the command invocation had a literal value.2 

Command Groups 

As mentioned earlier, a command group is created by the syntax 

(cmd a cmd a ... ) 

All of the commands in a command group are executed simultaneously. In addition, 

a separate invocation of the mlpx name mapper that resolves names to procedure 

values is created for the command group. This mapper is initialized with the progs 

exported by the commands of the group and is used when resolving a procedure 

name within the command group. If this mapper cannot resolve a name when 

requested, it invokes the mapper for the enclosing scope; the outermost scope is 

implemented by the name mapper for ci. 

21t would also be p06sible to save the signature information for each conunand on the history 
list, so that field names like h[l1) .addr ... could be used instead of numeric field designators. 



• gethost.byname "meg" 
{"megaron",["megaron.arizona.edu","arizona.edu","meg"], 

{2, , cOOc4501'}} 
• start "gethost" 

"gethost" 
• components 

["gethost II] 
• byname "barrel" 
{"barrel" , ["barrel. arizona. edu" , "bar"] , {2 • ' cOOc451e'}} 

• progs 
["byaddr" , "byname"] 

• byaddr 2 'cOOc451f' 
{"nomi",["nomi.arizona.edu","nomfl ],{2,'cOOc451f'}} 

Figure 7.2: Gethost Typescript 
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These nested mappers provide a dynamic implementation of dynamically nested 

scopes, made possible because the use of UTS for the mapper allowed substitution 

of a more complex mapper for the simple one originally employed by MLP-2. A key 

point is that implementation of the mapper requires the ability to pass procedure 

values within the type system. 

Discussion 

Ci has proved a valuable test both for the MLP-2 implementation and for some of 

the concepts of Saguaro, such as the unification of commands and procedures and 

the use of a strong type system in a general-purpose command interpreter. Some 

additional opportunities for unification came up in the course of the implementa

tion, particularly the possibility of extension of the name mapping mechanism and 

the unification of variables and files. 

As a concrete example of the unification of commands and procedures, con-
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sider a component that provides an MLP interface to the UNIX gethost system 

calls. These routines resolve Internet host names (gethostbyname) or IP addresses 

(gethostbyaddr) to the full host entry, which gives the hosts's canonical name, 

socket address and a list of aliases. The socket address is a (protocol, address) pair. 

A typescript of the use of this component from ci is shown in Figure 7.2. The type

script illustrates the use of a persistent component, as the "gethost" component 

is first used as a transient component, and then made active and used again. The 

progs prog is a built-in that lists the progs in active components; in this case 

gethost is the only active component. Gethost exports two progs: byname, which 

is an interface to the gethostbyname system call in Unix, and byaddr, which is an 

interface to the gethostbyadd1' call. 

In UNIX, there are two completely separate interfaces to this functionality, 

one implemented by the gethostbyname and gethostbyaddr system calls and 

one implemented by the nslookup command; the system calls are convenient to 

use from a program but provide little control over the name resolution process, 

while the command, though it provides full control of the name resolution process, 

includes a primitive command interpreter of its own and is not convenient to use 

from a program. Clearly the gethost MLP component could be extended with 

additional progs to control the details of the name resolution process, similar to 

the status setting commands of nslookup. This would provide equal ease of use 

and functionality from both program and command levels, while only requiring 

one copy of the code. 

7.2 Emerald 

Another application of UTS, at the level of MLP implementation rather than MLP 

use, was integrating MLP and the Emerald object-oriented distributed program

ming language. MLP was originally designed as a system that provided an inter

face to conventional procedural programming languages; the challenge of adding 

an object-oriented language, particularly one as pure in its paradigm as Emerald, 

was to discover how the UTS model of data and procedures could serve as an inter-
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face to the object-oriented model. In addition, Emerald is a concurrent language 

while all previous MLP languages had been sequential; mixing single-threaded and 

multiple-threaded languages raised issues of synchronization and interference. 

The addition of Emerald to the suite of MLP languages provides an interesting 

test case for UTS, as well as illuminating the MLP-2 implementation. First, we 

give a little background describing Emerald, then we discuss the interfacing task 

in two parts: the resolution of the programming models, and the implementation 

of the system. 

An Overview of Emerald 

Emerald is an object-based language and system designed for the construction of 

distributed applications on a homogeneous collection of machines [Black86, Ju188J. 

The principal feature of Emerald is a uniform object model appropriate for the 

creation of objects ranging from private and local to shared and remote. Objects 

are an excellent way to structure a distributed program because they encapsulate 

the concepts of process, procedure, data, and location. In contrast to a number 

of existing distributed programming languages and systems that support separate 

computational models for local and distributed entities, Emerald supports a single 

object model. All Emerald entities ranging from Booleans and integers to compilers 

and entire file systems are programmed using the same model, and have identical 

invocation semantics even though they are implemented differently. 

Each Emerald object has four components: a unique system-wide name, a 

representation, (i.e., the data local to the object, which consists of primitive data 

and references to other objects), a set of operations that can be invoked on the 

object, and an optional process. Emerald objects that contain a process are active; 

objects without a process are passive data structures. Objects with processes make 

invocations on other objects, which in turn invoke other objects, and so on to any 

depth. As a consequence, a thread of control originating in one object may span 

other objects, both locally and on remote machines. Multiple threads of control 

may be active concurrently within a single object; mutual exclusion is provided by 
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monitors, and synchronization by built-in Condition objects. 

Two additional aspects of Emerald make it an especially attractive addition 

to the suite of MLP languages. The first is that objects are fully mobile and can 

move from node to node within a network, even during an invocation. The support 

for this mobility is integrated into the Emerald language. The language explicitly 

recognizes the notions of location and mobility and provides primitives to discover 

the locations of objects and move them about in the network, although operations 

aside from these primitives are location-transparent. 

The second intriguing aspect is object persistence: once created, each object 

exists in an object space maintained by Emerald as long as references to it exist. 

Object persistence is enhanced by provisions for programming objects that can 

survive processor crashes. Specifically, the checkpoint primitive of Emerald allows 

a collection of objects on a single machine to save their state. When a machine 

recovers after a failure, all checkpointed objects are restored by the system to 

their most recently checkpointed state. Programmer defined recovery actions are 

supported through the use of object recovery code, which is executed for objects 

on a recovering machine once all objects have been restored. 

There are two major pieces of the Emerald language implementation: the com

piler and a run-time support package called the kernel. The compiler translates 

Emerald source into native code for the target machine, but instead of producing 

linkable modules, it produces implementation objects that are written to code files. 

These files are placed in a database shared by the compiler and kernel. The com

piler also generates files that, when executed by the operating system, communicate 

with the Emerald kernel and cause the dynamic loading of required implementation 

objects and the creation of those objects specified in the compilation. 

The kernel provides the run-time environment for Emerald objects. A single 

Emerald kernel executes on each machine in an Emerald environment; all Emer

ald objects on a machine exist in this single address space. The kernel performs 

the dynamic linking necessary to incorporate newly defined objects into the envi

ronment, manages object creation and invocation, performs garbage collection of 

unreferenced objects, and manages the concurrency required by Emerald. Manag-
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ing concurrency includes multiplexing light-weight Emerald processes within the 

kernel's single address space and implementing the monitor entry/exit and condi

tion variable wait/signal operations. In addition, because Emerald is a distributed 

programming language, the kernel must manage communication with the kernels 

on other machines in the local environment. This communication is necessary for 

implementing remote invocation of object operations, performing object migration 

and location, and performing distributed garbage collection. The Emerald ker

nels on the several connected machines form a single virtual Emerald execution 

en vironment. 

In addition to the communication path between Emerald kernels, which is im

plemented using a custom reliable datagram protocol layered on top of UDP, the 

kernel also manages multiple connections to the outside world. A kernel measure

ment and debugging system uses a custom protocol layered on TCP, compiler

kernel communication uses raw TCP, and the interface to the X window system 

may use either TCP or UNIX domain streams. 

Emerald is currently implemented under Berkeley UNIX on Vaxes and Suns. 

Emerald environments are currently running on local networks at the Universities 

of Arizona, Copenhagen, and Washington. A small number of applications have 

been implemented, including a mail system, a shared calendar system, a file system, 

and a replicated name server. In addition, a number of load-sharing applications 

have been implemented to experiment with light-weight mobility. 

Reconciling Programming Models and Type Systems 

The goal of UTS is to define a common ground through which disparate program

ming languages can communicate. As such, the fundamental activity in integrating 

any programming language into the MLP system is reconciling the programming 

model and type system of the language with the UTS programming model and type 

system.3 In the past, attention has focused primarily on reconciliation of type sys-

3The programming model is, properly speaking, part of MLP; UTS is concerned strictly with 
the representation of the data and of ports. The two are not completely separate since procedures 
are represented in UTS. 
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tems, since the programming model of components and procec!ures is very close to 

that of most procedure-oriented languages. However, for Emerald with its concur

rent, object-oriented programming model reconciliation of both the programming 

model and the type system are issues that must be addressed. 

The first step in reconciling the programming models of Emerald and MLP is 

to develop a mapping between the world of objects and operations supported by 

Emerald and the world of components, procedures, and data supported by UTS. 

The simple mapping of an object to a component and an operation to a proce

dure has proven to be the most workable alternative. Thus, each Emerald object 

participating in the execution of an MLP program appears as a component from 

outside of Emerald, while the non-Emerald MLP components appear as objects 

from within Emerald. Note that this straightforward mapping is possible primar

ily because the component/procedure hierarchy supported by MLP can be viewed 

as object-oriented in its own right, with each component having both state and 

actions just as do objects. 

The next major issue to be resolved in the area of programming models involves 

concurrency. Emerald supports the concurrent execution of processes; indeed, such 

concurrency is an integral part of its programming model. MLP, on the other hand, 

was intended to support only a single thread of control within a given program. 

Restricting the system to sequential programs was, in fact, no accident, but rather 

a deliberate decision made in the interest of simplifying the implementation by 

avoiding the need to implement multiple threads within each component. One 

consequence of the single-thread assumption is that the calls and replies associ

ated with a single component obey a last-in-first-out (LIFO) discipline; that is, 

a component waiting for a reply message associated with a particular external 

invocation can always assume that the first reply matches the invocation. This 

property allows recursion to be used in the MLP run-time to handle invocations 

as described in Section 6.2. 

Unfortunately, this LIFO discipline breaks down when faced with a concurrent 

language such as Emerald. The crux of the problem is that such a language 

can generate two independent threads of control, both of which may invoke a 
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Figure 7.3: Concurrency violates LIFO ordering 

single MLP component which itself makes external calls to another component. To 

illustrate this problem, consider an MLP program with two independent threads 

tl and t2, and two external components A and B; such a program is diagramed in 

Figure 7.3. 

The problem arises if both tl and t2 invoke procedures within A at roughly the 

same time (invocations labeled 1 and 2 in Figure 7.3). In the course of executing 

thread t 1 , suppose that an external call to a procedure in B is generated (invocation 

3). While B is executing, A is idle, and so accepts the invocation from with 

thread t2 (invocation 2). Suppose further that execution of this procedure also 

generates an external call to a procedure in B (invocation 4). Since the component 
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B serializes incoming calls, this second call (from thread t2) must wait for the tl 

call to complete before it can execute. The result is that A will receive the reply 

from B associated with t} (reply 5) before the reply associated with t2, a violation 

of the last-in-first-out assumption. 

There are several possible solutions to this problem. Perhaps the most obvious 

and correct from the point of view of supporting a concurrent language is to re

consider the earlier decision not to implement multiple threads of control within a 

component. However, this possibility was again rejected because of its complexity; 

such a solution requires adding, in essence, a lightweight process facility to every 

MLP language. Another possibility is to disallow the use of multiple threads, but 

that would restrict the utility of Emerald and would be difficult to enforce with

out also eliminating recursive calls. Nor did we want to employ a single-threaded 

gateway between Emerald and MLP. 

The solution we settled on is simple but effective: defer out-of-order replies. 

Thus, in the scenario above, the reply (labelled 5) associated with tl would be 

saved by component A and deferred until after the reply associated with t2 has 

been received and processed. The implementation of such a facility is straightfor

ward. Each call is given a sequence number and an out-of-order reply, i.e., one 

not associated with the current external invocation, is saved until the appropriate 

instantiation of mlp_server regains control. Before executing a blocking receive, 

mlp_server checks for a deferred reply by comparing the sequence numbers of 

replies that have been received and stored against the number of the expected 

reply. 

For most programs, this approach yields results compatible with what \\ ould 

be achieved by implementing true multiple threads. To see this, consider again the 

scenario outlined above. With the deferred reply approach, t} is forced to wait for 

t2 to finish. With multiple threads, this would not be the case: t} could compl~te 

execution of its procedure and return before the component receives the reply 

associated with t 2. However, note that, in the absence of synchronization between 

t} and t2 following their external calls from the component, the order in which the 

replies are received is indeterminate and depends solely on timing. In other words, 
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both execution sequences are legal in the sense that they are both possible given 

a component that supports multiple threads. Therefore, even though deferring 

replies restricts execution to LIFO order, the resulting sequence is a legal sequence 

that could also have occurred with multiply-threaded components. 

It is, of course, possible to write MLP programs that exhibit unexpected be

havior with our approach as opposed to true multiple threads. One situation, 

alluded to above, occurs when two threads synchronize following their external 

invocations." In particular, given this type of synchronization, it is possible to 

write a program that would work with multiple threads but that will suffer dead

lock when replies are deferred. Another problem could occur in programs where 

timing is important. For example, if the execution times of two operations are 

vastly different, it is possible that processing of the first reply will be deferred for 

a long time waiting for the second reply to arrive. As is the case with other MLP 

compromises, it is the responsibility of the programmer to recognize and avoid 

such situations. 

One last possible solution to the problem of accommodating multiple threads 

within MLP is also worth mentioning: simply drop replies that are received out

of-order and rely on the transport layer to retransmit the reply at a later point. 

The disadvantages of this approach are twofold. One is that not all transport 

protocols provide the operations necessary to reject an out-of-order reply. For 

example, a simple transport built on a reliable byte stream such as TCP would 

have no facilities for retransmission of a rejected message. The other reason is 

that relying on retransmission would complicate the interface between the MLP 

run-time system and the transport layer, since receiving a reply using this scheme 

would potentially require extra (expensive) interactions with the transport layer 

compared to the single access required when replies are stored by the MLP run

time. In short, since an out-of-order reply will eventually be used, it is more 

economical to store that reply at the receiving component rather than relying on 

the sending component to retransmit it. 

"Such synchronization could be achieved by, say, invoking Emerald operations and using its 
synchronization facilities. 
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Although the above scheme solves one of the problems associated with parallel 

execution, it should be emphasized that the programming model of MLP remains 

sequential, i.e., it is not intended to support general concurrent programming even 

with the addition of Emerald. As a consequence, no attempt has been made to 

provide many of the facilities that would be necessary or useful for such program

ming. For example, even after implementing the changes required for Emerald, 

MLP still does not support creation of multiple threads within components written 

in non-concurrent languages, nor does MLP provide any kind of synchronization 

mechanism for threads in different components. This means that while procedures 

in Emerald components may use concurrency internally and even concurrently in

voke procedures in other MLP components, they should not make that concurrency 

visible to their callers in order to fit into MLP's sequential abstraction. 

The omission of facilities for concurrent programming in MLP is yet another 

example of the philosophy stressing simplicity in system design; not only would 

such facilities be complex to implement, in many cases it is not even clear what 

the appropriate mechanism should be (consider the large number of proposed syn

chronization mechanisms, for example). Moreover, the combination of integrating 

Emerald but not attempting to support arbitrary concurrent programming in se

quentiallanguages exemplifies the MLP philosophy of choosing the language best 

suited for the specific task at hand. Thus, having Emerald as part of MLP provides 

a way to use concurrency to solve a problem in much the same way that having 

Icon supplies superior string manipulation facilities. 

A final issue related to the reconciliation of Emerald's programmmg model 

with that of MLP concerns the notion of a program itself. In MLP, a program 

is essentially a traditional command that is initiated from the command line by 

invocation of mlpx, calls a single "main" procedure, and terminates when that pro

cedure returns. On the other hand, the idea of a program in Emerald is somewhat 

more amorphous due to the existence of a persistent object space; in particular, 

objects within that space can interact freely regardless of when they were actually 

compiled or incorporated into the Emerald system. Emerald objects continue to 

exist until they are no longer referenced, at which point they are reclaimed by 
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the garbage collector. The model in ci is intermediate between these two; the 

persistent component mechanism is similar to Emerald's persistent objects, but ci 

does not enjoy the complete control that the Emerald kernel does and so cannot 

provide automatic control of persistence and storage, instead leaving that control 

up to the user. 

In reconciling the programming models of MLP and Emerald, the issue is which 

paradigm to support. Our solution is to support both paradigms, with the choice 

depending on whether the MLP program is initiated from the command line or 

from within Emerald. We elaborate on this point below. 

Type Systems 

The second aspect of integrating a language into MLP is mapping between the 

type system of the language and UTS; in this case, constructing a mapping be

tween the UTS types and the Emerald type structure. This is trivial for the base 

types of UTS, like 'integer' and 'float', as they map directly into predefined types 

of Emerald. The type constructors of UTS, 'record' and 'array', also map in a 

straightforward way to their Emerald counterparts. 

Like most mappings between host language features and MLP features, this 

straightforward mapping is not perfect. One point of difference is that primitive 

Emerald types are viewed as objects while UTS types are viewed as values. This 

causes problems only in certain rare circumstances. For example, if an Emerald 

array, record, or other composite object is sent to MLP and then returned, the 

identity of the object will be lost. That is, it will re-appear in Emerald as a 

new object isomorphic with the old rather than as the old object itself. In fact 

this is the result of UTS providing call by value-result as opposed to Emerald's 

call by reference; data must lose its Emerald identity when it passes out of the 

control of the Emerald kernel. A partial solution to the problem is to copy the 

contents of the reply arguments back into the argument objects in the case of a 

var argument with a mutable object supplied as an actual; this is not a complete 

solution because it solves only the first-level problem. Any references deeper in the 
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object will be destroyed. There is no complete solution (since the transitive closure 

of one object's references can span the entire Emerald system); in fact, UTS does 

not provide a completely transparent bridge to Emerald, any more than it does to 

any other language. 

Another problem involves procedure values. As mentioned in Section 3.1, UTS 

provides a procedure data type that facilitates transmission of procedure-valued 

arguments between components. Unfortunately, this type does not map directly 

to Emerald since Emerald has no notion of an independent procedure; Emerald 

operations can be understood only in the context of some object. The solution to 

this problem is to map a UTS procedure value into Emerald as a single-operation 

object, which is created when the UTS procedure value is deserialized. Invocation 

of the operation results in a call of the represented MLP procedure. In the other 

direction, when encoding an Emerald operation as a UTS procedure value, both 

the object and the operation specifier for the operation must be given as part of 

the "procedure address". It is also possible, of course, to use the defined mapping 

that represents an entire Emerald object in a Component value. 

Implementation 

Adding Emerald to the suite of languages supported by MLP required making ad

ditions and changes to the implementations of MLP and especially that of Emerald. 

This section surveys these changes. To do so, we first discuss the general way in 

which programming model differences influenced the structure of the implementa

tion, then describe in more detail the required software additions and changes, and 

finally outline the run-time execution of the resulting system. Where applicable, 

we also highlight the way in which the model reconciliation decisions described 

above have been carried out. 

As emphasized in the previous section, MLP supports a procedure-centric pro

gramming model, whereas Emerald's model is object-centric. In addition, Emer

ald's implementation style, which uses a single UNIX process (the Emerald kernel) 

to support all the objects on a given machine, is very different from the one UNIX 
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Figure 7.4: The Structure of C and Emerald Components 

process per program model used for procedure-centric languages. These differences 

have caused us to use an implementation style for Emerald/MLP that is different 

from that used for procedural languages such as C and Icon. The general structure 

of an MLP component in a procedural language is shown on the left side of Figure 

7.4. 

Recall from Section 6.3 that , in addition to the component body written by 

the programmer, the component includes three additional kinds of code. The 

first is the MLP run· time, which oversees the execution of the entire component; it 

contains routines that facilitate communication with other components, as well as a 

main procedure that performs the initialization, services invocations, and manages 

the orderly termination of the component. The second is the MLP library, which 

contains the user-level transliteration routines mentioned in Section 3.4 plus low· 
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level routines that encode and decode UTS values. The last are the stub procedures 

for each imported and exported procedure that are created by the MLP stub 

generator. These stubs perform the data conversion tasks necessary to transform 

data values between host language format and the UTS external representation. 

They also invoke the MLP run-time routines to exchange messages with other 

components. 

Incorporation of a new language into MLP requires constructing versions of 

these three pieces of software for the new language. For procedural languages, the 

software can be constructed in most cases by simply modifying the code for an 

existing MLP language. However, note that this style of implementation relies on 

the procedure-centric nature of the host language; that is, procedures are the main 

structuring features. This allows the stubs, run-time, MLP library, and compo

nent body to be separately compiled, relying on the linker to bind them together. 

Emerald, on the other hand, is object-centric, implying that the implementation 

style must be adapted to conform to this different programming model. For ex

ample, operations are not global, rather they are interpreted in the context of the 

object on which they are invoked. This means that an MLP component containing 

an external invocation of an Emerald operation must be able to name the object 

containing the appropriate operation at run-time. 

To illustrate how Emerald objects fit within an MLP program, consider the 

two typical Emerald/MLP components shown on the right side of Figure i.4.5 

The first features to note are the two Emerald objects in each component that 

function as the stubs for incoming and outgoing calls. Each stub object contains 

one operation for each exported or imported operation in the associated Emerald 

object. Note also the MLPlib object. This object serves as the MLP library and 

contains operations that allow UTS values in representatives to be manipulated 

both by the stubs and explicitly by the user. The collection of the stub operations 

into stub objects and the definition of the MLPlib object reflect the difference in 

liThe large oval delineating each Emerald component is only a logical boundary, as opposed to 
the large oval surrounding the C component, which represents the physical boundary of a UNIX 
process. 
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philosophy between Emerald and the other languages supported by MLP. Emerald 

encourages the use of objects for structuring; defining stub objects and an MLPlib 

object is the natural Emerald way to provide access to these facilities. 

The use of objects as the basis for structuring did, however, cause problems in 

the binding of references between the component body, stubs, and MLP library. 

Referring back to Figure 7.4, we see that the export stub must be able to refer to 

the body, and the body must be able to refer to the import stub. In addition, each 

activation of an Emerald MLP component causes the creation of a new object (and 

a new pair of stub objects). The only practical solution to this mutual dependency 

between dynamically created objects and stubs is to compile them together. A 

simple naming convention then allows the stubs and body to name one another. 

A second feature to note is that the functionality of the MLP run-time is 

implemented by the Emerald kernel and the MLPlib object; it is not a part of each 

component as it is in the MLP /e interface. This allows the MLP run-time code 

to be shared among the various Emerald MLP components on a given machine. 

Finally, recall from Section 7.2 that our implementation is intended to sup

port both the traditional notion of an MLP program and the more amorphous 

Emerald model of a program as a collection of freely interacting objects. The me

chanics of including an Emerald object in an MLP program in the first case are 

straightforward. The separate specification file containing the UTS import/export 

statements and the file containing the code for the object are processed by an 

Emerald stub generator and compiler to produce an executable component. Exe

cution of the MLP program is then initiated by command line invocation of mlpx. 

The Emerald object is included in the MLP program, like components written in 

other languages, by providing the name of its executable file as an argUlilent to 

mlpx. 

To support the Emerald notion of a program, an MLP component must be 

incorporated into the Emerald world in a way analogous to Emerald objects. A 

slight modification of the standard method is sufficient to accomplish this task. A 

programmer wishing to provide Emerald access to an MLP component written in 

another language must implement an Emerald interface component that imports 
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the operations provided by the component and exports to Emerald operations that 

call these imported operations. In addition, the programmer must implement an 

Emerald object that starts mlpx with the 'foreign' component and the Emerald 

component just described as arguments. Note that when started from Emerald, 

mlpx need only perform two of its three functions: component management and 

name mapping. Program initiation by mlpx is not needed because the main pro

cedure in this case is in Emerald code. 

Software Additions and Modifications 

Integrating Emerald and MLP required making changes and additions to the im

plementations of both systems. The modifications to MLP were minimal, however: 

the addition of a new transport protocol (discussed below) and code to handle the 

deferred reply messages discussed above in Section 7.2. Accordingly, we focus 

here on Emerald, discussing the Emerald stub generator and modifications to the 

Emerald run-time system. 

Despite the differences in the implementation style between MLP components 

ID procedure-based languages and object-based languages, some of the required 

software can still be adapted from existing languages. The best example is the 

Emerald MLP stub generator, which was easily constructed from the prototypical 

MLP stub generator. Instead of generating stub procedures for the imported and 

exported operations, the stub generator creates objects that can dynamically create 

stub objects in response to the creation of new components. 

The actual construction of the new stub generator took about a day. The 

prototypical MLP stub generator is divided into a language independent front end 

that builds an internal representation of the UTS types contained in a specification, 

and a language specific back end that walks this representation and generates the 

stubs. Since stubs are very straightforward, consisting mostly of calls to UTS 

routines to marshal and unmarshal parameters, the changes required to an existing 

stub generator were mostly syntactic. 

The more substantial modification involved incorporating the MLP run-time 
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system into the Emerald run-time kernel. Our general approach to this task is to 

use existing MLP support code wherever possible, to write most of the remaining 

code in Emerald, and minimize changes to the Emerald run-time system. There 

are three specific issues worth addressing. 

First is the problem of communication between the components that make up 

an MLP program. MLP normally bases Streams directly on Berkeley Unix sockets; 

this is not possible for the Emerald kernel, as each socket consumes a file descriptor, 

which are scarce resources in the Emerald kernel. 

To overcome this problem, we have added a new transport mechanism (that is, 

a new implementation of the MLP Stream abstraction) that includes two levels of 

addressing: a socket address for the Emerald kernel, and a second level of address 

understood by the kernel in order to identify the specific object. As the kernel was 

already designed to handle multiple external connections, it was relatively easy to 

add another connection for messages associated with MLP programs. In concrete 

terms, an MLP Stream built on Tep is addressed by the usual (IP address, Tep 

port number) pair, while an MLP Stream for Emerald is addressed by an (IP 

address, Tep port number, Emerald object ID) triple. A message is delivered 

on a Tep Stream by opening a Tep connection and sending the message over 

that connection; a message is delivered on an Emerald Stream by opening a Tep 

connection to the Emerald kernel and sending the receiving object ID followed by 

the message. The Emerald kernel trivially demultiplexes each incoming message 

to the addressed object. 

The second issue is handling the raw UTS values within Emerald. These values 

must conform to the data representation prescribed by the external data represen

tation standard of UTS. Since this serialized form is not valid Emerald data, this 

data is stored as BitChunks-an Emerald type that contains an otherwise uninter

preted bunch of bits. The MLP types required by the run-time system, such as 

those used for Streams and Representatives, are introduced using the standard 

Emerald type definition facility. 

The third issue relates to the initialization of an MLP component. When the 

server component mlpx is started, its arguments are the names of executable files 
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corresponding to each component that it is to cr~.te. For components written 

in procedure-based languages this file is merely the executable file consisting of 

the component linked with the stubs and MLP run-time. For component.s written 

in Emerald this file takes on a different form. As mentioned in Section 7.2, the 

Emerald compiler already generates files that, when executed, communicate with 

the kernel and cause the dynamic loading of required code and the creation of 

those objects specified in the compilation. These same files may be used to create 

an Emerald MLP component with one minor extension: they have been modified 

to accept an additional argument, namely the MLP stream value to be used in 

communication with this instance of mlpx. This argument is passed on to the ker

nel; the newly created Emerald objects then retrieve the stream from the Emerald 

kernel in order to complete the standard MLP component initialization. 

System Dynamics 

The dynamic behavior of the MLP programs after the changes described above 

includes three aspects: initialization, invocation, and termination. Initialization of 

an MLP program is very much the same after the addition of Emerald as before. 

Once the mlpx server has been started, whether from the command line or from 

within Emerald, it causes the creation of the appropriate Emerald objects. In par

ticular, the object corresponding to an Emerald MLP component is created along 

with its stubs, and a stream value identifying the export stub is communicated to 

mlpx. The rest of the standard MLP initiation protocol is then executed, includ

ing the inquiry by the server to a standard 4 Export' operation implemented by the 

export stub object to determine the operations exported by this Emerald MLP 

component. The only change is that when mlpx is invoked from within Emerald 

it does not execute a call to the "main" procedure as described in Section 6.5. 

Following startup, invocations of imported procedures by an object and ex

ported operations by procedures in other components are handled much like any 

other MLP invocations. The major difference is that, as mentioned above, the 

Emerald kernel implements the functionality realized by a separate MLP run-time 
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package in other languages. To illustrate the effects of this change, consider the 

invocation of an operation exported from an Emerald component. 

The incoming call message, which includes the arguments in the UTS external 

data representation format, comes in on the stream returned to mlpx when the 

Emerald component was initialized. The Emerald kernel creates Representatives 

using BitChunk objects containing the UTS arguments, decodes the procedure 

identifier, and invokes the call operation in the export stub object named by the 

stream. The export stub then decodes the arguments from the BitChunk into 

Emerald values and invokes the real exported operation. When that operation 

returns, the Emerald result values are encoded back into representatives, which 

are then passed back to the kernel for transmission on the reply stream contained 

in the call message. Invocations from Emerald to MLP are symmetrical; the reply 

stream passed in the call message identifies the import stub, which is the object 

that is prepared to receive the reply. 

Termination of MLP programs started from the command line is also unaffected 

by the addition of Emerald. However, when MLP components are incorporated 

into an Emerald environment, termination becomes a serious problem since it is 

not clear when such components can be terminated. Recall that an MLP compo

nent initiated by Emerald uses the mechanism of an Emerald object that serves 

as an interface for the component. As long as this interface object is referenced 

from within Emerald, new calls to the component may be made. Therefore, the 

appropriate time to destroy the component is when the stub object is no longer 

referenced, that is, when it is reclaimed by the Emerald garbage collector. Unfor

tunately, the garbage collector does not inform objects of their impending destruc

tion, so there is no way for the interface object to terminate its MLP components 

before it is destroyed. This could be remedied by adding a notification procedure 

to the Emerald garbage collection strategy;6 in the interim, MLP termination is 

handled by a watchdog timer in mlpx which periodically triggers a probe for the 

continued existence of the Emerald interface component, terminating the other 

MLP components if the probe fails. 

6This change would benefit other programs as well. 
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7.3 Conclusion 

UTS is intended as a bridge between different programs, different programming 

languages, and different programming models. Our experience with using it in 

the two projects described in this chapter, with two programming models that are 

quite different from each other and from the initial design context of UTS, is an 

illustration of its utility for this purpose. 

The ci project exploits the dynamic binding made possible by the context

independent types of UTS. It also makes use of the fact that UTS data, unlike 

data in systems which bind types to interfaces, can be stored in variables and 

in files without losing its type. In addition, ci can be used to combine MLP 

components arbitrarily into command groups, thanks to the run-time type checking 

made possible by UTS. A type system with compiled interfaces does not permit 

this flexibility. The fact that UTS supports procedure values also allowed us to 

implement the mapper as an MLP component, which made it possible to provide 

the more elaborate ci name mapping scheme without any change to the client 

MLP components. 

The Emerald interface is an unexpected use of UTS in that object-oriented 

languages were not part of the initial intended scope. The ease of interfacing 

Emerald and MLP results from the common language principle of UTS, since the 

basic machine operations and the common data structure compositors are present 

in Emerald. Emerald, of course, does provide a novel and potentially more useful 

way of thinking about them; the new model may supplant, but does not invalidate, 

the old. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

8.1 Summary 

This dissertation has presented the design of the UTS type system and our expe

rience with implementations of that design. Our goal in the design of UTS was to 

make a type system which could be used for the communication of data between 

independent programs on heterogeneous platforms. Our experience in using UTS 

as the type system for a heterogeneous remote procedure call mechanism and for 

a distributed operating system has shown the worth of those goals, and the utility 

of UTS in reaching them. 

The ultimate goal driving the work has been to facilitate the the composition 

of programs; both creating programs by composing smaller units, and coupling 

programs together as a way of using them more effectively. Our focus on this 

problem of composition has been language driven; our model of the computer 

user is someone who controls the computer through the medium of a programming 

language, hence our model of composition is an activity that involves programming 

languages. The breadth of application of this model is demonstrated by the range 

of applications of UTS described in this dissertation. The UTS type system has 

been applied at the usual programming leveP and at the user interface level; it 

llndeed, the type system is being applied in the construction of the Comp06ible X-kernel, an 
operating system nucleus [Hutchinson89a, Hutchinson89b). 
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has been applied to conventional, object-oriented, and goal-directed programming 

languages; it has been applied to files and pipes as well as to procedure calls and 

replies. 

UTS 

The principles underlying the design of UTS are that data should be self

identifying, that types should be self-contained, that procedures should be rep

resented as typed objects in the type system, and that the type system should 

not differ too greatly from common programming language practice. In order to 

fulfill the first goal, that a piece of data should carry with it an indication of the 

decoding procedure which should be used to deserialize it, UTS data is tagged. In 

order that UTS data not depend on shared definitions or on a particular interface, 

UTS abjures user-defined opaque types that must depend on an external shared 

type definition. The desire for tagged procedure values leads to the requirement 

that types be represented in the UTS language. 

In order to give the programmer some flexibility, for example when writing 

a user-level command with a flexible invocation interface, UTS provides a type 

language that supports alternation, ranges, and a universal type. These types are 

used in the specification of the interfaces of exported procedures; the underspecified 

types have the effect of deferring type checking until run-time. This is convenient 

when interfacing to languages like Icon that have run-time type assignment. The 

types are also used in identifying the type of data a file or a variable to eliminate 

problems of parsing and misinterpretation. 

Saguaro 

Our first experience with an application of the UTS type system, and in fact the 

project within which it was originally conceived, was in the Saguaro distributed 

operating system. UTS is the basic mechanism for the transfer of data to and 

from user programs in Saguaro; it is used for files, system calls, and inter-process 

commun ication. 
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This omnipresent data representation allows the unification of system calls, 

commands and user programs under the concept of prog. It also allows a user 

interface that permits the type-secure connection of programs dynamically and 

without preplanning, the use of data from a file without the necessity of parsing, 

and provides automatic templates for command invocation. 

A prototype of this command interpreter was built on top of the MLP-2 system. 

This prototype was used to make initial tests of the notions of the Saguaro user 

interface, such as being able to invoke system progs from the command line and 

the use of prog signatures as templates for command invocation. In addition, the 

command interpreter uses MLP components to implement dynamic nested name 

scopes. 

MLP 

Another use of the UTS type system was in the MLP system for heterogeneous 

remote procedure call. This system, in both of its versions, provides a mechanism 

for constructing a program from components which export and possibly import one 

or more progs or procedures. MLP-l links these components together statically 

into a distributed program; MLP-2 links them dynamically, using MLP procedure 

calls to resolve the procedure name at run time. Both communicate data in UTS 

format, using specifications written in the UTS type specification language to 

generate UTS signatures for the imported and exported procedures. 

MLP-l interfaces the programming languages C, Pascal, and Icon. The MLP-l 

language processors were monolithic, taking as input a host language source file 

annotated with UTS declarations and producing an MLP component in one step. 

The difficulty in porting this, and dissatisfaction with the static nature of the 

linking, led us to re-implement MLP as MLP-2. MLP-2 translators are built as 

conventional stub compilers. The MLP-2 languages are C, Emerald, and Fortran. 

Interfacing to Emerald, which is a pure object-oriented language, proved a useful 

and successful exercise in clarifying the concepts of MLP. 
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8.2 High Points 

Our experience has shown that a type scheme is possible and useful in the context of 

a general-purpose operating system, and that a type system with certain qualities 

can enhance the possibilities of composition. In passing, note that one of the goals 

of an operating system is to enable dynamic composition, at least by the sharing 

of files and perhaps by more direct connections such as Unix pipes. 

UTS data has an existence that is independent of any particular interface and 

independent of any external definition. This independence makes it possible to 

implement dynamic linking easily. It also makes it possible to store data in vari

ables and files in ci; if data were tied to a particular interface, that is, if types 

were a property of the interface rather than of the data, this storage would not be 

possible. 

The use of typed data in an operating system proved, as much as we were able 

to test it, a useful notion. One of the goals was to unify procedures and commands; 

this proved both possible and useful. Another goal was to eliminate the page of 

argument parsing code that begins every Unix program; this too was successful. 

The use of UTS as the interface description language for MLP and for the 

ci prototype was, on the whole, successful. It did, as hoped, permit easy and 

flexible composition. Some notable successes were the name mappers in the ci 

prototype, which were not in the original design, and the use of UTS throughout 

the implementation of MLP-2. 

The inclusion of a procedure type in UTS, which is dependent on the existence 

of a type 'type', proved indispensable. It is used in the MLP run-time to implement 

dynamic linking and in the command interpreter to describe commands, for type 

checking and to provide templates. 

8.3 Low Points 

The problem of maintaining references is unsolved in UTS. The design of UTS at

tempted to concentrate purely on data, in order to avoid any temporal or control 
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notions in the type system. This was not completely successful, since a proce

dure value is valid only when the component implementing that prog is running. 

The procedure value includes a reference to the port at which the prog may be 

invoked; that port is a transient value that depends on the particular instantiation 

of the component. When the component halts, all procedure values that refer to 

it become invalid. 

The MLP systems solve this problem by treating a program as a unit; when 

one component of a program dies, all component are killed. This does not take 

full advantage of the fault tolerance possible in a distributed application; it might 

be possible, for example, to restart a component on another machine and continue 

the program with no ill effects. If a prog depends on the state of the component, 

this fault tolerance becomes much more difficult. 

The problem shows up most clearly in ci. When a persistent component is 

halted, ci deletes that component's progs from the table of current progs, but does 

not attempt to find all references to those progs. The general solution requires 

keeping track of all references to each prog, so that they may be invalidated when 

the prog dies; this requires that prog references only be copied by the system, and 

complicates the protocol somewhat. It would be feasible to do this if anything 

could be done to recover from an invalidated reference; in the languages that MLP 

interfaces to, there is no mechanism for recovering from such a fault. 

More generally, exceptions are a weak point of UTS. It would have been useful 

to interface to a language with a precise notion of exception, like CLU [Liskov81J. 

This would have forced us to formulate a way of expressing such a notion in UTS. 

The use of a distinguished error type is not a sophisticated way to handle the 

problem; it is modeled more on Unix error returns than on any useful language 

feature. 

Although there are reasons why UTS does not permit extensions or user-defined 

global data types, and indeed MLP was implemented in UTS without extensions, 

still there are places even in MLP where it would have been nice to extend UTS. 

An example is the Stream type, which really deserves to be a family of types in its 

own right. 
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Another problem is that a UTS type is not as flexible as it should be. There 

were too many instances in which we had to write a glue routine just to make a 

trivial change in a type. An example is in the interface to Dragonmail (Section 

5.5), where the data structures of the existing software could not be transmitted by 

(an early version of) UTS. Although the changes in UTS alleviated this problem 

to some degree, it still does not do things like reorder the fields of a record or the 

arguments to a procedure. This point will be taken up again in Section 8.5, where 

it is discussed in the context of object-oriented programming. 

In the implementation, the MLP stub compilers should allow the creation of 

types within the interface. An example is a record type that is used in the inter

face to several progs in one component; it should be possible to give that record 

definition once, resulting in the creation of a transliteration routine for that type, 

which would be used whenever the record appeared in an interface. This would not 

require any change to the signature of the component, which would still include 

the full description of the record for each prog. Although this is a minor change, 

it would permit more concise spec files and smaller stubs. 

8.4 Future Work 

There are several possibilities for further research. 

• It would be possible to re-implement UTS on top of the ISO Abstract Syntax 

Notation standard, ASN.l; this would improve the portability of the system. 

• The system component in MLP-2, mlpx, combines the functiOI.s of the name 

mapper, the execution supervisor, and the program initiator. These three 

functions should be separated out into three components, with the execu

tion manager running as a system-wide server at a well-known address. The 

startup protocol should be enhanced to permit the use of better authentica

tion mechanisms. 

• MLP makes possible use of a mainframe as a cycle server, which workstations 

would access by remote procedure call. This has been initially explored in 
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the traveling salesman project, where it provided a tenfold speedup; further 

research is indicated . 

• The full Saguaro command interface could be realized, with graphic as well 

as textual command specification; the use of UTS should allow the two styles 

to be mixed at the user's whim. 

• UTS could be used as an interface to remote and independent computing 

resources, for example as the type system for an Internet shell cum remote 

invocation manager. The minimal amount of shared information, coupled 

with the security and machine independence of strong typing, make UTS 

ideal for this use. 

The more a system for data interchange is used, the more useful it becomes; 

a full test of UTS would require implementation on several computers, at several 

sites, with active user communities. This would require solving interesting prob

lems of authentication, security and accounting which have been neglected in the 

present prototypes. 

An important class of composition mechanisms that this dissertation neglects 

are the various visual programming environments. These have the goal of making 

it possible to draw, rather than type, the code for a program. To use the frame of 

reference of this dissertation, they provide a visual means of specifying composition. 

The most successful of these visual programming systems provide, essentially, 

a dataflow language to the user. An example is ConMan [Haeberli88]' which uses 

a primitive form of data communication; in the prototype described in the cited 

paper, data is passed between procedures as ASCII data, to be re-parsed by the 

receiver. In fact, ConMan dovetails neatly with this work, as the focus in ConMan 

is on making the connection and the focus of UTS is using the connection. This 

paradigm of graphic connection is common in visual programming environments; 

one of the goals of UTS was to support these models of composition by providing 

a system for type checking that worked with independent end points and multiple 

languages. 
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Another area offuture work involves improving the efficiency of the UTS library 

and of MLP. That can be done for MLP programs by incorporating streaming and 

references into Representatives. At present, a Representative is implemented as a 

buffer. It would be useful to have varieties of Representatives that included refer

ences to other Representatives, to avoid the copying of data, or which included a 

reference to a Stream, to allow deferred serialization and transliteration concurrent 

with data transmission. In the latter use, the sending component could transmit 

the bytes of the encoded value as they were generated, so that the receiver could 

begin decoding before the sender had finished encoc·jng. 

Representatives with references to data in shared memory would make possible 

a very efficient MLP call mechanism on machines with shared memory hardware. 

It would also make it possible to compose Representatives, for example into a 

record, without actually moving the data. The constructed record representative 

would contain the record header, references to the Representative for each field 

of the record, and the record end marker. The copying of the UTS value into 

contiguous storage could then be deferred until the time of transmission. If the 

interface supports scatter-gather I/O, the UTS value need never be copied into the 

contiguous buffer, but could be transmitted directly from the scattered form. The 

present UTS library is set up to allow this, but it has not yet been implemented. 

UTS has also been designed with the possibility of concurrent encoding and 

transmission in mind; this is the purpose of the end tags that mark the end of a 

composite value. They allow the use of the special value unknown for the length 

of the datum. 

8.5 Rethinking the Problem 

The goal of UTS is the free interchange of data. It might be possible to achieve 

that goal with a more expressive type system based on object-oriented concepts. 

One drawback of UTS is that the types are not completely expressive of the pro

grammer's intention; the type in any host programming language generally carries 

more information than the corresponding UTS type. This is intentional, for reasons 
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expounded in Chapter 3, but unfortunate. 

In a closed universe such as an object-oriented programming system, a much 

more precise notion of type can be used without restricting composibility. The 

type of an object is, roughly speaking, the operations the object provides and the 

types of those operations. Since the programming system handles all objects, any 

object can refer to any other object. This makes it possible to compute the types 

of references at run-time, and to base types on the availability of the required 

operations. That is, an object can be used as an instance of type A if it provides 

all the operations provided by objects of type A. The implementation of such 

a system requires that the programming system manage all objects, so that the 

references in the types can be resolved and so that the recursive type equation that 

defines the set of operations can be solved [Black87]. An object-oriented system 

derives its flexibility and composibility from this interconnection and interreference 

of objects. 

The design of UTS is an attempt to gain some of the benefits of an object

oriented system in an environment where interobject references could not be pro

vided with reliability and where the "objects" are completely opaque to the type 

system. There are techniques that permit compile-time checking of types in an 

object-oriented system while still allowing the full Bexibility and type substitution 

of an interpreted system [Black87]. It might be possible to use these techniques to 

construct a notion of type defined by a set of operations, while still allowing those 

types an independent existence. Such a system would provide a more precise and 

expressive notion of type while still being useful in a heterogeneous environment. 

It would, of course, have to be possible to re-name operations during the type 

resolution process, as otherwise it would be impossible to reconcile programs that 

were not written together. 

The ideal form of UTS might be some kind of object-oriented type system. 

Present object-oriented systems, however, do not function well in a distributed 

heterogeneous environment. One source of difficulty is that object oriented sys

tems, properly speaking, function only by reference. Consequently, any concrete 

value is outside the scope of the object abstraction and any operation on the bits is 
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a short-circuit. The implementation of the language is correct if the implemented 

operation is consistent with the object type that it is supposed to represent. On the 

other hand, UTS defines type precisely in terms of the machine supported data 

types that are abstracted in object-oriented languages. UTS is concerned with 

passing the concrete values that object-oriented languages would prefer to ignore, 

because those are the first level of abstraction of the underlying hardware and 

hence are common to aU languages running on that hardware. Any heterogeneous 

system must provide a description of data that is consistent with the underlying 

truth of the hardware. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE UTS DATA STANDARD 

This table gives the representation standard for UTS data values. The type column 

shows the name of the type as a UTS type expression; the format column indicates 

its binary representation; and the interpretation column tells how to interpret the 

bytes. 

In the format column, uppercase letters are the tag as literally present in the 

UTS value while lowercase letters are metasymbols. The actual bytes of the data 

are elided as " .. ", which represents a variable number of bytes. The explanation 

in the interpretation column tells the number of bytes in the data value and how 

they are to be interpreted. 

Two important metasymbols are's' and 'I' - IS' is an integer giving the numbers 

of bytes in the value, including the tag and the size field; 'I' is an integer giving 

the number of elements in a data structure. All integers, including UTS integer 

values and the integers within the more complex type representations, are stored 

as 4-byte signed integers in Iittle-endian (ARPAnet standard) byte order. IS', the 

size of a datum, always includes the tag byte and the size field, hence is >= 5. 

The special values of 0 for's', the size of a value in bytes, and -1 for 'I', the 

number of elements in a value, signify an indeterminate length, not specified by 

the creator of the data value. The receiver must count the bytes or elements by 

scanning for the end marker tag, which will appear in place of the tag of an array 

element or record field. All such elements and fields are full UTS values, complete 
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with tag. This is possible for array and record fields, since they have end markers, 

but not for strings or byte values. Note that all arrays and records, even those 

with determinate length, retain the end tag in the interest of uniformity. 

The representation for a procedure value is not given in this table since it is 

defined by an ordinary UTS record constructor. The definition of a procedure 

record is shown in Figure 3.8. 

type format 

integer I.. 

float F .. 

string Ss .. 

byte Us .. 

bool B .. 

error E .. 

signature Ts .. 

null N 

record Rs .. D 

array Asli .. Y 

interpretation 

integer (4 bytes, little endian, signed-as above) 

8 bytes, IEEE P754 format (bits numbered little-endian) 

counted ASCII X3.4 string 

un interpreted data 

one byte - 0 for false, 255 for true 

integer error number 

see Appendix R 

no data 

each element is encoded separattly 

The integer '1', length, is the number of dimensions. Each 

dimension occupies one integer, shown in the format as 

Ii'; then the proper number of elements, each one repre

sented fully. 
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APPENDIX B 

THE SERIAL FORM OF UTS 

SIGNATURES 

UTS type expressions have a textual and a binary form. The textual form is 

intended to be readable by humans; the binary form by programs. They carry 

exactly the same information. 

The binary form is a serial form, suitable for transmission over network links. 

It is called a signature. In principle, the binary form of a type expression is made 

up of the tags that would occur in a data value of that type, without the data. 

The tag for a signature itself is 'T'; the tag is followed by the size in bytes of 

the signature, counting the tag and size field. Thus the minimum value of the size 

field is 6: one for the tag, 4 for the size, and 1 for the signature itself. 

In a signature, the possible length of the data is represented as 2 integers (low 

and high) instead of one. This is called a range. In the chart below, it's written 'r'. 

It's encoded as two 4-byte integers, giving the low and high limits. An extremum 

of -1 means "un bounded". Hence an encoded range of (-1,-1) means unspecified 

length. 

In this chart, lower case letters are meta-symbols; capitals and punctuation 

are literal, except ' .. ' which signifies an indeterminate series of bytes which are 

explained in the intrepretation column. The metasymbols are It' for a sub-signature 

value, which is complete with T tag and size, "r ' for range of two 4-byte integers, 
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and's' for a length in bytes. 

Note that while a Prog value is represented as a UTS record structure, a prog 

signature has a special format. 

type 

integer 

float 

string 

byte 

bool 

signature 

null 

record 

array 

alternation 

unspec 

wildcard 

prog 

format 

I 

F 

Sr 

Ur 

B 

T 

N 

Rt..D 

Alr .. t Y 

lIt.. 

? 

* 

Ptt 

comment 

No length - that's part of data representation 

used to indicate unused record elements or arguments 

The contents are a signature, complete with tag, 

for each field of the record. The special signature 

'*' may appear as the signature of the last field. 
'I' is the number of dimensions. '1'=0 means *, an 

unspecified number of dimensions. I}' is followed 

by a range for each dimension. There are 'I' sets 

of bounds. 't' is the signature of the contents of 

the array. If 'I' < 0, it signifies -'I' dimensions 

followed by *. 
'I', an integer, is the number of alternates; It' are 

the signatures of the alternates. 
matches one of anything 

Matches multiple anything. Only legal as the last 

signature inside a record. 
A prog signature contains two subsignatures, both 

of which must describe record types. The first 

subsignature describes the invocation record; the 

second describes the result record. These subsig

natures are instances of the UTS 'signature' type, 

with tag 'T'. 
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APPENDIX C 

THE TREE FORM OF UTS 

SIGNATURES 

A UTS signature is normally represented in a linear form suitable for transmission. 

For some uses, for example type checking and stub generation, a tree-structured 

representation is required. In the C programming language, that tree-structured 

representation is called a UtsSigTree; that data structure is explained in this Ap

pendix. 

A UtsSigTree is a binary tree with a tag at each node. The C definition of a 

node is 

struct tree_node { 
char tag; 
struct tree_node *ls. *rs; 

} 

typedef struct tree_node *UtsSigTree; 

The tags and corresponding left and right sons are shown in Figure C.l (page 

184), with the children indented on the line following the parent. The children are 

omitted or shown as '(unused)' when not used. "null" means the null pointer, a 

child name starting with UTS- indicates a pointer to a node with that tag, and an 

explanation in parens indicates a pointer to a subtree with the explained meaning. 

In the case of a Range node, the child pointers are the integer limits of the range 

cast into a UtsSigTree pointer. 



UTS-Integer 
UTS-Float 
UTS-Bool 
UTS-Signature 
UTS-Error 
UTS-Null 
UTS-Any (the I?' type) 
UTS- Wildcard (the '*' type; only valid at end of List or Dlist) 
UTS-Range 

(lower limit) 
(upper limit) 

UTS-String 
UTS-Range 
(unused) 

UTS- Dlist (dimension list) 
UTS-Range or UTS- Wildcard 
UTS-Dlist or null (tail of dimension list) 

UTS-Array 
UTS-Dlist 
(type of array element) 

UTS-Record 
(type of first field) 
UTS-List or null (tail offield list) 

UTS-List 
(type of field) 
UTS-List or null (tail of field list) 

UTS-Or 
(type of one alternative) 
UTS-Or or null (tail of alternative list) 

UTS-Prog 
(input type - a record type by convention) 
(output type - a record type by convention) 

Figure C.l: Signature Tree Structure 

184 
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Several node types form lists of values in the standard binary tree encoding of 

a list, with each list element stored in the 'Is' pointer and the tail of the list as the 

Irs' pointer. These types are List, used for lists of fields in a record; Dlist, used for 

lists of dimensions in an array type; and Or, used for a choice type created with 

the 'or' type expression. The special type Wildcard, which represents the ,*, type 

expression, may occur occur only as the last element in a List or a Dlist. 
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